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Creating a lasting impression
Diane Linderman, P.E., PWLF
APWA President

ay brings signs of change
throughout most of the
U.S. and Canada. Spring is
turning to summer in most
of North America, bringing warm
weather and more sunny days. It is
also a month for celebrations and
turning points—Mother’s Day, proms,
graduation ceremonies—prompting
family and friends to gather and
celebrate. Students transition from
one phase of education to the next, or
move into their professional careers.
Here at APWA, May brings us the
annual “Sustainability” issue of the
APWA Reporter, and the celebration
of our industry—National Public
Works Week (May 20-26). This year’s
theme for National Public Works
Week is “Public Works: Creating
a Lasting Impression” and seems
very appropriate for this issue of the
Reporter and the topic of sustainability.
As I have traveled around the U.S.
and Canada during my tenure as
APWA President, I have seen so
many fine examples of public works
professionals performing work
with the intent for it to be lasting
and sustainable. From responses
to the simplest customer service
request to construction of the most
complex projects, the goal is the
same—building something to last
and creating a positive impression
of public works. In the public
works lexicon, “sustainability” is
about more than “being green.” It
is about doing the right job, the
right way, for the right reasons. The
result is environmentally sensitive,
economically feasible and socially
responsible.
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The APWA Board of Directors
recognized the need to assume
a leadership role in creating
a sustainable society. APWA’s
Center for Sustainability was first
created in early 2009 to establish
the Association’s presence as key
force in sustainable communities.
Since that time, the Center has
taken a number of steps that are
geared toward the concept of
“Creating a Lasting Impression”
and encouraging sustainable
practices through APWA. The
Center’s mission is to build
the skills, knowledge and tools
for APWA members to exercise
sustainable leadership in their
communities. Since its inception,
the Center has been developing
a knowledge base and tools for
APWA members. From the creation
of the “Framework for Sustainable
Communities” to participating
on behalf of all of APWA in the
establishment of the Institute for
Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI)
and the “Envision” rating tool for
measuring the sustainability of
infrastructure projects, the Center
for Sustainability is working to
ensure that APWA is at the forefront
of this important matter.
It is the Center’s goal to continue to
provide resources to our members.
You can read about the Center for
Sustainability’s Guiding Principles,
now available in electronic
brochure format (http://www.
apwa.net/Library//LearnAndGrow/
ActionPlan.pdf), designed to help
public works officials to identify the
actions they can take to integrate
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sustainability into their organizations’
operations and objectives. Create a
Sustainability Committee in your
chapter! The Center for Sustainability
conducts a quarterly conference
call with chapter liaisons to further
promote APWA’s message at the
grassroots level. Read about how you
can set up a committee. The Center
is also preparing a short video that
will be available to APWA members
to share with a variety of audiences—
from an orientation for new public
works employees to the citizens we
serve each day. Expect to see it later
this year. These are exciting times for
the Center for Sustainability and all of
APWA’s members.

This issue of the Reporter also
highlights a myriad of sustainable
actions and best practices in
sustainability being implemented
by APWA members from all over.
One example is a suburban Chicago
engineering firm that is practicing
what it preaches to clients with its
own office facility—bike lockers and
showers, permeable pavement and
green building techniques. Lessons
learned about sustainability and
infrastructure come from a trip to
Haiti, following the devastating
earthquake, in which several APWA
members and staff participated.
Another article highlights what
is currently happening in the
streetlighting industry with regard to

LED. You can also learn about western
Canada’s experience with watershed
management in this issue. Clearly,
APWA members have embraced not
only the concepts of sustainability
but how to put it into practice, and
I bet that probably doesn’t surprise
most of us. After all, the public works
profession exists from a desire to
provide programs and services to
enhance the quality of life for all that
we serve.
Recently, APWA Past President George
Crombie was invited to a meeting at
the White House along with other
participants from the Institute for
Sustainable Infrastructure, CEO’s from
engineering firms, contractors and

“It were not best that we should
all think alike; it is difference of
opinion that makes horse races.”
Mark Twain (1835-1910),
American author and humorist
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others. Senior officials from the U.S.
Military, FHWA, EPA and other federal
agencies were also in attendance.
The purpose of the meeting was
to make recommendations for the
federal government to encourage
sustainable practices through
the federal procurement process,
with a goal toward implementing
sustainable infrastructure. The
support demonstrated by the Obama
Administration signals the message
that sustainability is not just the
current buzzword, but the direction
that we are heading as a society.
With this focus on sustainability,
there has never been a more exciting
time to be part of the public works
profession. Once you have finished
reading this issue, please check out
the Center for Sustainability on
APWA’s website, and consider ways
that might interest you in getting
involved further with the Center
and APWA’s strategic principles of
sustainability.
During May, I encourage all of our
members and member agencies to
take a moment and celebrate public
works—both its people and the
meaning of the profession. It is, after
all, a time to recognize the importance
of the presence of public works in our
communities—contributing to the
quality of life everywhere we touch
and “Creating a Lasting Impression.”
In the end, that is what really is
sustainable. Happy National Public
Works Week to all of our members in
the U.S. and Canada! Thank you for
your contributions!
Follow President Linderman’s blog at
http://apwapresident.wordpress.com.

THE ROAD TO ANAHEIM
The 2012 APWA International Public Works Congress & Exposition will take place
in Anaheim, California, August 26-29. In each issue of the APWA Reporter we’ll
highlight one of Anaheim’s unique attractions. Anaheim is a great city and our
annual conference will be a terrific show!

Pictured is Paradise Pier at Disney California® Adventure, one of two theme parks
comprising the Disneyland Resort (with the original Disneyland Park being the
other). The 67-acre Disney theme park was designed as part of a major expansion
that transformed the Disneyland area and its hotels into the Disneyland Resort.
Whereas the original 85-acre Disneyland Park contains eight themed “lands,”
Disney California Adventure is divided into eight themed “districts”: Buena Vista
Street, Hollywood Pictures Backlot, Grizzly Peak, Pacific Wharf, “A Bug’s Land,”
Cars Land, Condor Flats, and Paradise Pier. (Image: ©Disney)

Recognize Your Leaders is seeking contributions!
A simple definition of leadership is that leadership is the art of motivating
a group of people to act towards achieving a common goal. Many times we
find ourselves thinking of leaders being only at the top of an organization.
Not so. Leaders are found at all levels within our public works organizations.
Most often, they are anonymous, they are simply doing their job and yet, their
actions impacted many.
Look around your organization and find someone to recognize for a specific
project they have done. It could be your manager, first-line supervisor, assistant,
or janitor. Submit the name of the individual and a brief summary of the project
you would like to recognize them for to Becky Stein at bstein@apwa.net.
All submissions will be reviewed by members of the Leadership & Management
Committee. Those individuals selected will be recognized in a future issue
of the APWA Reporter.

“If we do not change our direction, we are
likely to end up where we are headed.”
– Chinese Proverb
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For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Education.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available. Questions? Call the Professional Development
Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2012
May 7, 14, 21

Public Infrastructure Inspector Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 8, 15, 22

Public Fleet Professional Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 9, 16, 23

Stormwater Manager Certification Study Guide — Parts 1-3 (Rebroadcast)

May 17

A Systems Thinking Approach to Creating a Learning Organization (Live)

May 31

Debris Management in Emergency Situations (Live)

June 12

Low Cost Safety Improvements (Rebroadcast)

June 14

The New ISI Tool (Live)

June 25-27

Sustainability in Public Works Conference – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

June 26

The New AASHTO Transportation Green Book (Rebroadcast)

June 28

FHWA Rating Systems (Live)

August 26-29

2012 APWA Congress—The Best Show in Public Works
Anaheim, California

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP

If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise and perspective
on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/

= Click, Listen, & Learn program

= Live Workshop

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP
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Federal agencies working to help rural
communities achieve sustainability
Julia Anastasio
Director of Sustainability
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

uilding on the early success of
the Interagency Partnership
for Sustainable Communities
(Partnership), the
Departments of Transportation and
Housing and Urban Development
(DOT and HUD, respectively) and the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), in coordination with U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA),
developed a new report, Supporting
Sustainable Rural Communities
Report. The new Report discusses
federal programs that help rural
communities, explains existing
funding mechanisms and technical
assistance opportunities, provides
sample performance measures
that rural communities can use
to measure their activities, and
includes case studies highlighting
successful accomplishments across
the country. Since the establishment
of the Partnership, the agencies
have been working to shift the way
the federal government structures
transportation, housing and
environmental policies, programs
and spending decisions. Guided by
six Livability Principles (see sidebar),
the agencies are coordinating
investments and aligning policies
to support sustainable communities
nationwide.
Rural communities are not easily
defined and may look dramatically
different from each other depending
on local and regional conditions.
Rural America includes towns and
small cities as well as working lands
or lands that are managed for their
economic value. Rural communities,
6          APWA Reporter
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like their big city counterparts, face
an array of challenges including
unemployment, economic decline,
increased demands for services
and population growth that
require a new approach to solving
them. Other rural communities
struggle to preserve their rural
character in the face of growth
pressures and increased demands

for infrastructure in areas where it
is difficult and costly to maintain.
Moreover, many rural communities
are limited by staffing issues and
lack of access to capital, which can
mean fewer resources for planning
and collaboration to help shape
and steer growth and development
in a planned manner. As a result,
many rural communities are seeking

The Partnership for Sustainable Communities
Guiding Livability Principles:
Provide more transportation
choices. Develop safe, reliable, and
economical transportation choices
to decrease household transportation
costs, reduce our nation’s dependence
on foreign oil, improve air quality,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
promote public health.
Promote equitable, affordable
housing. Expand location- and
energy-efficient housing choices for
people of all ages, incomes, races, and
ethnicities to increase mobility and
lower the combined cost of housing
and transportation.
Enhance economic
competitiveness. Improve economic
competitiveness through reliable and
timely access to employment centers,
educational opportunities, services
and other basic needs by workers, as
well as expanded business access to
markets.
Support existing communities.
Target federal funding toward existing
communities—through strategies
like transit-oriented, mixed-use

development and land recycling—to
increase community revitalization
and the efficiency of public works
investments and safeguard rural
landscapes.
Coordinate and leverage federal
policies and investment. Align
federal policies and funding to
remove barriers to collaboration,
leverage funding, and increase the
accountability and effectiveness of
all levels of government to plan for
future growth, including making
smart energy choices such as locally
generated renewable energy.
Value communities and
neighborhoods. Enhance the
unique characteristics of all
communities by investing in healthy,
safe, and walkable neighborhoods—
rural, urban, or suburban.
See Supporting Sustainable Rural
Communities, Partnership for
Sustainable Communities, Fall 2011.
http://www.sustainablecommunities.
gov/aboutUs.html#2.

new strategies and solutions to
overcome these challenges and
find solutions to enable them to
leverage community assets, attract
and retain businesses and residents
of all ages, and ensure that economic
development results in lasting
improvements.
The Livability Principles provide
a framework for decision makers
taking on these issues and making
choices that serve the needs of the
local community. The approaches
and solutions for growing
sustainable rural communities are
as diverse as rural America itself.
Communities must select the most
appropriate sustainability approach
for their community and adapt
these strategies to respond to local
needs and values. To assist rural
communities in this, the Report
highlights this diversity in approach
through the series of case studies
included in the Report. The case
studies demonstrate that rural
communities are finding solutions
that allow them to take advantage
of their assets to attract and retain
businesses and residents, and ensure
that economic development achieves
lasting results.
Strengthening and expanding federal
support for rural communities by
better coordinating and aligning
federal programs is a key Partnership
goal. Under the guidance of the
Livability Principles, the Partnership
and USDA are working to strengthen
rural economies by building on assets
such as traditional main streets,
agricultural and working lands, and
natural amenities and resources to
provide a better quality of life for
residents of rural communities. The
Report provides the Partnership with
a framework for moving forward
by ensuring that the four agencies’
spending policies and programs
support rural communities’ efforts
to be economically vibrant and

environmentally sustainable places
to live. The four agencies already
make significant investments in
rural communities through many
programs such as the USDA Rural
Utilities Program, the EPA State
Revolving Fund programs, and
the HUD State and Small Cities
CDBG programs. Additionally,
the Partnership has supported
community and regional planning
efforts in rural areas through several
competitive grant programs. For
instance, in 2010 HUD awarded $28
million in Sustainable Communities
Regional Planning Grants to
regions with populations of less
than 500,000 and $15 million in

Community Challenge Planning
Grants to rural places with fewer
than 200,000 people. These grants
have enabled rural communities and
small cities to plan for their future
growth so that their communities
become economically vibrant and
environmentally sustainable places
to live.
The six Livability Principles also
provide a useful framework for
guiding a rural community’s
sustainability efforts by making
critical connections between
economic competitiveness,
agricultural and land preservation,
the leveraging of existing

Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities
Partnership for Sustainable Communities

In collaboration with the U.S. Department of Agriculture

Fall 2011

The cover of the Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities Report
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infrastructure, and enhancing
the quality of life. Because many
rural communities have limited
transportation options, providing
more transportation choices can
improve a rural community’s quality
of life and economic attractiveness.
The Partnership, along with USDA,
is leveraging federal investments to
expand transportation choices within
rural communities and between
rural communities to help provide
more transportation choices for
their residents. Enhanced economic
competitiveness is another key
livability principle that many rural
communities are working towards.
Most rural communities and small
towns possess unique resources such
as proximity to ski resorts or other
recreational areas; farms and ranches;
or renewable energy production
facilities. The Partnership is working
with many rural communities to
identify these local resources and
competitive advantages through
planning and visioning efforts so
that rural communities can leverage
these resources to bring economic
growth to the region. Communities
that conserve and build upon their
distinctive and historic resources will
be better positioned to enhance the
quality of life for their residents.
The Report also highlights the
importance of establishing useful
performance measures so that
local officials can evaluate their
efforts and demonstrate to the
community that their efforts are
paying off. Performance measures
can help public works leaders better
understand the impacts of choices
that were made and help to quantify
the degree to which programs,
policies and investments are helping
to achieve community goals.
Robust measurement also provides
decision makers with a quick and
readily available assessment of the
outcomes of a particular project
or monitor trends in performance.

EJ is driven by unparalleled customer care,
exceptional solutions, global expertise, and
local understanding.
We are EJ.

Learn more at ejco.com or 800 626 4653
East Jordan Iron Works is now EJ

The sample measures laid out in
the Report are organized in terms
of broad, overarching goals—
specific strategies that can help
attain these goals and indicators by
which to measure performance. For
example, Goal 4: Expand Affordable
Housing, highlights the strategy
of increasing affordable housing
near rural towns and employment
centers and then identifies two
implementation measures that can
be used to demonstrate the success
or failure of the effort. (See Report,
page 19). Just as the livability goals
of rural communities will differ
widely, rural communities need to
customize performance measures to
address their unique and distinctive
characteristics.
Finally, the Report establishes the
Partnership’s next steps for assisting
rural communities with their
sustainability goals. According to

the Report, the Partnership intends
to continue to work to ensure that
each agency’s policies, programs
and investments support rural
communities that are economically
resilient, provide a good quality
of life for residents and support
healthy environments. The Report
also describes a series of short-,
medium- and long-term actions
the Partnership will undertake to
continue its mission. For instance,
over the next six months the
Partnership will create a new
guide, Leveraging the Partnership
for Rural Communities, which will
describe funding and technical
assistance programs available to rural
communities from each of the four
agencies. Over the next year, the
Partnership will develop and post
additional case studies that have
used Smart Growth and sustainable
community approaches to achieve

job growth, resource protection, and
housing and community facility
improvements. Finally, over the
next 18 months the agencies are
committed to incorporating the
Livability Principles into ruralfocused community and economic
development funding opportunities.
The Interagency Partnership for
Sustainable Communities has worked
diligently over the past two years to
align federal policies, programs and
spending priorities and the Supporting
Sustainable Rural Communities Report
continues this work. Small cities and
rural communities nationwide can
use the resources outlined in the
Report to innovate and create jobs,
spur economic growth, and preserve
their rural and ecological heritage.
Julia Anastasio can be reached at (202)
218-6750 or janastasio@apwa.net.
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Reflections on the APWA Congress
Sue Hann, P.E., AICP, ICMA-CM
City Manager
City of Palm Bay, Florida
APWA Director-at-Large, Transportation
uring the past year, my life
has seen a lot of changes.
Back in June 2011, I found
myself appointed as the City
Manager for Palm Bay, Florida—a bit
of shock therapy for a 30-year public
works professional, but that’s another
story…
Some of you may know that I have
also been involved in the APWA
Emerging Leaders Academy since its
inception over five years ago. I’ve been
teaching leadership for a long time,
but found out in my new role as City
Manager that true leadership is not
easy! Our city and many others across
North America are going through
unprecedented changes. Our budgets
are shrinking dramatically and we
have very few options as to how we
manage this change.

It is in this environment that I learned
two very important points. First—my
team is what makes Palm Bay work
and second—my team consists of
top-notch professionals who truly
care about their city and the work
they do on its behalf. High-caliber
professionals—those that are needed
to serve in these difficult times—must
be exposed to new ideas and creative
thinking; otherwise, how can we lead
in such challenging times if all we
know is what we’ve done in the past?
As a public works professional, I
loved the APWA Congress for the
unique and exhilarating professional
development opportunities. APWA
and the many mentors I have had
through my involvement with
APWA made me ready to take on the
challenges of being a City Manager.

As a City Manager, I must work with
the Council to determine how to best
invest our limited resources—also
keeping in mind that our citizens have
limited resources too and demand
good stewardship of their trust and
dollars. We must be sure that our
expenditures bring value to our
community.
So, it is with true value in mind that
I recommend continued investment
in professional development to our
City Council. The best example I can
give the Council is that when our city
experienced about a 60% turnover in
our top management in less than a
year (including the City Manager, City
Attorney and five of nine Department
Heads) our staff was professionally
ready. That can’t happen successfully
without investment in professional
development.
The APWA Congress is one of the
strongest professional development
experiences of my career and has
been regardless of my position on
the organizational chart. Congress
provides tremendous value whether
you need to know more about
social media, sustainability or
stormwater management. Fleet,
facilities and financing are covered,
as are transportation, trash and
technology trends. Vendors are there
to demonstrate their products and
services for a hands-on experience.
The APWA Congress is a public works
smorgasbord!

The Emerging Leaders Academy Class III at the 2010 Boston Congress, with APWA
Director-at-Large Sue Hann (holding photo) and then-President George Crombie
(center) during the annual Awards Recognition Ceremony
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Although I could ramble on for a few
thousand words, I asked the APWA
Emerging Leaders Academy class
members to give me some perspective

on the value they received from their
Congress experience. Their quotes (on
pages 11-12) will give you a sense of
what Congress can mean to you.
By the way—if you’d like to hear more
about my City Manager experience,
I’ll be presenting a session at Congress
entitled: “So You Want to Be the
Boss?” on Sunday, August 26 at 8:30
a.m. I recently had the opportunity to
experience the Olympic bobsled run
in Park City, Utah. I will likely draw
some amusing parallels during my
presentation!
I hope to see you in Anaheim!
Sue Hann can be reached at (321) 9523413 or hanns@palmbayflorida.org.
“Congress is a great opportunity to
network with other public works
professionals who are working on
similar projects in other parts of the
country to share information and
knowledge. Additionally, Congress
provides a ‘big’ picture of what
APWA and public works are all
about in various parts of the U.S. (or
internationally).” – Shonna Summer,
P.E., Project Manager, Callegaus
Municipal Water District, Thousand
Oaks, CA
“The benefits of attending an
APWA Congress are many. To name
a few would be access to diverse
informational opportunities, exposure
and introduction to emerging
products and procedures, and
development of a local and foreign
problem solving and professional
contact network. The people I have
met are amazing; and they know
things!” – Donna J. S. Hancock, P.E.,
C.I.P. Design and Construction Manager/
Principal Civil Engineer, Engineering
Division, City of Tempe, AZ
“I’ve been to two Congresses and
I found both to be invaluable. The
number of vendors at Congress
provides a great opportunity to
meet with possible vendors as well
as see new technology in action.

If you want to learn more about the APWA Congress, look for the people with
multiple ribbons under their nametags…people like Sue Hann, City Manager, City
of Palm Bay, Florida, and member of the APWA Board of Directors.

I also found the networking to be
fantastic. Whatever problem you’re
dealing with, someone else has
probably dealt with it and they are
probably at Congress.” – Paul Klajbor,
Administrative Services Manager,
Operations Division, City of Milwaukee
Department of Public Works, Milwaukee,
WI
“The nice thing about Congress is
that there is an experience of being
totally immersed in an environment
surrounded by folks who deal with
the same problems and challenges
reflecting the span of public works
duties. At Congress your peers render
support with a multitude of ideas and
options, so you are better equipped to
operate your organization when you
return.” – Angelo Speno, Assistant Public
Works Director, Putnam County, Florida
“As a fairly new member of APWA,
I would strongly urge other new
members to take the time, regardless
of their busy schedules, to attend
Congress. It is motivating and
inspiring to meet, mingle and learn
with so many other public works
professionals.” – Joshua Wilson, Public
Works Director, City of Cedar Key, FL
“Congress provides a platform where
individuals can share with one

another their experiences over similar
issues that they have either faced in
the past, are currently facing or will
face in the future as they progress
though their public works career. With
the informative concurrent technical
sessions and the dynamic General
Session speakers that are brought in
each year by APWA, Congress by far
is the most beneficial conference that
I have ever attended.” – Jeffery Brown,
P.E.
“Attending the 2011 APWA Congress
in Denver was a priceless experience.
There is no other venue that I know
of where you can learn and be
exposed to so much information
in such a short period of time. I
especially valued the opportunity to
exchange thoughts and ideas with
some of the leaders and experts in
the public works arena. Additionally,
I was able to expand my network
of public works resources across the
nation which instills a great sense
of pride and belonging. APWA is a
great organization!” – Michael Roy,
Operations Manager, Public Works, City
of Snoqualmie, WA
“Attending the APWA Congress
allows one to meet peers from around
the globe and learn firsthand about
the innovative ideas and solutions
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they’ve implemented in their
respective regions. The networking
and educational opportunities are
sharply focused to provide the greatest
and latest developments in the public
works field.” – Eric Hotton, GIS Tech I,
City of Palm Bay, FL
“Networking opportunities at both a
national and international level. The
keynote speakers will renew both your
faith in the public works industry and
the importance of the role you play in
that industry.” – Brad Dennehy, Director
of Public Works, City of Milford, DE
“I have always felt that the few
days spent at Congress have always
been the equivalent of a full year of
training locally. The broad selection
of topics coupled with nationally
known speakers is second to none and
conveniently located under one roof.”
– Bill Stogsdill, Direct of Public Works,
City of Fairway, KS
“The APWA Congress is such a great
resource for professional development.
Not only do the presentations offer
a wide range of case studies and
best management practices, but
networking with the public works
professionals representing their
organizations internationally is truly
motivating. This experience reaffirms
your passion for public service as you
are eager to put the knowledge you
have gained into action.” – Amanda
Millirons, MPA, Division Manager, Public
Works Department, City of Palm Bay, FL
“Last year was my first time attending
the APWA Congress. I enjoyed the
experience tremendously. It really put
the magnitude and camaraderie of
public works into perspective for me.
It was a great opportunity to share
ideas and learn from other agencies. I
look forward to attending this year’s
Congress.” – Deborah Leistner, PTP,
Transportation Planning Manager, Public
Works Department, City of Gainesville,
FL
“Congress provides me with the ability
to network with colleagues from both
12          APWA Reporter
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across this country and internationally
as well. When I have an issue that I
am dealing with, I now have a much
larger base of people I can reach out to
for input and solutions. The majority
of what we deal with day in and day
out is not new. I can reach out to
those colleagues for someone who has
experience with what I am dealing
with and gain valuable input. Why
reinvent the wheel when you can
learn directly from others?” – Wendy
Springborn-Pitman, Engineering Services
Manager, City of Tempe, AZ
“Congress allows you to experience
a wide variety of activities that
range from the technical sessions
and equipment expo to specific sites
throughout the city that is hosting
the event. After attending the New
Orleans Congress I was able to find a
better asphalt solution to temporary
patching that we still use today. After
attending the Denver Congress, we
now have an Anti-Icing unit for pretreating roadways before a snow event.
The friendships made and information
gained at any Congress are invaluable
and it’s also nice that you get to visit
different areas of the country along
the way!” – Jason Calbert, Assistant
Administrator, Street Division - Public
Works, Newport News, VA
“Congress is a yearly opportunity
for professionally diverse public
works professionals from across
North America to meet in both
structured and informal settings that
provide access to training seminars,
industry best practices, networking
opportunities and exposure to a
multitude of public works-related
exhibits. The conference develops a
professional camaraderie that ensures
participants, especially people that
are new to the field of public works,
recognize that similar public worksrelated issues are found throughout
the towns and cities of North America
and can often be addressed via readily
available networking discussion at
Congress. Congress provides attendees
an excellent opportunity to discuss
and debate public works-related

issues with a diverse professional peer
group.” – Rylan Wadsworth, Assistant
Director of Public Works, Town of
Montreal West, Canada
“As a fairly new kid on the block, the
APWA Congress provided me with
the opportunity to jump right into an
environment of professionals of all
levels from the public works industry.
The availability of resources and
the education sessions were perfect
for someone who needed to learn
quickly and network with ease. The
experience was invaluable!” – Beatrice
(Bebe) Newman, Manager, Customer
Service and Administration, Public Works
Department, City of Côte Saint-Luc,
Québec, Canada
“The technical sessions were excellent,
giving me new ideas to improve my
skills and projects with the City of
Madison and the APWA Wisconsin
Chapter. I attended sessions that made
me rethink the way to communicate
with the public and peers, specifically
with using Facebook and Twitter,
and rethink the way to manage
projects. I am sill in awe of how in
one session I could gain so much
useful information that I can use in
my day-to-day life.” – Eric Dundee, P.E.,
Engineer, City of Madison, WI
“I’ve been to two APWA national
conventions and would go back every
year if our budgets allowed. Having
this much access to vendors, other
APWA chapters and information is
invaluable and cannot be duplicated
at any other conference.” – James
“Stacy” Culbreath, General Manager,
Roads and Drainage, Public Works,
Richland County, SC
“Attending the APWA Congress
creates a synergy of realistic
thoughts and processes that affect
and reflect our past, present and
future mindset and goals of DPW.”
– D. Jeffery Baxter, Superintendent of
Streets & Bridge Operations, District of
Columbia Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.

What you can do for National
Public Works Week

espite its name, National
Public Works Week (NPWW)
has very much a local focus.
It will succeed through the
efforts of individual members in your
towns and cities. It is you who can
approach shopkeepers and librarians
about displaying the NPWW poster,
you who can persuade local editors to
cover NPWW activities, and you who
can speak out about the importance of
the services your departments provide
your communities.
APWA has selected “Public Works:
Creating a Lasting Impression” as
its theme for 2012’s National Public
Works Week, which will be celebrated
May 20-26. As the description on the
2012 NPWW poster says, “Inspiration
comes from many places in our lives.
In public works, inspiration is all
around us.”
Here are a few suggested activities to
promote/celebrate National Public
Works Week:

Posters
Don’t forget about posters. To be
effective, they must be displayed
where they will be seen by large
numbers of people. Shop windows,
public libraries, and city halls are
good places. Don’t forget to display
them on public vehicles, too. This
year’s poster is a watercolor scene
representing our theme “Public Works:
Creating a Lasting Impression” by
Robert Gantt Steele. Robert prefers
to paint from life. He has developed
his artistic skills through constant
observation and by studying the
masters. He has illustrated for musicals
such as Showboat on Broadway, for
magazines such as Smithsonian and
for book covers, children’s books and
exhibitions. The poster is available for
purchase on page 62.

Careers
One aim of National Public Works
Week is to interest capable youth
in public works careers. Tell the

guidance counselor at your high
school that you would be happy to
meet with classes or groups of students
to discuss public works as a career.
Keep in mind that a Shadow Day
would enable a high school student
to experience a work day in the life
of the public works professional
who performs a job of interest to the
student. In the process, students learn
that public works services employ a
variety of professionals, technicians
and administrators who have been
schooled and trained in a variety of
fields.
Likewise, bringing an Equipment
Show and Tell to a middle school
enables students to see firsthand the
equipment you use in daily operations.
Recycling vans, refuse trucks,
pavement recyclers, road graders and
lift trucks hold fascinating possibilities
for students this age. This activity is
especially ideal if you have limited
resources. You could schedule an

Proclamations
Each chapter should request a
proclamation from the governor/
premier. A sample proclamation can
be viewed at www.apwa.net/About/
npww/proclamation.pdf. Individual
members should ask mayors to
issue similar proclamations. The
best time for the proclamation
is a week or so before May 15. If
there is to be a ceremony, be sure
to contact newspapers and to have
a photographer on hand. On May
23, forward either the original
proclamation or a copy to APWA
Kansas City headquarters.

Inspiration comes from many places in our lives. In public works, inspiration is all around us.
This year, as the Golden Gate Bridge celebrates its 75th anniversary, we celebrate the inspiration
and lasting impression it has provided to many generations.

National Public Works Week, May 20-26, 2012

Public Works: Creating a Lasting Impression
by Robert Gantt Steele

The 2012 National Public Works Week poster
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Equipment Show and Tell at a different
school every day of National Public
Works Week.

Radio and Television
Contact the news or public affairs
departments of your local stations. Tell
them that National Public Works Week
is coming up and that you will be glad
to arrange interviews for their public
interest programming. This would be
a perfect opportunity for you to tell
the public how you are increasing
productivity and that the city needs to
maintain realistic levels of expenditure
to provide for adequate replacement
and preventive maintenance programs.
Write your spot announcements to
highlight the accomplishments of
your department and send them to all
stations in your area.

Newspapers
List five changes your department
has made in the last two years to
economize. Describe each briefly on
paper. Could any of them be depicted
in photographs? Call the editor of
your newspaper, tell him or her that
you have a good feature story he or
she might want to run during NPWW;
then explain your economy measures
and what they represent to your
community in saved tax dollars.

Public Works Exhibit
Create an exhibit to spotlight your
organization’s recent successes and
emphasize how they benefit all
citizens. Arrange to display your
exhibit at libraries, community centers
and shopping malls. You may be
able to take advantage of a captive
audience by exhibiting at a scheduled
community event.

Open House or Tour
An open house or tour offers
participants a new perspective on
public works and gives professionals
an opportunity to discuss the daily
operation at their facility. It also is
a good time to gather community
members’ opinions of public works
projects and services.

Keep Headquarters Informed
Your ideas may be very useful to other
members or chapters next year. Your
feedback helps headquarters staff
know what works and what doesn’t.
Just go to the NPWW website at www.
apwa.net/About/npww and click on
“Tell us about your NPWW outreach.”

For a “How To” guide for planning your
NPWW activities, just go to www.apwa.
net/discover/National-Public-WorksWeek/How-To-Guide. If you have any
questions regarding the promotion
of National Public Works Week,
please contact Jon Dilley, Manager of
Marketing and Graphic Design, at (816)
595-5251 or jdilley@apwa.net.
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APWA Global Solutions fact-finding trip to Haiti
Carl L. Quiram, P.E., PWLF
Director of Public Works
Town of Goffstown, New Hampshire
Vice Chair, APWA Center for Sustainability
ll this talk about
sustainability! Should we
really be paying attention?
Should I change the way I
do my job because of something that
scientists don’t even seem to agree
on? Why is it so important to adopt
systems thinking, why consider the
social and environmental impacts
of our decisions, isn’t the low bid all
that matters? I had an opportunity
to witness first-hand what society
could be like if we were left with no
resources to work with and still had
a society to support as a public works
professional.
As someone who is active with
APWA National, I was not the least
bit surprised when I got a call from
then-National President George
Crombie asking me to get involved
in a project. I had no idea, however,
that the project would forever change
my outlook on life and the perception

with which I view the world. In 2011,
under George’s leadership, APWA
began a new initiative called Global
Solutions. The goal of Global Solutions
is to provide an international
exchange forum promoting leadingedge best practices in public works
worldwide. Global Solutions also
had a goal to provide outreach to
educate and share knowledge with
underdeveloped countries. George
was asking me to take part in a Global
Solutions fact-finding trip to Haiti so
see if there was anything that APWA
could do to assist the country that is
still ravaged by the earthquake that
hit the Port-au-Prince area in January
2010.
I had heard that Haiti was an
extremely poor nation. I also knew
that the conditions were bad before
the earthquake and could not
imagine what I would find after the
earthquake. Haiti is located about 60

Unsanitary conditions are prevalent due to lack of waste management.
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miles east of Cuba just off the Florida
coast. It is about the size of Maryland
and is home to about 9.9 million
inhabitants. Four out of five Haitians
live in poverty, more than half in
abject poverty; the per capital GDP
is just over $700 per year. In Haiti,
unemployment exceeds 80%, the
adult illiteracy rate is 56% and the life
expectancy of a Haitian male is only
59 years old. Conditions are bad to say
the least.
Haiti has many problems. It has
been a bed of political instability
since it gained its independence
from France in 1803. From 1843 to
1915 Haiti experienced 22 changes
in government. What few natural
resources Haiti had have been
depleted. The island nation has been
largely depleted of forest to make
charcoal to cook with. As you look
down the valley you can see the haze
of the charcoal smoke at all times of
day. There is virtually no infrastructure
to speak of and the remnants of the
earthquake are seen everywhere you
look. The graft and corruption are
obvious impediments to progress
and the extreme spread between the
“haves” (Bourgeois) and the “have
nots” is immense.
As you travel around Port-au-Prince,
as a public works official you get to
see first-hand how our profession
improves the quality of life for our
residents. In the morning, sewage
flows down the ditch lines within feet
of the fruit and vegetables that people
are selling in the sidewalk markets that
are everywhere. Because the sidewalks
are crammed with people and wares
trying to scrape out enough money to

attended a church service while we
were there that will change my life
forever. I could not understand a word
of the sermon but what did affect me
was the strength, character, pride and
community that was evident within
the walls of the church. Everyone
in the church was nicely dressed,
clean and smiling. If you had not
experienced the conditions outside
the church first-hand you would have
no idea that these folks struggled on
a daily basis just to provide the basic
necessities to survive.

Sewage flows down trash-filled streets alongside food vendors.

survive, pedestrians are forced to walk
in the streets. Traffic control is nonexistent. The driver with the biggest
vehicle and loudest horn has the rightof-way through the traffic that at times
was five lanes of traffic vying for the
two lanes that were actually available,
all the while dodging pedestrians,
motorcycles and bicycles. Chaos
cannot begin to describe what it was
like. Layer that with the presence of
trash, smog and dust everywhere and
you have a picture of what life without
public works would be like.
The government officials that we met
with were in a hopeless situation.
There are absolutely no resources
to work with. Many countries have
pledged support to help Haiti;
however, few are sending the money
until control is gained over the
corruption. Even the Haitian public
works officials cannot get donated
equipment through the ports. Land
ownership is questionable making
the generation of revenue through

Traffic is unregulated leading to chaos.

taxation difficult. Even if land
ownership could be sorted out few
would have the resources to actually
pay their taxes. Many squatters just
build a house wherever they find
an open spot and illegally tie into
the electrical system making power
distribution very unreliable.
Those of you who know me know how
I constantly strive to put public works
on a level playing field with police
and fire in emergency response. That
being said, however, one of the things
that I took away from Haiti was that
until there is a police presence that
can establish law and order, it would
be very difficult for public works to do
its job. We came across a job where
public works was trying to repave an
intersection. The sidewalk vendors
were still there, and people and cars
were moving through the hot asphalt
at the same time the rollers were
trying to compact it in place. It was
chaos. I asked why they didn’t close
the road to get the job done right and
the reply was, “The people would just
revolt if we did that.”
On a positive note, the Haitians that
I did come into contact with were
very warm and welcoming. It was
unsettling for me to think that I
probably had more cash in my pocket
then the people that were taking care
of me would make in a month. We

Under the current APWA international
program, APWA has recently partnered
with ICMA’s CityLinks program and
Engineers Without Borders to bring
opportunities to APWA members to
assist underdeveloped countries. Over
the next year, staff will be working
with APWA members on proposals to
determine if there are opportunities
for APWA to develop its own programs
for assisting third-world countries such
as Haiti. I have heard several of my
fellow APWA members voice concern
that we have no business being
involved in international programs.
They say that trips to places like Haiti
have no value to our members. I say
that is not true. Traveling to Haiti has
changed my life forever; it changed
the way I view my own job and view
my own community. Even if I cannot
come up with a way to directly assist
the people of Haiti through APWA,
I have benefitted as a professional
just by having gone through the
experience. Hopefully, my sharing
this story has also benefitted you as
a reader. No solution will be easy in
Haiti, but we did come up with a few
ways that we could definitely help.
Just imagine if we could help. How
many other places could benefit from
the same type of program? Please pay
attention as the APWA International
Affairs Committee and Board of
Directors weigh our recommendations.
Carl L. Quiram can be reached at (603)
497-3617 or cquiram@goffstownnh.gov.
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Launching a Sustainability Committee:
the APWA North Carolina Chapter experience
Scott Whalen, P.E., Vice President, WK Dickson & Co., Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina, and
member, APWA Center for Sustainability; Judy Weseman, P.E., Senior Project Manager, WK
Dickson & Co., Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina

ublic works professionals
have a long history of
recognizing important
changes in public works
administration and leadership and
making appropriate adjustments to
their departments. Most recently,
the emphasis on sustainability and
implementation of sustainable
concepts has opened up, for
many public works managers,
very different perspectives
and expectations within their
departments. Recognizing this
paradigm shift in priorities as
well as maintaining a continued
commitment to help APWA develop
and support its members, the
North Carolina Chapter of APWA
(APWA-NC) formed a Sustainability
Committee in 2011.
Across the U.S., only a handful
of APWA chapters and branches
have Sustainability Committees,
although the number continues to
grow due to the increased interest
in sustainable practices in public
works. Evidence of the expanding
importance of sustainability is
shown by the growing number of
topic-relevant presentations and
sustainability-oriented vendors
at conferences such as APWA’s
International Public Works
Congress & Exposition, growing
attendance at APWA’s annual
Sustainability in Public Works
Conference, the formation of the
Center for Sustainability, support as
an equal partner with the Institute
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for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI),
and the availability of increased
funding for sustainability projects
for public works. In fact the 2011
Sustainability in Public Works
Conference had over 300 attendees,
clearly demonstrating that interest
continues to grow.
How did the APWA-NC first
organize its Sustainability
Committee and what have been the
keys to its early success? We would
like to share our “lessons learned”
with other chapters and branches as
you consider how to add your own
Sustainability Committee.
Getting Started – Committee
Member Selection
Using APWA-NC’s statewide
listserve, an open call was issued for
interested Sustainability Committee
members. The organizing group
was quickly overwhelmed with an
enormous response for a committee
envisioned to have no more
than a handful of members. All
interested members were provided
a two-page digital form in which
they were asked to give their
public works background; type of
employer (e.g., local government,
consultant, state government,
vendor); APWA Technical Division
interest; sustainability training and
certifications such as LEED; and,
most importantly, the reason they
wished to serve on the committee.
Responses were sorted with priority
given to ensuring representation
of all Technical Divisions and a

balanced cross-section of employer
types. Care was taken to also
include both small and large public
works organization representation
as perspectives of both would
be valuable. In addition, two

engineering graduate students were
recruited to the committee in an
effort to both give the students
valued exposure to a network of
public works professionals and
to spread the word among the
collegiate environment about the
desirability of a career in public
works. This highly competitive
screening process resulted in the
selection of fifteen highly motivated
committee members. In the first year
the committee has been quite active
with only one committee member
resigning due to a job change outside
public works.

Maximizing Committee
Member Participation
Committee meetings are held
by teleconference monthly with
opportunities to network faceto-face at chapter or division
conferences. Attendance is high,
80% participation or more, at all
teleconferences, a significantly
higher participation rate than was
expected with live meetings. In
addition to ease of participation,
the teleconferences are both
more time and energy efficient.
With the current high cost of fuel
coupled with our focused mission
of sustainability, the teleconference
meeting was an easy choice for our
group.
Keeping the committee members
engaged has been achieved several
ways. First, since the committee has
only one or two representatives from
each Technical Division, all members
are charged with reporting back to
their assigned Technical Divisions.
In addition, they are responsible
for securing space at their meetings
and conferences for the committee,
whether it is speaking, with a display
table, or on a panel discussion.
With the wide range of skills and
communities represented, each
committee member’s unique skills

are tapped to the fullest. Thus far,
committee members have written
journal articles, developed a database
of sustainability practices among
members, participated with website
development, presented technical
sessions and more.

Committee Goal Setting
First and foremost, the APWANC Sustainability Committee’s
commitment was to serve the
needs of the general chapter
membership as it relates to
integrating sustainability in public
works. To best determine how
to reach the most members and
to focus on the most important
topics, a short online survey was
provided through the APWA-NC
Chapter listserve to all members to
learn the topics of greatest interest
and benefit, preferred method of
receiving sustainability information
from the committee, the perceived
rank of sustainability in their
organization as well as the status
of any sustainability initiatives in
their communities, and other shared
topics of interest.

Results from this survey served
to both inform and prioritize the
committee work. As is shown in
Figure 2, 47% of all respondents
ranked sustainability of high
importance in their organization.
Figure 3 details prioritized
sustainability topics as ranked by
our members and indicates greatest
interest in life-cycle cost analysis
followed by a tie with energy
management and recycling/solid
waste reduction. Figure 4 shows
that preferred delivery methods
for sustainability topics was fairly
evenly divided between case studies,
webinars, presentations at State
Chapter and Technical Division
Conferences, and presentations at
regionally convenient sites.

Serving APWA-NC Membership
Shortly after formation, the NC
Sustainability Committee moved to
establish a presence at all technical
session meetings with various
approaches including tabletop
displays, participation in panel
discussions, and presentations.
Within six months, the committee
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Chapter Technical Divisions.
Committee members are all
assigned to at least one Technical
Division and, in most cases, serve
as a backup to another division.
Efforts are made to make sure at
least one committee member is
able to attend the various Technical
Division meetings and conferences.
In addition, the assigned committee
members work directly with the
Technical Division Presidents to
ensure sustainability resources
are available at all meetings and
speakers are available when needed.

had established a click-through
page on the chapter website with
a wide range of information and
references for member use. State
Chapter members will soon have
the benefit of a web-based database
that documents other APWANC members with knowledge
and experience in a variety of
sustainability practice areas that can
be contacted as resources by those
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desiring to grow or improve their
sustainability programs in their
communities.
Connecting with Chapter
Technical Divisions
Structuring the Sustainability
Committee membership to achieve
representation with each Technical
Division has proven important
in ensuring connection with all

Future Plans
Much has been accomplished in
the first nine months of the APWANC Sustainability Committee. We
have moved to quickly learn how
the committee can serve chapter
member needs by determining
sustainability issues of high priority
to our membership. From our state
membership feedback, we have
implemented their preferences for
methods to present sustainability
topics. In support of APWANC efforts to achieve the PACE
Award, the chapter has proactively
assembled a package of documents
for state chapter use in seeking
the award. And we continue to
seek other ways of communicating
with and connecting to our state
chapter membership using the
chapter website and posting new
information such as member
sustainability practices on the
website. Most important, the
Sustainability Committee leadership
has and will continue to focus on
keeping each committee member
involved and engaged in serving the
overall membership and fulfilling the
mission of APWA of developing and
supporting those involved in public
works as they integrate sustainability
into the daily practice of public
works.

The authors acknowledge the
contributions of the APWA-NC
Sustainability Committee to these
articles. Those members include:
Scott Whalen, P.E., WK Dickson,
Chair; Jim Beck, P.E., DRMP,
Vice-Chair; Russell Byrd, City of
Winston-Salem; Danny Bowden,
City of Raleigh; Thomas Cordell,
self-employed; C.J. O’Neill, Town of
Matthews; Giselle Rodriguez, P.E.,
City of Fayetteville; Butch Simmons,
City of Greensboro; Judy Weseman,
P.E., WK Dickson; David Wolfe,
City of Charlotte; Jeff Young, City
of Concord; Scott Godefroy, City of
Greenville; Bob Holden, Town of
Cary; Natalie Bouchard, graduate
student, NC State University; Brad
Wardynski, graduate student, NC
State University; and Jo Anne Wiles,
WK Dickson, ex-officio member.
Scott H. Whalen can be reached
at (919) 782-0495 or swhalen@
wkdickson.com; Judy Weseman can
be reached at (919) 782-0495 or
jweseman@wkdickson.com.

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
...to advertise in the APWA Reporter’s
Engineering & Technology issue!
Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the June “Engineering
& Technology” issue. Our members will be looking to the issue for
information on new transportation technologies, new recycling
technologies, and emergency management technologies based on
telecommunications.
Special Section: APWA’s 75th Anniversary!
The deadline to reserve your space is May 7; the materials are due by
May 10. Bonus: Advertise and we’ll provide you with a free listing in
our “Products in the News” column!

Call Amanda or Kristen at (800) 800-0341.
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APWA Guiding Principles of Sustainability
Kristel Riddervold
Environmental Administrator
City of Charlottesville, Virginia
Member, APWA Center for Sustainability

can already sense the range of
responses that are being triggered
as you read the title of this article.
Three of the five words in the title
mean so many different things to
different people. So, while I have your
attention, let me go ahead and list
the 12 principles that make up this
APWA-promoted list and then circle
back to a discussion about why they
were established.
•

Recognize Community as a
System

•

Redevelop First

•

Provide Efficient Infrastructure

•

Support Concentrated
Development

•

Restore and Enhance the
Environment

•

Enhance Recreational and
Heritage Resources

•

Plan Regionally; Implement
Locally

•

Be Fair

•

Support Community
Revitalization and Development

•

Practice Fiscal Responsibility

•

Communication and Civic
Engagement

•

Provide Leadership

This Principles of Sustainability
list (hereafter referred to as “The
Principles”) was generated by the
APWA Center for Sustainability
(hereafter referred to as “The
Center”) with the goal of helping
public works leaders identify
actions they can take to integrate
the concept of sustainability into
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their organizational objectives and
operations. As you look through the
list you should recognize approaches
and perspectives you already apply
to a number of policies, programs,
or activities you are involved with.
The Center anticipates that, when
grounded by these principles, both
ongoing and upcoming efforts
will result in more sustainable
solutions and opportunities while
contributing to a high quality of life
for communities.
A fundamental concept of The
Principles is that sustainability in
public works means pursuing a
balanced approach for a vibrant
community today and tomorrow,
and that it is accomplished by the
efficient delivery of services and
infrastructure in an environmentally
and socially responsible way that
ensures the best economic choice
in the long term. This concept
has been known by several other
terms—Triple Bottom Line, The
Three E’s (environment, economics,
equity), The Three P’s (people, planet,
profit), and several other variations.
Irrespective of how sustainability is
presented, The Principles reflect the
interrelated priorities of communities
and acknowledge that the balanced
integration of social, economic, and
environmental systems is key to
ensuring near- and long-term success.
The Center continues to develop
tools and resources to promote
sustainability in public works and is
currently developing a supplemental
set of documents to the The Principles
which expand on each of them and
offer example strategies and actions.

This is, of course, not the first time
that sustainability guidance has been
published or promoted. In 2009,
focus on the topic was the impetus for
the establishment of The Partnership
for Sustainable Communities, an
interagency partnership consisting
of the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), the
U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT), and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). They too
have incorporated principles of
sustainability:
•

Provide more transportation
choices

•

Promote equitable, affordable
housing

•

Enhance economic
competitiveness

•

Support existing communities

•

Coordinate and leverage federal
policies and investments

•

Value communities and
neighborhoods (rural, urban,
and suburban)

The expanded description of these
principles incorporates the themes
of improved water and air quality,
reduced emissions, enhanced access
to opportunities and services,
community revitalization, efficiency
of public works investments,
increased effectiveness, and enhanced
unique community characteristics.
Clearly, these overlap with the set of
principles APWA is promoting.

Meanwhile, APWA along with the
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) and the American Council of
Engineering Companies (ACEC) have
formed a partnership—the Institute
for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI)—
and are developing and implementing
the Envision™ Rating System, a
web-based sustainable infrastructure
project rating system which aims
to enhance the sustainability of
the nation’s civil infrastructure,
excluding occupied buildings.
This initiative further solidifies the
increasing understanding across
many professions and disciplines that
the pursuit of sustainability needs to
become a core component of how
communities engage in building the
future.
The Center is focused on helping
make the pursuit of sustainability
relevant to public works and
to dismiss the perspective that
sustainability efforts always imply
expanded workloads or additional
investments. If you think of
sustainability as a journey rather
than a destination, you will recognize
that pursuing sustainability consists
of a continual examination of how
well and how appropriately The
Principles are applied. If we strive
towards the ideal of sustainability
and continually weigh proposed
actions, plans, expenditures, and
decisions in light of that idea, we
position our communities to achieve
benefits for both its current and
future citizens. Ultimately, local
public works professionals have
a unique perspective on needs
and opportunities and are wellpositioned to influence sustainability
efforts. There is no prescriptive
formula for how a community
pursues sustainability, but with
local knowledge, experience, and
understanding, local professionals
have the insight necessary to apply
The Principles in a realistic and
responsible manner.

Increasingly, projects that have
gained recognition as “sustainable”
are realizing results related to cost
savings, positive economic impacts
with justifiable expenditures,
improved equity and efficiency, and
reduced environmental impacts.
While it may remain difficult
to achieve every sustainability
principle or goal at all times, a
balanced consideration of them
will contribute to an enhanced
outcome. The Principles can be
used as a “reference check” of sorts
either through an informal process
of consideration and discussion
or through a more formalized
tool such as the Framework for
Sustainable Communities that
was introduced by The Center in
2009 (available via http://www.
apwa.net/centerforsustainability/
Process/-Framework-for-SustainableCommunities). They can be
used to pose a consistent set
of questions to evaluate a new
initiative or investment or to
assess the appropriateness of
existing projects and programs.
The Principles can likewise be
used to make good projects better
by considering how additional
principles can be integrated. As with
the evolution of thinking about
and acknowledging the value of
sustainability, there is an evolution
in understanding the consequences
of “non-sustainability” or actions
taken without sustainability in
mind. At a time of heightened
sensitivity to investments, growing
acknowledgement of deteriorating
infrastructure, the irreplaceable
nature of natural resources and the
difficulty of reversing environmental
impairments, recognizing the
importance of integrating
sustainability into public works will
serve our communities well.
Kristel Riddervold can be reached
at (434) 970-3631 or riddervold@
charlottesville.org.

Turn your public
works job into a
public works career!
Challenge yourself and let
the DCS experience help you
sharpen your leadership and
management skills, gain realworld technical knowledge
and set yourself apart from
your colleagues. You won’t
be alone – each participant
gets to choose their own
personal mentor with more
than 20 years of public works
experience to offer advice and
perspective.

The APWA Donald C. Stone
Center for Leadership
Excellence in Public Works
Find out what it takes to
turn your public works job
into a career by visiting
www.apwa.net/dcs!

www.apwa.net/dcs

Do you have a question about the DCS Center?
Connie Hartline
Publications Manager
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri
f you gather up your Reporter
magazines from the last eight or
nine months and thumb through
them, you will find in each of
them an article about the APWA
Donald C. Stone Center (DCS Center)
for Leadership Excellence in Public
Works. We’ve been telling you quite
a bit about the concept behind the
Center, but based on the e-mails and
phone calls we’ve had, we know many
of you have practical questions that
need to be answered. So, we’re sharing
some of those questions and our
answers with you in this article.
Q: What does a PWS, PWM, or
PWE designation mean? Is this a
type of certification?
A: The designations mean you have
developed the skills and knowledge to
be an effective supervisor, manager,
or executive in a public works setting.
The DCS designations are national
recognition that you have met the
requirements of a rigorous program.
Annual renewal of each designation
depends upon the fulfillment of
certain professional development
requirements. It is not a certification.
Q: Is there a difference
between a designation and a
certification?
A: The short answer is “no.”
Certification is a designation, or
more accurately, allows an individual
to earn a designation, so there is
really no difference. The difference
is between APWA’s certification
programs and the DCS designation.
Credentialing is nationally defined
as the umbrella term to describe the
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various types of formal recognition
programs, including certification,
certificate programs, accreditation,
and licensure. We use the term
designation because the DCS Center
uses a developmental model for
credentialing; that is, candidates must
meet a series of structured standards
in order to qualify for or earn one
of the designations. The standards
include completing a professional
portfolio, attending an institute,
completing a public works project,
and taking pre- and post-assessments.
Candidates at the PWE level complete
a publishable capstone project and
then defend it before the Research
Council. A certification program uses
a standardized test as its milestone
marker and would not include
training.
Certification focuses on testing current
experience, knowledge, and skills. A
certification’s scope often covers an
entire field’s body of knowledge. To
become certified, one usually must
meet eligibility requirements (such
as years of work experience and an
educational degree) and pass a test
covering a broad area of knowledge
and skills. Upon certification,
one usually earns the right to
use a professional title and initial
designation. To maintain certification,
one usually must fulfill ongoing
requirements, such as continuing
education or retesting and renewal
fees.
Q: How does PWLF differ from
the other designations?
A: It’s important to remember that
the PWLF designation is a service

designation. There is no coursework or
assessment. It provides an opportunity
to “give back” to the public works
profession through a 40-hour-a-year
commitment to mentor individuals
who aspire to be the next generation
of leaders.
Q: How does the mentoring
program work?
A: Participants in the PWS, PWM,
and PWE programs select a mentor
from the list of PWLFs found on
the participant-only portion of the
website. The participant (mentee)
initiates contact with his or her
mentor via e-mail; they agree upon a
schedule of weekly meetings (phone
calls, Skype, in person, etc.). They
also sign a Mentor-Mentee Agreement
which defines their relationship,
outlines their objectives, and includes
an oath of confidentiality. Mentors
have only one mentee (and vice
versa).
The mentor will help the mentee use
the results of his/her assessments to
develop a Professional Development
Plan (PDP), create a project, and
prepare to defend the project before
the DCS Research Council.
Q: Can I choose someone from
my agency to be my mentor?
A: Yes, if that individual is a PWLF.
Q: How do I determine which
designation I should pursue?
A: Prerequisites for each level of the
DCS program can be found at www.
apwa.net/donald-c-stone on the APWA

website. Access the pull-down menu
under the Leadership and Management
tab to see the requirements for each
level of the program.
Because of personal circumstances,
nothing is ever truly one-size-fits-all,
so deciding which level is the right
one for you might not be clear cut. For
instance, a would-be applicant might
be short of the required number of
years in public works for a particular
level but have private sector or military
experience which might be applied. In
those cases, applicants should contact
Professional Development Director
Mabel Tinjacá to discuss what options
are available or which program level is
appropriate.
Q: When are the application
deadlines?
A: Upcoming deadlines are quarterly
in 2012 (July 16 and Oct. 15).
Applications for the PWLF program
will be closed when we reach our goal
of 200 PWLF mentors. At the time
this article was prepared, 169 people
had been approved for the PWLF
designation.
Q: Who reviews my application?
A: All applications are reviewed by
the DCS Program Council, a group of
six individuals with extensive public
works experience, appointed by the
APWA President.
Q: How much does the program
cost?
A: Program fees for application,
first year enrollment, and renewal
after the first year are the same
for each designation level. The
application is US$50. The enrollment
fee is US$199.99 for members and
US$299.99 for nonmembers, which
includes one-year membership
with the American Public Works
Association. Annual fees after the first
year are US$50. However, the cost
of education specific to some of the

designations (i.e., college courses to
meet prerequisites or Public Works
Institute courses to fulfill program
requirements) also will influence the
overall cost. Several APWA chapters
sponsor Institutes, which currently
range from $1,050 to $2,800 in cost.
Q: I’ve heard the term “capstone
project” used in relation to
the PWE program. What is a
capstone project?
A: The capstone project is an exciting
component of the Executive level
that not only has general educational
value for participants, but also can
have practical application for their
agencies. The capstone project is
specifically designed to improve
the operations of the participants’
agencies, corporations, communities
and/or other public works-related
organizations. With the help of
mentors, PWE candidates will
develop practical application projects
related to leadership, management,
sustainability, environmental issues, or
public works infrastructure. The final
phase of the project is to present a
defense for it to the Research Council,
a team of public works executives and
academic specialists via conference call
or Skype. The capstone project takes
education out of the abstract and puts
it squarely in real workplaces.

DCS is the Answer
You like what
you do, now start
moving up the
public works ladder!
The DCS Center offers you
access to institutes that offer
cutting-edge curriculum
specifically designed for public
works professionals just like
you. This type of learning
model allows you to improve
your management skills and
become a more effective
leader, benefitting not only
yourself, but your organization
as well.

The APWA Donald C. Stone
Center for Leadership
Excellence in Public Works
Find out how to start moving
up the public works ladder by
visiting www.apwa.net/dcs!

Public works professionals face
challenges that are becoming more
complex every day. Because it is
imperative for those professionals to
have every opportunity to hone skills,
consider new strategies, and to find
new ways of working through these
challenges, APWA has created the
Donald C. Stone Center. It is a place
where participants may progress along
one or more career paths based upon
their interests, experience, and goals.
To find out where you fit in, go online
to www.apwa.net/donald-c-stone
today.
Connie Hartline can be reached at (816)
595-5258 or chartline@apwa.net.

www.apwa.net/dcs

School District Planning + PW Planning =
Sustainable Communities
Yvonne Douglas
Project Manager, Energy and Environmental Services
Atlanta Public Schools, Atlanta, Georgia
Member, APWA Diversity Committee
pproximately six months
ago, I made a pretty
significant change in jobs—I
went from working for a local
municipal Public Works Department
to entering the very dynamic K-12
educational field working in the
Facilities Services Department. My
career, which was just reaching the
ten-year mark, had been in one
form or another working directly
for agencies and/or consulting firms
that were considered the mainstream
(standard) public works agencies.
Several PW colleagues even made the
statement that I had made a career
change. I don’t consider my change of
employment a career change; more of
an expansion of my knowledge in PW
services. Actually my new opportunity
allows for me to introduce our future
leaders the meaning of the services of
public works directly.
The public schools facilities are
publicly-owned local community
centers. To help illustrate this point,
let’s do a comparison of the typical
services that are provided by national,
state or local pubic works agencies to
services provided by a K-12 School
District:
Services

Hopefully, I have made my point that
the operations (not the curriculum)
of the K-12 field is part of the very
multi-faceted public works family.
With my experience as working for
local government and my new role
developing sustainability planning
at a school district, I know that there
is an opportunity to help connect
and create collaboration efforts being
done by local governments and school
districts. For example, creating healthy
and high-quality schools is just as
important as having a comprehensive
community recycling program. It is
important to recognize the connection
and impact of the life skills taught in
the classroom and how they can be
applied to the real world.
The organization “Sustainable Schools
Project” based out of Shelburne,
Vermont, did a great job summarizing
the impact that schools have on
creating sustainable communities in
their introduction. They state:
“With sustainability integrated into
their curricula, students learn and apply
their understanding in ways that build a
sense of agency and care. Their actions
result in improvements in the quality

Provided and/or delivered
on behalf of a typical PW
Department

Water & Electrical Utilities

Provide and/or delivered on
behalf of a by School District

of life for themselves, their schools and
their communities. We believe that
civic engagement and a service learning
experience are components of a 21st
century education.”
APWA has identified the importance
of PW community outreach to the
younger generations. APWA’s outreach
to younger generations includes
website resources, educational
programming, social networks and
annual programs such as the National
Public Works Week. However, the
outreach should not stop there; the
quality of our schools impacts the
community as a whole. Together,
our school leaders and local PW
professionals need to recognize the
challenges as well as embrace the
great opportunities for the creation of
sustainable, healthy communities.
In 2010, the state of California
brought together diverse leaders from
state, regional and local organizations
to discuss strategies for connecting
schools to the creation of healthy
sustainable communities in California.
The final report identified challenges
and recommendations generated from
the roundtable discussions. Below is a
brief recap of the most universal key
points (those which could be applied
in any community, not only those in
California) that were identified:

Solid Waste and Recycling

Challenges:

Transportation

1.

Planning
Building Maintenance
Fleet
Construction Management
Emergency Management
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Local/Regional Agency Silos.
The creation of individual silos is
a very common factor for school
districts and local community
agencies. Many school districts
work as an autonomous entity.
This is not done on purpose; it is

just the nature of the beast. For
example, many school districts
have different boundary limits
than the local government. One
school district could very easily
overlap into several municipal
limits.
2.

State/Local Government
Policy gaps and obstacles.
Even if your state or local
policies may not have many
requirements and/or incentives
for local governments and
schools districts to work together,
leaders from both groups should
make sure to have open lines
of communication. Having
quarterly or annual meetings to
keep all parties up-to-date with
new programs and projects will
serve as a win-win. Resources not
known and/or joint partnerships
can be identified and may even
result in various types of savings
(time, financial, etc.).

Recommendations:
1.

2.

Establish state policy structures,
mandates and incentives for
local planning collaboration.
Link local communities’ regional
plans, general plans and school
facilities plans to collaborate on
future land use and infrastructure
planning. An example includes
the Safe Routes to School
planning efforts. Planning and
designing for complete streets
will ensure that the streets can
be used for safe biking and
walking as well as automobile
use. Collaborative planning could
result in grant opportunities.
Provide technical assistance
and build the capacity of
local agencies to collaborate
with school districts. Conduct
trainings and develop
information that legislators
and school district leaders can
use when making decisions on
the future of the communities’

planning priorities and school
infrastructure plans.
3.

Engage students and schools
in sustainable communities
planning. Create school and
industry partnerships that will
increase environmental education
programs. Programs should have
a focus on energy and water
conservation, renewable energy,
pollution reduction and other
technologies and programs that
will improve the environment.

As you start thinking about new
PW programs and projects that
your agency is working on, think
about how you can incorporate
your local school district. Like local
government agencies, the school
districts are also invested to creating
sustainable communities. Sustainable
community planning is not an effort
that should only be done at a local
government level, but should include
all stakeholders, especially the
schools. Many of the same standards
being analyzed for creating healthy
and high-performing schools are
the same (or very similar) goals and
objectives being planned at the local
community level. The creation of
a partnership will result in a wellplanned sustainable community—
one that will be more livable and
economically sound.

You’ve spent time
in the public works
trenches, now make
the move to a desk!
The DCS Center provides
the education you need to
help you develop a better
understanding of the
various public works agency
responsibilities, applicable
technologies and issues facing
managers. By participating
in the program, you’ll be
showing your commitment to
the profession and working
towards a nationallyrecognized credential.

The APWA Donald C. Stone
Center for Leadership
Excellence in Public Works
Find what you need to make
your next move by visiting
www.apwa.net/dcs!

Yvonne Douglas is the Project Manager
for Energy and Environmental Services
with Atlanta Public Schools. She serves
on the APWA Diversity Committee and
is a Director with the APWA Georgia
Chapter. She can be reached at (404)
802-3700 or at ydouglas@atlanta.k12.
ga.us.
References: Smart Schools
for Sustainable Communities
(Roundtable). Link to report: http://
citiesandschools.berkeley.edu/reports/
SGC%20Smart%20Schools%20
Report%202010%20FINAL.pdf

www.apwa.net/dcs

Filling the Gap: Increasing skills during
staff reductions
George Lomax
Water & Wastewater Treatment Plant Manager
City of St. Augustine, Florida
COMMUNITIES

Introduction
Maintaining skill levels are hard
enough when times are good, but
when positions are frozen and the
talent pool shrinks, how do agencies
maintain or even increase their
technical skill levels to fill gaps? The
City of St. Augustine has reduced its
employee workforce over 25% within
the last five years. That really hurts
for a small community when the
workforce is small to begin with. It
requires the employee workforce to
become even more diverse, wearing
more hats. But wearing more hats
“waters down” the ability to gain

or retain expertise in specialized
disciplines and time devoted to
train and mentor employees. As the
City’s Water & Wastewater Treatment
Plant Manager, I am working hard
to reverse the trends of the last two
decades and bring back a training
program to my shop. Here is how I
am “filling the gap”:
Training Programs in the ’70s and ’80s
In the 1970s when I began in this
field, utilities hired operators into
an apprenticeship or craft training
program. Programs were available for
maintenance mechanics, treatment

Water Treatment Plant staff, back row: Mike Hall, Paul Davison, Joe Baylor, Brian
Howard, Patrick Timoney, Jim LaPointe. Front row: Eileen Smith, Mike Darling, Bill
Santon, George Lomax, Manager. Not pictured: Mike Pagano
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operators and instrument technology
technicians. Trainees would work
under a mentor for a set length
of time depending on their trade,
typically four years. Often the
amount of time spent in the training
program was extended as the workers
had to wait for a job opening, apply
for the position and be selected.
Craftsmen would then dedicate many
years to perfecting their trade before
they could be considered a mentor
for training entry level employees.

Apprentice Programs Lost
In the early 1990s, economic
downturn and recession caused hiring
freezes throughout the country.
Utilities were forced to condense
their craft training programs and
only provide workers with minimal
training. As skilled craftsmen retired,
new employees were being mentored
by less experienced workers and there
was an overall lack of staff experience.
The City of St. Augustine abolished
their Maintenance Mechanic job title
and looked to the Plant Operators to
fulfill routine maintenance activities
in addition to operator duties.
To compensate for fewer employees
and an overall lack of experience,
utilities began relying heavily on
contracting out skilled tasks. This
was a large shift from the previous
rationale of hiring contractors
based strictly on monetary savings.
Utilities became dependent on
hiring contractors and their own
staff was unable to gain experience.
Utilities also compensated by
implementing technology such as
SCADA (supervisory control and

Wastewater Treatment Plant staff,
back row: David Williams, Dan Hendren, Adrian Paolini, Barry Cole, Karen
Albin, Gus Kurz, Ron Agard, James
Carter, Gary Sullivan. Front row: Steve
Mier. Not pictured: George Lomax, Erik
Veston

data acquisition) systems and PLCs
(programmable logic controllers).
Fully-trained workers with the
knowledge of how to operate
without technology benefited the
most from the new instrumentation.
Inexperienced workers now not
only had to learn basic operations,
but also how to use the technology.
Investments in technology and
instrumentation training were
expensive initially, but ultimately paid
off in worker efficiency.

The Gap
The ten-year gap caused by the hiring
freeze created an older workforce and
left a hole in the progression from
entry level workers to craftsmen.
New workers with specific skills (e.g.,
mechanical, electrical or plumbing)
were hired to fill this void and were
placed above entry level positions
to meet employee compensation
requirements. Such workers were
highly desirable because even though
they lacked entry level training,
they only required industry standard
training for their trade skill.

Filling the Gap
Today we are experiencing another
round of cutbacks that is affecting
personnel, training and technology.
However, this time the City of St.
Augustine is combating the situation

by implementing its own training
programs. Employees are encouraged
to enroll in courses or job shadow.
The City has also brought contractual
work back in-house to save money
and give workers an opportunity to
gain experience. City staff served as
the project manager and mechanical
contractor for a $1.75 million motor
control center and aerator upgrade.
Not only did the City save money,
but workers also received training
during installation to the point
where now they are able to advise
the factory on recommendations
for future installations. The City’s
workers are also able to troubleshoot
the equipment and repair units onsite
rather than outsourcing repairs to a
motor shop. Another project currently
in the works is a conveyor system
conversion project that was designed
in-house by the City’s engineering
department. City staff will again serve
as the mechanical contractor, utilizing
the work experience they have gained
from previous projects. Other inhouse projects include a RAS pump
replacement, belt feed pumps, and
control gate projects.

Conclusion
The City is proud of the work being
done by the Water & Wastewater
Treatment Plant staff through their
willingness to expand their knowledge
base and skills ultimately reducing
costs through a more skilled and
trained workforce and reducing costs
for outsourcing.
George Lomax has 40 years of experience
in the utility industry and is skilled
in electrical, mechanical and control
systems in addition to being a Class
A Wastewater and Class B Water
Operator. He has been with the City of
St. Augustine since 2006 and Gainesville
Regional Utilities prior to that. He
recently was awarded his shovel from the
Water Environment Federation, which is
a coveted award among Florida operators.
George may be reached at glomax@
citystaug.com.

DCS is the Answer
Share your public
works knowledge
and experience
with others!
If you’ve got more than
20 years of public works
experience, the DCS Center
offers you a chance to give
back to the public works
community by lending your
real-world knowledge to fellow
DCS participants as they move
through the program. You’ll
also have the opportunity to
learn just how important your
knowledge has become and
how you can leverage that
experience to become a better
leader to your staff.

The APWA Donald C. Stone
Center for Leadership
Excellence in Public Works
Find out how you can share
your public works knowledge
with others by visiting
www.apwa.net/dcs!

www.apwa.net/dcs

Pittsburgh in pictures
n these pages you’ll see
just a few of Pittsburgh’s
attractions that you can
visit before, during and
after APWA’s Sustainability in Public
Works Conference, June 25-27. For
more information on any of these
attractions, go to www.visitpittsburgh.
com. For more information on
the Sustainability in Public Works
Conference and to register online, go
to www.apwa.net/sustainability. Why
not combine business with pleasure
and incorporate your conference trip
into your vacation plans?

The Carnegie Science Center, located in the Chateau neighborhood of Pittsburgh, opened in 1991. Among its attractions are the Buhl Digital Dome
(which features the latest in projection), the Rangos Omnimax Theater, the
Miniature Railroad & Village, the USS Requin (a World War II submarine)
and roboworld, touted as “the world’s largest permanent robotics exhibit”
with more than 30 interactive displays featuring “all things robotic,” including the first physical home for Carnegie Mellon University’s Robot Hall of
Fame. (Photo courtesy of Carnegie Science Center and VisitPittsburgh)
The Gateway Clipper Fleet is a
Pittsburgh-based fleet of riverboats.
The fleet cruises the three rivers
of Pittsburgh: the Monongahela,
the Allegheny, and the Ohio. The
five watercraft in the fleet consist
of the 1,000-passenger Majestic,
the 600-passenger Empress, the
400-passenger Princess, the 300-passenger Duchess, and the 150-passenger Countess. The Gateway
Clipper Fleet offers many types of
cruises, from day trips for school
groups to formal dinner cruises. The
fleet is believed to be the largest
inland riverboat fleet in the United
States. In 2008, the Gateway Clipper
Fleet celebrated its fiftieth year of
sailing on the Three Rivers. (Photo
courtesy of Gateway Clipper and
VisitPittsburgh)
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PNC Park, which opened in spring 2001, is a classic-style ballpark that embraces the progressiveness of Pittsburgh while saluting the spirit of early
ballpark originals. Its prime location along the shore of the Allegheny River
takes advantage of scenic vistas of the downtown skyline and riverfront,
creating an exciting and dramatic urban sports venue. For those of you going to the Sustainability in Public Works Conference, you can catch a game
if you get there a few days early—the Pirates play the Tigers the weekend
before the conference begins. (Photo courtesy of VisitPittsburgh)

The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust’s
Agnes R. Katz Plaza is arguably one
of the city’s most recognizable and
lovely sites. Drawing inspiration
from Pittsburgh’s rising topography,
the late, famed American artist and
sculptor Louise Bourgeois created the 25-foot bronze fountain
centerpiece of this 23,000-squarefoot public plaza. The sculpture is
notable as the largest public art
commission by Bourgeois. Agnes R.
Katz Plaza was a creative collaboration between Bourgeois, landscape
architect Daniel Urban Kiley, Theater
Square’s architect Michael Graves
and the Trust. The park is programmed by the Pittsburgh Cultural
Trust’s Department of Education
and Community Outreach with free
JazzLive performances each Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. during the summer
months and occasionally showcases live entertainment for special
events such as the Three Rivers Arts
Festival and First Night Pittsburgh.
(Photo courtesy of Jeff Greenberg
and VisitPittsburgh)

The National Aviary is America’s only independent indoor nonprofit aviary.
It is also America’s largest aviary, and the only one accorded honorary “National” status by the United States Congress. The National Aviary has daily
interactive experiences for visitors. Some of these include Penguin Point, a
new exhibit featuring African Penguins and unique underwater viewing;
Little Peepers, a program for preschoolers; and the bird-feeding adventure
Lories & Friends. These programs are joined by various trainer talks, bird
presentations, feedings, and encounters that help to create an immersive
experience for visitors. (Photo courtesy of the National Aviary and VisitPittsburgh)

The USS Requin, a Tench-class submarine, was the only ship of the United
States Navy to be named for the requin, a sand shark. Since 1990 it has
been a museum ship at Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Science Center. Come aboard
to learn how 80 men used their expertise, humor and sheer ingenuity to
carve out a rough and adventurous life during Requin’s lengthy defense
and scientific missions, some of which are still classified to this day. Stateof-the-art and battle ready when she set out just days before the end of
World War II, the USS Requin holds the distinction of being the Navy’s first
Radar Picket submarine. (Photo courtesy of Carnegie Science Center and
VisitPittsburgh)
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2012 Top Ten Public Works Leaders named

ne of the most coveted
and prestigious public
works awards is sponsored
each year by APWA and is
presented to ten individual leaders
whose excellence in public works
earns them the distinction of the
Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the
Year. The honorees are awarded this
recognition for their professionalism,
expertise and personal dedication
to improving the quality of life in
their communities through the
advancement of public works services
and technology.
This year, the Top Ten Review
Committee consists of Committee
Chair William A. Verkest, P.E., APWA
Past National President (2006-07);
David H. Barber, P.E., Public Works
Director, City of Peoria, Illinois; Ray
C. Funnye, Public Services Director,
Georgetown County, South Carolina;
Bret Hodne, Public Works Director,
City of West Des Moines, Iowa; and
Lawrence E. Lux, President, Lux
Advisors, Ltd, Plainfield, Illinois.
For 2012, the selected recipients of the
Top Ten Public Works Leaders of the
Year Award are:

William
D. (Doug)
Brown, P.E.
Director of
Public Works
City of
Overland
Park, Kansas
In April 2005,
William D. (Doug) Brown was selected
as the Director of Public Works for the
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City of Overland Park, Kansas. He is
responsible for leading and managing
a department of 133 people, for
overseeing the department’s major
mission responsibilities in the street,
stormwater, traffic, facilities and fleet
maintenance program areas, and for
setting the example in providing
quality services to the public. Prior
to his tenure as Director of Public
Works, he served as City Engineer
with the City of Overland Park for
eight years. Brown served in the U.S.
Army from 1967-1989, beginning as
a second lieutenant after graduating
from West Point until his promotion
in 1989 to the rank of colonel.
Beginning in 1998, Brown initiated a
plan to consolidate all maintenance
resources in the department into a
separate “Street Maintenance Fund.”
He worked with the engineering and
maintenance staff to develop a FiveYear Street Maintenance Program.
This program brought greater
visibility, at the governing body level,
to this critical function and enabled
the department to secure funding
for the maintenance of 1,700 lane
miles of streets, an extensive traffic
control system, and stormwater
infrastructure. During the economic
downturn and making use of
pavement management system data,
Brown developed a new maintenance
plan that clearly showed the
governing body the long-term impact
of underfunding street maintenance.
One of Brown’s major focus areas has
been to improve communications
with residents by emphasizing

a broadly-based effort to inform
the public about the department’s
function and specifically about
programs and projects of importance
and interest to them. He was a
champion and founding member
of the committee that developed
the unified citizen request system,
OPCares. Brown committed staff
resources to the project so that staff
at every level could respond to citizen
concerns, so that responses were clear
and helpful, and so that responses
were provided quickly.
“Doug is an effective, collaborative leader
in regional planning, programming
and operations work in greater Kansas
City.” – Mell Henderson, Director of
Transportation of the Mid-America
Regional Council

Phil Broyles,
P.E.
Director
of Public
Works
City of
Springfield,
Missouri
Phil Broyles
has served the
people of the
state of Missouri in local, regional,
and statewide roles for over forty
years. First, he served a thirty-year
career in the Missouri Department of
Transportation where he directed all
of the operations and maintenance
staff for the entire state as the
Director of Operations. Retiring
eleven years ago from his first career
in public service, he immediately

resumed service to the people of
Springfield as the Assistant Director
of Public Works. Replacing the
retiring Director on an interim basis
two years ago, Broyles was confirmed
in the position permanently last year
and continues in that role today,
where he leads 220 people in one of
the largest departments of the City.
Broyles implemented a complete
reorganization of the Public Works
Department in 2011 to create a more
focused organization, increasing
accountability and consolidating
authority. Accompanied by a spinoff
of the sanitary sewer system and
solid waste system into a standalone
environmental department,
the Public Works Department
reorganized into two sections.
With one focused on concept-tocompletion project delivery and
another section charged with
operating and maintaining the City’s
infrastructure, the new organization
consolidated responsibilities for
capital projects and maintenance
authority into single work groups.
Broyles sanctioned and supported
the creation of Neighborhood
Traffic Committees to work with
neighborhood associations and area
stakeholders to jointly solve smallscale but vexing traffic problems
that might not otherwise warrant
attention from traffic engineers.
Placing engineers and neighbors
into a cooperative committee,
they all worked together to go
beyond the textbook in creating
workable, maintainable, and effective
solutions to satisfy the needs of the
neighborhood.
“In that two-year period [2010-11] he
has effected a complete reorganization of
the largest department in the City and
continued a tradition of award-winning
excellence.” – William L. Schwer, P.E.,
President, APWA Missouri Chapter

Robert R.
Gordon, P.E.
Director
of Public
Works
City of
Temple
Terrace,
Florida
Robert R.
Gordon is
the Director of the City of Temple
Terrace Public Works Department.
The department of over sixty-five
employees serves an area of seven
square miles and a population
of 26,786. Gordon develops,
coordinates and manages the 18
departmental program budget,
including Capital Improvements,
which is over $22 million. Previously
he was the Director of the Public
Works Department of Hillsborough
County, a department of over 600
employees that serves an area of
1,072 square miles and a population
of just over one million.
Gordon has been innovative in
the implementation of numerous
engineering programs, such as the
multi-jurisdictional Friendship Trail
Bridge which won the APWA Project
of the Year Award in 2002, and the
Adopt-a-Pond Program, which is
used as a national model and case
study by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Under Gordon’s
leadership, the Hillsborough
County Public Works Department
was recognized nationally for
several strategic initiatives. The
Federal Highway Administration
features the Hillsborough County
Public Works Department in their
asset management case study. The
Public Works Department research
program which studied traffic sign
retroreflectivity brightness levels has
received national recognition.
In 2005, Gordon directed staff
to conduct a comprehensive

professional development needs
assessment of over 200 employees
in his department. The assessment
found that staff met or exceeded
technical expertise requirements
but that they could benefit from
concepts and practices in public
administration. Gordon then directed
staff to work with the University
of South Florida Graduate Program
in Public Administration, the only
NASPAA-Accredited program in the
Tampa Bay area, to find ways of
increasing Public Works Department
enrollment in the program.
“His dedication to the well-being and
betterment of his staff is evident in
their everyday actions and growth.” –
Fred Schneider, President, Florida
Association of County Engineers and
Road Superintendents
Thomas M.
Grisa, P.E.
Director
of Public
Works
City of
Brookfield,
Wisconsin
Thomas M.
Grisa began his
public works career in 1986, working
for two engineering consulting
firms in the Chicago and Milwaukee
metropolitan areas and conducting
sanitary sewer evaluations, facilities
planning studies, and wastewater
treatment plant analyses. In 1993,
he accepted the position of Assistant
City Engineer for the City of
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, where he led
the engineering division of the Public
Works Department. In 1999, he was
hired as the Director of Public Works
for the City of Brookfield, Wisconsin,
and currently serves in that position.
Grisa has implemented computerized
tracking of activities and costs
for all operations in the Highway
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Division which is summarized in an
annual Statistics Report. This report
has proven instrumental in both
eliminating inefficient operations
and also justifying operations that
are critical to delivery of service
to Brookfield’s citizens. It is also
a helpful tool in benchmarking
Brookfield operations against itself
annually, against other municipalities
who compile this information, and
against private sector companies who
could also provide those services.
Grisa completed the upgrade of all
Brookfield water meters to automatic
read meters using radio technology.
What used to take all water operators
several weeks to read can now be
done with just one operator in a
matter of a few days. Grisa oversaw
two other operational changes at the
Brookfield water utility. It changed
SCADA communications from phone
lines to radio, saving thousands
of dollars on phone charges and
increasing reliability. It also changed
the chlorination method from liquid
sodium chloride to a solid calcium
hypochlorite pellet, which maintains
its strength over time unlike the
liquid form and reduces injuries and
spills from lifting heavy buckets of
liquid.
“In the difficult years of revenue caps,
Tom has cooperated with the leadership
in finding ways to continue to provide
the excellent services which distinguish
Brookfield while limiting costs.” –
Kathryn C. Bloomberg, Mayor, City
of Brookfield, 1986-2002
Paula
Hammond, P.E.
Secretary of
Transportation
Washington
State
Department of
Transportation
Olympia,
Washington
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Paula Hammond has been involved
in the field of transportation
engineering her entire professional
career. Since graduating from
college, she has worked with the
Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT), moving
up through the ranks from her first
job as a Transportation Engineer 1
for District 3 to her job today as the
state Secretary of Transportation. In
her current role, she is tasked with
the oversight of 20,000 lane miles
of state highways and 3,500 bridges
and tunnels, as well as the 29-boat
Washington State Ferries, which carry
more than 24 million passengers
each year and is the nation’s largest.
In order to improve traffic flow
throughout the state, Hammond
created an initiative that has turned
the old tried-and-true approach to
traffic congestion on its head by
offering ways to address traffic issues
without spending millions of dollars
on road widening. The “Moving
Washington” initiative changes the
way WSDOT manages, operates and
invests in transportation corridors by
creating efficiencies in the systems
that are already in place. Hammond’s
initiative encourages modest
investments in existing transit
services, vanpools, and carpools; the
use of traffic management signage
to alert drivers of roadway blockages
or detours; and the use of existing
high-occupancy vehicle lanes and
shoulders during peak traffic flow.
Over the past two years, Hammond
has been working with Burlington
Northern Santa Fe, Amtrak, the
state of Oregon and the Canadian
government to add routes and speed
up train travel along the northsouth Cascades Route, which reaches
from Vancouver, British Columbia
to Eugene, Oregon. Over the past
two years, the route has seen a
double digit increase in ridership.
Four round trips are scheduled

daily between Seattle and Portland,
with two additional daily trips in
the works. A second round trip was
recently added between Seattle and
Vancouver, B.C.
“Paula continues to forge and sustain
a long list of effective partnerships with
state, local and federal leaders, and
with business, labor and environmental
communities.” – Christine O. Gregoire,
Governor, State of Washington
Peggy Keppler,
P.E., PLS
Engineering
Development
Review
Manager
City of Eugene,
Oregon
Peggy Keppler
began her career with the Eugene
Public Works Engineering Division
in June 1990 as an engineering aide.
Now the Engineering Development
Review Manager, she supervises a
nine-person review team. The team
is responsible for land use review
of public works-related issues;
subdivision, partition, condominium
and cemetery plat review and
approval; privately engineered
public improvement infrastructure
review and permitting; erosion
prevention management; and public
land appraisal, negotiating and
acquisition.
The City of Eugene is a Phase I
National Pollutant Elimination
Discharge Permit agency required
to implement stormwater quality
standards for runoff from new
development. Beginning with
Eugene’s 1994 permit, the City was
required to adopt regulations for
locating, designing, constructing,
and maintaining stormwater
quality facilities applicable to new
development. Existing land use
code addressed only stormwater
destination (flood control).

Keppler worked with staff and
the development community to
amend the land use code so that
stormwater management practices
for new development would include
pollution reduction, flow control,
oil control, and source control
requirements as well as operation
and maintenance standards for
stormwater facilities.
While Keppler served as the
Leadership and Management
Committee Chair for APWA’s Oregon
Chapter, she noticed separation
between different groups attending
conferences. She established the
First-Timer Mentor Program in
2004 to help new members feel
welcome, rather than overwhelmed,
at conferences. It was her idea to link
each new member with a mentor
from the chapter. She wanted to
remove barriers that came between
being a new member and taking an
active role in the organization. The
program serves as an informal guide
for new members to progress within
their chapter.

he retired in 2000. In his present
position as Vice President with
ASI Technologies Inc., Brampton,
Ontario, an information technology
professional services firm, he assures
public sector clients are provided
with important technologies
enabling better decisions with respect
to their investments in municipal
infrastructure. In addition, Koehle
and his wife, Nancy, created L&N
Koehle Consulting Services to
provide government affairs and
project management assistance to
many clients. He served as APWA
National President in 2009-10.

“Peggy has distinguished herself as
one of the true leaders in the public
works profession today, both within her
organization and throughout the broader
state and national network of her peers.”
– Kurt Corey, Director of Public
Works, City of Eugene, Oregon

In 2009, Koehle assisted in the
development of Municipal Data
Works (MDW), an online business
solution developed in partnership
with Ontario Good Roads Association
and the Province of Ontario. MDW
now resides in 310 municipalities
in Ontario. At a cost of $2 million,
the average cost per municipality
is pennies on the dollar if done
individually. MDW has resulted in
the first full accounting of municipal
bridges since 1996 when the previous
government killed “municipal
road subsidies”; a data collection
program facilitated by MTO whereby
municipalities are rewarded for
collecting and managing good data
($1.5 million); over 100 applications
with over $1 million committed.

Larry T.
Koehle,
P.Eng., MPA,
PWLF
Vice President
ASI
Technologies
Inc.
Brampton,
Ontario
Larry T. Koehle has had 46 years
of public works service including
serving as the Commissioner
of Public Works for the City of
Brampton, Ontario, from which

Koehle guided the Public Works
Department for the City of Brampton
through years of explosive growth
where 12,000 building permits were
being issued yearly. During his tenure
as Commissioner of Public Works,
Brampton was the first municipality
in Ontario to utilize biodiesel in the
Public Works fleet and Brampton
Transit buses; Brampton sponsored
the development of pavement asset
management in Ontario through
programs that evolved from specific
road analysis to a fully integrated
pavement management system that

married automatic data collection
with analysis software; and
Brampton initiated and sponsored
the development of a bridge
management system that resulted in
optimized rehabilitation and repair
programs.
“Larry’s greatest achievement was
fostering a work environment where his
staff was encouraged to be creative and
innovative.” – Alex MacMillan, P.Eng.,
Commissioner of Public Works, City
of Brampton, Ontario (retired)
David Lawry,
P.E.
Director of
Operations
Village of
Wauconda,
Illinois
David Lawry
is the Director
of Operations
for the Village of Wauconda, Illinois.
Prior to his role with the Village, he
served as the Public Services Director
for the City of Elgin, Illinois, and
had been in that position for nearly
fourteen years. Lawry also served
the City of Elgin as the Public Works
Director for two years and as a Civil
Engineer for seven years. He is a
former member of the APWA Board
of Directors and has served in all
the officer positions of the Chicago
Metro Chapter at both the branch
and chapter levels.
For two and a half years during
Lawry’s tenure with the City of
Elgin, his time was almost entirely
consumed with the recreation center
design and construction. The Centre,
as it would later be named, is a
185,000-square-foot facility housing
fitness; indoor track; gymnasium;
leisure, lap and therapy pools;
fitness and aerobic classes; a senior
center; teen center; administration
offices; art and ceramic classrooms,
meeting rooms; banquet room; and
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a teaching kitchen. The Centre was
completed on time and under budget
in November 2002. The final cost of
the project was approximately $42
million and received APWA’s Project
of the Year Award for structures over
$20 million.
Lawry recognized many lost
opportunities to implement bicycle
facilities when rehabilitating Elgin’s
streets. In many instances, bicycle
lanes can be created at no more cost
than the cost of additional striping.
Because there was no plan to guide
staff, there was no effort to include
bicycle facilities within the scope of
the street repair program. In 2008,
Lawry and his staff completed Elgin’s
Bicycle Master Plan. This plan is now
a standard element of street repair
projects development. The plan
has also opened up outside funding
opportunities. To date, over $3.5
million has been awarded by outside
sources to fund bicycle route projects
and over twenty miles of bicycle
paths have been completed.
“His skills and abilities go beyond that
of a technical manager to someone
who can truly inspire and motivate
people to make their communities
better.” – Carl Schoedel, P.E.,
Director of Transportation/County
Engineer, Kane County Division of
Transportation
Dan
Mikkelson,
P.E.
City
Engineer
City of
Salisbury,
North
Carolina
For the past
twenty-three years, Dan Mikkelson
has served as the City Engineer
for the City of Salisbury, North
Carolina. When he first took on the
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role of City Engineer he supervised
one staff engineer, a secretary and
a college intern. Subsequently,
Mikkelson’s duties increased to
direct a department with twentyone employees, five divisions and
responsibility for Engineering,
Planning, Geographic Information
Systems, Zoning/Permitting and
Code Enforcement. Prior to his
tenure with the City of Salisbury, he
spent five years working for the City
of Charlotte, North Carolina, in the
Engineering Department.
As the Salisbury City Engineer,
Mikkelson has served as the City’s
liaison to the North Carolina
Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) for twenty-three years. He
has been a leader coordinating landuse planning with transportation
planning and he has advocated for
new philosophies such as contextsensitive design, multi-modal
planning and traffic calming.
Mikkelson has partnered with
NCDOT for award-winning projects;
he has served as a municipal
representative to multiple NCDOT
task forces; he was appointed by the
Secretary of Transportation to the
Statewide Bicycle Committee; and
he served on NCDOT grant-award
committees for Transportation
Enhancements, Comprehensive
Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning, and
Safe Routes to Schools.
One of Mikkelson’s first managerial
tasks in Charlotte was to serve
as a task force leader to reduce a
backlog of drainage studies. He was
responsible for daily supervision of
two other engineers, scheduling,
and reviewing all studies for
consistency and quality control.
Under Mikkelson’s leadership, the
team developed several new policies
and practices to streamline the
City’s Storm Drainage Repair Policy,
including more direct contact with

private property owners. The team
eliminated the backlog of 65 studies
in a six-month period. A decade
later, Mikkelson took the lessons he
learned in Charlotte and applied
them to create the City of Salisbury’s
first Storm Drainage Incentive Grant
Program.
“Dan has employed his clear
understanding of sustainability issues on
various subcommittees, on which he and
I have served, especially stressing the
importance of community walkability.”
– John E. Wear, Executive Director,
Center for the Environment, Catawba
College, Salisbury, North Carolina
Vitaly B.
Troyan, P.E.
Director of
Public Works
City of
Oakland,
California
Vitaly B.
Troyan
manages
a 723-person, full-service Public
Works Agency (PWA) for the City of
Oakland, California, a city of 400,000
people. PWA is responsible for
managing the City’s infrastructure,
including streets, sidewalks, sewers,
storm drains, streetlights, parks,
trees, facilities and fleet. PWA is
also responsible for the capital
improvement program, including
engineering, project and construction
management, and traffic engineering.
PWA leads the City’s sustainability
efforts and is negotiating with EPA
regarding a Consent Decree for
sewers and a regional approach to
stormwater management.
Troyan has taken Oakland PWA
to another level by implementing
new work and business practices,
leading to increased efficiencies
and significant cost savings. Under
his direction, PWA moved from

paper to peerless by implementing
a Computerized Maintenance
Management Program – Asset
Management. Inventories for all
assets, mapping, and new business
practices to maintain and track
records of all work performed by staff
allow for improved management.
All complaints and service calls are
logged, all preventive and corrective
maintenance activities recorded, and
the inspection and repair history
of any asset/activity can now be
retrieved electronically. The data is
used to develop condition ratings
and to prioritize routine maintenance
and projects.
Troyan has demonstrated leadership
specifically in Sanitary Sewer
System Program Improvements
by successfully getting Oakland
residents to pass a sewer fee increase
to purchase new equipment and add
fifteen staff to enhance the sewer
maintenance and rehabilitation
program. Troyan was also responsible
for development of administrative
requirements such as implementation
of an asset management program
for the sewer system, private
lateral sewer inspection and repair,
flow monitoring, sewer overflow
reporting, and modernized sewer
cleaning and inspection to help
Oakland comply with an EPA
Administrative Order.
“I gave him a tour of my district,
specifically highlighting the illegal
dumping hot spots, and he quickly
mobilized crews and equipment to
remedy the blight that threatens the
quality of life for our residents and
businesses.” – Larry E. Reid, President,
Oakland City Council
Editor’s Note: For a list of the Top
Ten recipients from 1960 to 2012, go to
APWA’s National Awards Program web
page at www.apwa.net/About/awards.
asp?Display=top10list.

The Vision Thing
Donal F. Hartman, J.D., LL.M
Program Director, School of Graduate and Continuing Studies
Norwich University, Northfield, Vermont
Member, APWA Leadership and Management Committee
Beginning with this issue, the APWA
Leadership and Management Committee
introduces a new series of articles entitled
“The Great 8” which will focus on
leadership traits and qualities. This is the
eighth series of articles contributed by the
committee over the past several years. The
Leadership and Management Committee,
working with a subcommittee composed
of public works leaders with decades of
experience, has identified a number of
qualities required for success as a leader
of a public works organization. The series
will explore the following traits over the
next eight months:
1. Vision
2. Charisma
3. Symbolism
4. Empowerment
5. Intellectual Stimulation
6. Integrity
7. Knowledge Management
8. Power of Relationships

Visions Give Us Direction
We look to our leaders to provide us
with direction. When our organization
lacks direction we know the inevitable
result—resources are used inefficiently,
people are assigned to jobs for which
they are not suited, opportunities for
growth, change or efficiency are lost.
If your organization just gets by dayto-day dealing with its immediate
needs, the push and pull of customer
demands, the effects of bad weather
or the latest message from City Hall,
it may miss the opportunity to shape
its future. You cannot allow your
organizations to be trapped by current
crises and thus miss the chance to
move to a different place. You must
create a vision for your organization.
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Jack Welch, former CEO of General
Electric, observed, “Good business
leaders create a vision, articulate
the vision, passionately own the
vision, and relentlessly drive it to
completion.”
A vision will galvanize collective
action and inspire others to perform
at their maximum abilities. For
example, India suffered under British
colonialism for over two hundred
years. By the early twentieth century
there were no signs this would not
continue for another one hundred
years. While there had been numerous
outbreaks and thousands of lives
sacrificed in efforts to throw off
British rule, nothing seemed to
shake loose its hold over India. That
changed when Gandhi was able to
offer the people of India a vision of
their future—freedom from British
rule—and a strategy to achieve that
vision. We tend to remember Gandhi
mainly for his insistence on nonviolent resistance. But that was the
method, not the message. His message
was always freedom and through his
vision the nation of India as a modern
democracy was born.

Act – Don’t Just Dream
Vision without concrete plans to
achieve the vision is just a dream.
Gandhi recognized that India did not
have the means to achieve its vision
of freedom unless it had a strategy.
He knew that colonialism depended
on India’s resources and a market
among India’s population to sustain
itself. So he embarked on a series of
steps calculated to work towards the
overthrow of colonialism as system.

India thus frustrated the British simply
by violating the “salt laws,” eschewing
British products, etc. These steps were
practical and doable. If done only by
individuals acting alone, they would
not have amounted to much. But they
took on a different effect when carried
out on a massive scale.
Gandhi’s main method was the policy
of non-violent resistance; and it met
his needs perfectly. As the British
often used violence against Gandhi
and his followers, the world and many
Britons saw the moral weakness of a
system that could sustain itself only
through violence. At the same time,
Gandhi recognized that demands for
freedom were viewed more favorably
when defenseless people were being
shot, beaten and imprisoned. In this
way Gandhi was able to capture world
sympathy in favor of India’s political
goals.
Your challenge will be to see the
outlines of the strategy to achieve
your vision. Before Gandhi offered a
vision, he traveled throughout India.
He needed to have a sense of India,
its internal politics, its problems and
its strengths before he identified
his strategy. You already know your
organization’s values and mission. But
you also need to see where you may
have allies, where the resistance will
likely come from, and what steps need
to be taken to move the organization
towards the vision.

Don’t Confuse a Vision with Goals
Gandhi returned to India from South
Africa in 1915, but it was not until
1948 that his vision for India was

achieved. That brings home another
feature of vision: It is not a short-term
goal; it cannot be something that is
easily achievable in a short period. As
a vision is sufficiently greater in scope
than current reality, it takes planning
and time to identify priorities and
work through the necessary stages.
Freedom from British colonial rule was
certainly a vision by Gandhi and his
followers, but none thought the vision
could be achieved quickly. There
were too many obstacles, too much
resistance from a powerful colonial
government, and too many divisions
within Indian society to achieve it
in a short period. Indeed, the greater
the vision the more time is needed to
bring it into reality.

Sell the Vision
A vision acts as a force to guide
present and future action to a distant
and achievable new state or status.
Since a leader must be able to spur
others to act, the vision has to be
embraced by the group. How do you
achieve buy-in?
Start a conversation. Before a dialogue
can start, your vision must be more
than a collection of unfocused
ideas and thought. It must be easily
understood on its face, it must be
grounded in the values and mission
of the organization and it must be
achievable. Few will rally to a vision
that is unrealistic or so farfetched it
defies logic. The organization must
see the vision as a whole, and see its
component parts as well. And it will
need to understand how baby steps
can take the organization to the end
point.
When you announce the vision invite
the organization to ask questions
and make suggestions. At the end of
the day people want to be consulted,
not lectured to. The dialogue will be
a success if the organization begins
to be enthusiastic about your vision,
or you perceive a positive shift in
organizational culture in favor of

the vision. You should never assume
acceptance is a given. People don’t
always embrace new ideas or a change
with enthusiasm. Indeed, overcoming
organizational inertia may be the
most difficult obstacle you face.
Don’t lapse into the role of a carnival
barker. Visions come with challenges,
so be candid about the challenges.
Never promise it will be easy, or
announce success is guaranteed.
People won’t shy away from
challenges, but they will not embrace
empty language or outlandish
promises. Although you are the
driving force of the vision, don’t
give the impression that the vision
and your ego are one and the same.
Leaders by definition galvanize and
lead; they are not effective when they
use their position as a bully pulpit
for their own egos. Give credit when
others contribute ideas, praise people
for asking questions, and accept
criticism when it is constructive.
When Gandhi advanced his vision
of freedom for India, he did not
continue to dress like a lawyer (which
he was), or speak like a lawyer, or act
like a politician. He lived a simple
life, and worked hard to heal the class
divisions in Indian society (especially
the caste system). His work and his
life were without reproach, and his
lack of ego was apparent. He knew
the message and the messenger
are seen as one. Not only did he
avoid criticism due to inappropriate
personal conduct, he strove to
create a personal philosophy that
transcended politics.

Don’t Give Up
You are responsible for the vision
of an organization, but achieving
that vision requires patience and
understanding, both on your part
and on the part of the organization.
Perhaps your greatest challenge will
be the culture of the organization. You
will likely make some misstep, outside

factors will cause delays, key people
will retire or move on, resources may
be less than originally anticipated, and
even some outside of the organization
will resist (don’t overlook the role of
unions; they can be major allies if
consulted and engaged). No one could
have predicted the advent of World
War II and the Japanese invasion of
India. The war placed Gandhi’s call
for political change in a far different
light as the British believed political
dissension was undermining the war
effort. What could have been achieved
by Gandhi in the late 1930s was out of
reach for the time being as he and his
immediate group languished in British
prisons for years. But while the war
delayed achievement of the vision, it
did not prevent it.

Stay on Message
Nothing kills a vision quicker than
the perception that management
doesn’t buy into it. Just as the vision
itself needs a strategy and concrete
steps to become reality, maintaining
the vision in the organization takes
planning and action. Facilitated
meetings and surveys will help those
in the organization think about
the vision. But the real key is for
management to stay on message.
Projects, expenditures, budgets,
promotions, hiring, etc. all must be
focused on the vision. This doesn’t
suggest the vision trumps daily
management; you still must deal
with crises, difficult people and
emergencies. You still have a budget
to create and an organization to
manage. But the daily grind and the
need to respond to current issues
will tempt you to dwell only on the
present. A vision will not become
reality absent discipline, focus and
hard work, and constant attention
to your long-term goals. You have
to understand this, and so does your
organization.
Donal Hartman can be reached at (802)
485-2767 or hartmand@norwich.edu.
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Trampled by Technology: Are you managing
technology, or is it managing you?
What I Learned Down Under
Dan Hartman
Director of Public Works, City of Golden, Colorado
Chair, APWA Leadership and Management Committee
2011 Jennings Randolph Fellow
eorge Bernard Shaw said,
“England and America are
two countries separated by
a common language.” Well,
I found that not completely true
about America and Australia when
I attended the Institute of Public
Works Engineering Australia (IPWEA)
national conference in August 2011 as
a Jennings Randolph Fellow.
I did end up with a bunch of “Mates”
and learned that I was a “Bloke,”
important on the way to the “Dunny.”
I also learned that being referred to as
“not the full quid” is bad and if called
a “Bastard” it is a term of endearment.
Also, their french fries are much better
than those you will find in France.
When applying for the Jennings
Randolph Fellowship back in 2010
two things shaped my thinking. First,
I recalled a two-hour debate at a city
council meeting in the early 1990s.
The debate was about buying a fax
machine for the City. There was much
concern by council about wasting
money on a toy. That debate is less
than 20 years old, and look where we
are now.
I also recalled a day less than two
years ago when I was conducting a
training session for street inspectors
in Kabul, Afghanistan. By my count,
there were 24 computers in the room,
every participant had a phone and
most were smart phones. Technology,
and how we use it, is the driving force
in the future of our public works
departments. You can’t escape it. So
my Jennings Randolph study was to
explain the technology that we, in
Golden, were using, and to explore
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what was happening in technology in
public works in Australia.
In addition to a presentation before
the IPWEA Conference attendees,
IPWEA required a paper which was
published for the program. I have
included excerpts here to show what
I presented to them and have added
things I learned from the study.
You can find the full paper to the
IPWEA at http://www.cityofgolden.
net/media/Trampled%20by%20
Technology.pdf.
I met with folks and presented in
Canberra, home to the conference
and Capitol City, and also visited
Sydney, Brisbane, Hamilton Island
and Canungra. We also had a great
dinner and night of entertainment
at the house of the Australian
Parliament in Canberra.
The IPWEA holds a national
conference every two years. The best
thing I found the Australians doing,

Australian Parliament

at least in some states, is adopting
requirements to fund infrastructure
replacement. When the Government
Accounting Standards Board adopted
GASB 34 in the United States, we
began to account for the value of
our infrastructure assets. While this
has clarified that our infrastructure
needs reinvestment, in some cases
it has minimally helped us compete
for funding. In some Australian
states accounting for infrastructure
is no longer sufficient. They now
must not only account, but budget
reinvestment funding. This policy
has changed budgeting requiring that
they maintain what they have before
they can spend on anything new.
This has enforced a level of discipline
on elected officials.
Australia—some limits on
wireless technology
While there was good 3G coverage,
I found access to wireless not very
universal and even in better hotels
had to use computers provided in the
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lobby. This is a restriction that would
prevent some of the wireless things
that we are doing in Golden.
The City of Golden Public Works
Department began using wireless
technology six years ago and has
continued to expand its uses. We
also have carefully tracked costs to
completed work as we incorporated
additional wireless operations.
I found that Australian work
management practices are similar,
but I did not find any systems as fully
developed as Golden’s. There was an
Australian group that was selling an
application that could be used on
iPads to collect asset and inspection
data, but it did not tie to an asset
management system.
GPS-based inspection and
wireless work flow, our first
step into the void
In the early 2000s, the City of Golden
began using GPS-enabled hand-held

devices called “Juno Devices” to
collect information on all City assets.
This information was then transferred
from paper-filed inspection forms
to our asset and work management
software.
We have moved from the paper
inspection forms to a series of
inspection questions that appear on
the GPS device screen which are then
answered by the field personnel. This
has reduced time and entry errors and
the data is wirelessly sent to update
our asset data base.
The time required to complete
inspections has been reduced
significantly; for example, sign
inspection costs have dropped from
over $5 per sign to 93 cents and we
no longer have need for a part-time
data entry position.
I found very similar capabilities and
products in their equipment show. As

mentioned earlier, phone service is
good but wireless not so.
Twitter emergencies and
i-neighbors
It has always been troubling to have
incidents such as an emergency water
main break or an unplanned street
closure, and no time to provide citizen
notification. This is often the nature
of public works—when things are
going well, we are not noticed, but
when there is a problem, people see
us. The explanation that this was an
emergency and there was no time for
notification was never completely
satisfying for the customer.
Enter the social media tool Twitter.
Over a year ago, the City of Golden
began sending tweets any time we
needed to take an action that would
affect our citizens, but we did not
have time to provide notice. This
now provides a proactive positive
answer, when we get a call about not
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being notified. We explain that it is
an emergency but if they follow the
Public Works Department on Twitter,
they will receive notice in the future.
We have also been using tweets to
provide status, to update during
snow storms, and to give the citizens
information about the status of street
clearing.
All of the Australian communities
that I spoke with were using some
type of social media product
including Twitter and Face Book to
communicate, but they were using it
to provide notice of planned events.
There was concern about allowing
employees to use social media
including concerns that accounts
that can’t be traced to a user could be
abused. In Golden, we had thought
about that a lot, and when we use a
tool like Twitter the tweet is sent out
from dispatch based on information
from the field. In two years we
have not had any problems with
inappropriate messages.
We also have joined local Internet
chat groups (http://www.i-neighbors.
org/) which the City has promoted.
Following this site seemed like
a bother, until an issue arose
concerning one intersection. Within
two hours of posting the issue, that
posting had generated forty-three
additional responses, and there
was little fact and lots of emotion.
But, because of our involvement in
i-neighbors, we were able to join the
discussion early and provide facts.
In Australia, I did not find any
community that was trying to
organize neighborhoods in this
fashion.
Taking the next step and
mobilizing citizens to help
In the spring of 2010, the City of
Golden launched YourGov, a webbased service request portal that
citizens can use to request services,
and track request status. Employees
were concerned that they would be
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overwhelmed with service requests.
The reality has been the opposite.
Prior to YourGov, requests had to
be handled multiple times, being
passed along from the Mayor or City
Manager or wherever received to the
correct supervisor. With YourGov,
the request is routed directly through
our work management program to
the crew. No one had to take the
call and intervene to get the work
scheduled. The system also generates
a status that is seen on the YourGov
web page, and when it is complete a
message is sent to the requestor. All
this happens with no additional work
from any employee.
The remarkable thing that we have
learned from using this technology
is that any supervisor or employee
can generate a paperless work order,
instantly from the field.
This smart phone request system
generated the most discussion. The
main concern was that scheduling
work and setting of priorities might
fall to the discretion of field crews
who were getting the request. I
argued that this was a good thing
that added to efficiency, and that
it is not hard to teach crews our
priorities. I also believe that trust in
the judgment of crews was a good
thing. There was also a large concern
that in a union environment there is
a hierarchy for how these things get
done, and this could disrupt it.
How will we be using this wireless
technology in the near future?
The most exciting technological
development on Golden’s horizon is
that soon we will be giving all crews
smart wireless devices to use in the
field. At that point they will have
access to all pending work requests
and their status instantly and can
respond to any new request as they
occur. We are also just starting to use
this technology to enlist citizens to
help complete projects. We have had
a program where we want to locate
all the trees in the community. A

group of volunteer citizens, armed
with smart phones, is making quick
work of the project. We are also
encouraging all citizens to report
things like potholes, missing or
damaged signs or suspicion of water
leaks that they see as they travel in
their day-to-day work. This citizen
involvement takes some inspection
load off of our employees.
There was no Australian community
I met doing this type of recruiting
citizens to help do work. There were
many examples of using citizen
volunteers to help accomplish things,
but none using new technology
in their day-to-day life providing
assistance simply by using the
technology they are carrying around.
Coming very soon is a personalized
smart device mobile dashboard. I
can select the things that are most
important to me and have them on
a customized screen on my smart
phone, through a wireless Internet
connection. This will enable me to
review something like current budget
status in real time in the field, make
decisions on changes, enter the
decision and have a project budget
updated throughout the system
instantly. While I did not find an
example of this, it was an application
that was widely supported with the
folks I met in Australia as well.
In summary, I found that our
Australian colleagues may just be
beginning to utilize the full range
of the technology that is available.
As technology expands rapidly as
a driving force in public works,
it is essential that those of us in
public works—on both sides of the
ocean—get moving to better utilize
technology in our practice of public
works or we will be outpaced and
trampled by technology.
Dan Hartman can be reached at (303)
384-8150 or dhartman@cityofgolden.
net.

Global Solutions in Public Works –
Guadalupe Carney, Honduras
The APWA International Affairs
Committee (IAC) has approved a
Global Solutions in Public Works
project application for Randell
Harrison to serve as a mentor and
educator for an outreach stormwater
management project in the village of
Guadalupe Carney, Honduras.
Mr. Harrison will lead a group of
Guadalupe Carney villagers and
University of Portland Engineers
Without Borders-USA Chapter students
who are implementing a continuing
plan for stagnant water and stormwater
control in the Village of Guadalupe
Carne. The May 2012 trip will benefit
Guadalupe Carney by constructing a
ford crossing in the village.
IAC Chairman Mary Monahan
commented that “Mr. Harrison’s role as
public works leader/mentor/educator
for this project reinforces APWA’s role
as an educational association on an
international platform. We are very
pleased to see that one of our APWA
public works community members
can provide the expertise to lead this
community and EWB-USA’s student
chapter in the implementation of this
meaningful community development
project.”

Mr. Harrison is an active leader in the
APWA Northern California Chapter
and is also professional mentor to the
Student Chapter of Engineers Without
Borders-USA, University of Portland,
Oregon. Upon completion of the May
project, Mr. Harrison will report on this
project in an upcoming APWA Reporter
article and at an upcoming meeting of
his local APWA chapter. The Guadalupe
Carney project is an ongoing
project of the Engineers Without
Borders-USA Student Chapter at the
University of Portland. APWA and

Engineers Without Borders-USA have
a Memorandum of Understanding
that encourages cooperation among
our respective memberships in
international outreach.
APWA’s Global Solutions in Public
Works will provide up to $1,000 in
approved expense reimbursement
for project-related travel expenses for
approved project applications. You
may learn more about APWA’s Global
Solutions in Public Works program
at: http://www.apwa.net/global.

2011 University of Portland Project Team stands triumphantly on the nearly
completed stream crossing.

Water/Wastewater Crew Leader
Grand Prairie, TX
Supervise crews that are engaged
in water utility maintenance by
supervising personnel, monitoring
project work, maintaining equipment
and completing administrative duties.
This key member of the Water/
Wastewater team shall exhibit great
teamwork concepts and a sincere
customer service attitude. High school
diploma or GED and four (4) years of
related field experience are required.
Must possess a valid Texas Class A
Commercial driver’s license with

tanker endorsement. Possession
of a Class C Water Distribution
or a Class II Wastewater license
issued by TCEQ is required.
Flush truck and backhoe operations
experience preferred. May be subject
to on-call duty and must be able
to respond within 45 minutes
to an on-call/emergency call
back. APPLICATIONS MUST BE

SUBMITTED VIA THE CITY OF
GRAND PRAIRIE WEBSITE: www.gptx.
org/humanresources. Salary Range:
$15.97-$25.55/hr depending on
qualifications. Direct any questions
to the City of Grand Prairie human
resources department, 972-237-8192.
The City of Grand Prairie values
diversity! EOE
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The Envision™ Infrastructure Rating System
Vicki Vickrey Quiram, P.E., Public Works Director, Town of Westwood, Massachusetts;
member, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure and APWA Center for Sustainability

very decision we make today
on planning and designing
our infrastructure will
have a significant effect on
the future economic prosperity,
environment and quality of life in
our communities. A broad range
of public and private investments
at the local, state and national
levels are included in the term
“infrastructure”: highways, roads,
railways, trailways, mass transit,
bridges, refineries, power plants,
renewable energy facilities,
distribution systems, water
treatment/distribution, wastewater
treatment/collection, airports, ports,
telecommunication systems, park
and recreational facilities, and much
more.
Professionals involved in the design
and construction of infrastructure
projects work in challenging times
as we face an aging infrastructure,
limited funding, stringent
regulations, high community
expectations and depletion of our
natural resources. Today, more
than ever before, coming up with
innovative solutions, making
sustainable decisions and building
successful projects depends on
input from broad, multi-disciplinary
stakeholders working together
toward building a balanced project
that meets long-term community
and regional goals.
Envision™
The Institute for Sustainable
Infrastructure (ISI) recently launched
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Envision™. This new, unique and
exciting tool provides a holistic
framework for evaluating and rating
the economic, environmental and
social benefits, i.e., the sustainability,
of all type and sizes of infrastructure
projects. The system evaluates,
grades and gives recognition to
infrastructure projects that use
collaborative approaches to assess
sustainability indicators over the
course of the project’s life cycle. Bill
Bertera, Executive Director of ISI,
likens Envision to “the LEED process
for buildings, but applied to other
forms of civil infrastructure projects
with emphasis on the triple bottom
line concept.”
The Envision Rating System
represents a unique collaboration
between industry, business, academia
and government to address critical
societal needs for improved
decision making associated with
the development and maintenance
of civil infrastructure. Envision
is the product of a strategic
alliance between the Institute
for Sustainable Infrastructure (a
nonprofit organization co-founded
by the American Public Works
Association, American Society of
Civil Engineers and the American
Council of Engineering Companies)
and the Zofnass Program for
Sustainable Infrastructure at the
Harvard University Graduate
School of Design. It represents an
infrastructure rating system that
addresses both public and private
sector interests in increased and

more sustainable infrastructure
investment. It introduces and makes
it easy to include environmental,
social and economic variables
into infrastructure decisions at the
national, state and local levels of
government.
APWA’s Center for Sustainability
has placed a priority on working
with ISI on the Envision rating tool,
as it believes that it is the best way
to change the culture on how we
approach infrastructure projects.
Envision not only asks, “Are we
doing the project right?” but also,
“Are we doing the right project?”
Currently, Stage 2 is available
on the ISI website, www.
sustainableinfrastructure.org; Stage 1
will be available by early summer.
The Envision Stage 1 Rating System
is a self-guided assessment checklist
and educational tool. It provides
overall guidance and requires simple
“yes” or “no” answers to a series
of questions that guide the user
through criteria that contribute to
sustainable performance.
The Envision Stage 2 Rating System
is a comprehensive assessment
framework that allows weighted
scoring by an ISI-credentialed
Sustainability Professional (ISISP), independent third-party ISI
project verification, followed
by project recognition for high
levels of achievement. The rating
system contains comprehensive

descriptions to help determine levels
of achievement. While Stage 1 is
self-guided, Stage 2 projects will be
performed with professional assessors
who are trained and credentialed
by ISI. This professional serves as an
integral part of the project team and
guides the team in achieving higher
levels of sustainability, documents
project accomplishments, and
submits the project for award
recognition.
The Envision Stage 2 Tool walks
you through questions that clearly
assist you in an analysis of the
comprehensive performance of your
infrastructure project. The rating
system is made up of 60 credits
divided into five sections: Quality of
Life; Leadership; Resource Allocation;
Natural World; and Climate and
Risk. Each credit is clearly described
with metrics, levels of achievement,
evaluation criteria and a description
of the documentation that is
needed for verification. The current
version of Stage 2 concentrates on
the preconstruction stages. It will
be followed by construction and
operations/maintenance tools in
mid-2012.
Become involved!
There are multiple ways to become
involved in ISI:
1. Become a Member! Join ISI to
get involved! There are five available
classes of membership, with special
complementary memberships offered
to public sector employees. Join as
a Charter or Sustaining Member
for in-depth involvement in ISI.
Memberships are also available for
trade and professional associations.
For information on fees and
applications, go to the ISI website,
www.sustainableinfrastructure.org.
2. Become a credentialed ISI
Sustainability Professional!

Work toward becoming ISI-SP
credentialed by first signing up for
the ISI Credential and Training
Program. There are special low prices
for public sector employees. Learn
how to use the rating system and
help guide project teams through
the Envision Stage 2 rating tool. A
printable version of the complete
Envision Manual is now available
on the ISI website in two locations:
behind the “Use Envision on a
Project” button on the Envision Tool
Portal page, and on the education
module page for those who have
registered for ISI credentialing on the
ISI website.
Envision is a new product, and
although it has been field tested, it is
expected to evolve due to user input
in the first year of use. In addition,
the skill sets required of those best
qualified to guide infrastructure
projects to successful levels of
sustainability will be refined.
Consequently, ISI is currently
offering Provisional Credentialing
Certificates (ENV-PV) for the period
ending December 31, 2013, after
which reapplication and testing may
be required to obtain the ENV-SP
(Sustainability Professional).
To qualify to move forward with the
provisional (for the period ending
12-31-13) ENV-PV credential, you
must meet the following criteria:
•

Successful achievement of a
four-year degree in engineering,
architecture, the sciences or
related curriculum;

•

Completion of ISI-conducted
computer-based courses on
Envision and its use;

•

Successful passage of an online
examination (available April
2012) on the use of Envision of
75 questions with a successful
score of 75%;

•

Submission of all applicable fees,
which are available on the ISI
website.

3. Submit your project for
verification and an award! The
Project Verification Program is a
critical component of the Envision
sustainable infrastructure rating
system. It provides the independent
third-party evaluation that will
publicly validate the sustainable
aspects of an infrastructure project
and promote public confidence in
and support for the project.
Details on the verification program,
to include a web-based application
procedure, fees and details on the
verification process and timelines,
will be announced on the ISI website
by mid-April. The recognition and
awards program will have at least
three different levels of achievement,
will include a prequalification phase,
and most projects will be processed.
The Envision System will serve as
a guide for owners, design teams,
community groups, environmental
organizations, constructors,
regulators and policy makers to
help them collaborate and discuss
projects, meet sustainability goals, be
recognized for achievement, make
decisions about the investment of
our scarce resources, and meet and
exceed community priorities and
goals. We are designing and building
the infrastructure of 2050 today.
With all of the challenges we face,
we can continue to get it right!
Please visit the ISI website at www.
sustainableinfrastructure.org for
up-to-date, detailed information
on Envision and more ways to get
involved.
Vicki Vickrey Quiram can be reached at
(781) 251-2578 or vquiram@townhall.
westwood.ma.us.
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Integrated sustainable planning for
infrastructure and public works
Saanich working cooperatively within a multi-jurisdictional watershed boundary
Colin Doyle, P.Eng.
Director of Engineering
District of Saanich, British Columbia
Member, APWA Center for Sustainability

n innovative, sustainable
adventure has begun
in the communities of
Saanich, Victoria and
Oak Bay in the core of the Capital
Region on Southern Vancouver
Island, British Columbia, Canada.
The Bowker Creek watershed,
home to 30,000 residents in the
core of the region, has been highly
impacted by urbanization and large
parts of the watershed are ripe for
redevelopment. The Bowker Creek
Initiative (BCI), a multi-stakeholder,
inter-municipal and community
partnership, has developed the
Bowker Creek Blueprint: A 100-year
action plan to restore the Bowker
Creek watershed (2010), a visionary

plan which details watershed and
reach-specific actions to rehabilitate
the creek channel and improve
the functioning of this developed
watershed over the long term and
as redevelopment opportunities
arise. Blueprint is a first-of-its-kind
opportunistic plan to restore an
urban watershed over the long
term; it lays out principles of
integrated watershed management
(IWM) and outlines watershedwide and reach-specific actions
to restore the watershed through
the process of redevelopment over
the next few decades. (See www.
bowkercreekinitiative.ca to view the
Blueprint.)

Recently accepted by the three
municipalities, the implementation
of the Bowker Creek Blueprint
has begun and it proves to be a
sustainable journey to restore
hydrologic function to the watershed
and create economically vibrant,
climate-adapted, multi-modal
communities linked together with
a restored creek and improved
community amenities. The District
of Saanich, which is located in
the upper part of the watershed,
is undertaking a major planning
process along the highly urbanized,
heavily travelled Shelbourne
Street. Hidden beneath, confined
within large stormwater pipes, runs
Bowker Creek. This long-term urban
planning process for a significant
part of the Bowker Creek watershed
provides the District of Saanich
with an excellent opportunity to
incorporate key aspects from the
Bowker Creek Blueprint into the
Shelbourne Valley corridor planning
process. With a clear vision and
Blueprint in place, municipalities
and communities are able to
incorporate efforts into operational
work plans, volunteer and school
group efforts and to work together
with the development community
to restore Bowker Creek and its
watershed within a vibrant and
active community.

The Bowker Creek Watershed

The Bowker Creek watershed as seen from Mt. Tolmie, British Columbia
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The Bowker Creek watershed,
in the Capital Regional District,
on Vancouver Island, is a highly
urbanized watershed that has
evolved over the past 200 years

to its current mix of residential,
commercial and institutional uses.
Home to about 30,000 residents,
the Bowker Creek watershed spans
the municipalities of Saanich,
Victoria and Oak Bay. The creek
flows from its headwaters at the
University of Victoria, through
the three municipalities, at times
flowing through natural areas
with tree-covered banks and at
other times through pipes or
hardening channels, to its mouth
where it enters the ocean in Oak
Bay. Today, more than half (56%)
of the watershed is covered with
impervious surfaces and less than
40% of the 9.4 km creek remains
above ground. Flooding, water
pollution, increased impervious
surfaces, and habitat loss are key
concerns within the watershed.
Despite these challenges, the Creek
provides a focus for a greenway
corridor through Victoria and has
the potential to create more vibrant
neighbourhoods, while reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and
adapting to climate change. It has
become a pilot area for integrated
urban watershed management in the
Capital Region.
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The Bowker Creek Initiative (BCI)
Established in 2004, the Bowker
Creek Urban Watershed Renewal
Initiative is a collaborative, multijurisdictional effort that brings
together local governments,
community groups, post-secondary
institutions, developers and private
citizens around a common goal
of managing and restoring the
watershed and creek corridor over
the long term.
The BCI is responsible for
implementation of Bowker Creek
Watershed Management Plan
(BCWMP) which was developed
in 2002 by a forum of municipal
representatives, community
organizations, and residents, and

PROTECTION
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www.rhomar.com
solutions@rhomar.com
approved by the municipalities of
Saanich, Oak Bay and Victoria, and
by the Capital Regional District
Board (CRD) in 2003. They are
guided by the BCWMP vision which
is that “the varied uses and natural
areas in the Bowker watershed are
managed to minimize runoff and

pollution, making Bowker Creek a
healthy stream that supports habitat
for native vegetation and wildlife, and
provides a community greenway to
connect neighbourhoods.”
As implementation of the BCWMP
proceeded, municipal staff found
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that even with the vision and the
management plan, they were still
missing the details of how to achieve
that vision particularly when dealing
with redevelopment on a lot-bylot basis. They knew that the plan
called for a community greenway
and restoring the creek, but there
was no detail on where the greenway
should go or what restoration
work was needed. The lack of a
comprehensive and holistic vision
of what the community wanted the
watershed to look like in 100 years,
and a plan to get there, meant that
opportunities were being missed,
one lot at a time. The BCI partners
decided that a more consolidated
plan that integrated the engineering,
planning and environmental, and
social requirements into a holistic
vision would improve achievement
of the BCWMP, and the creation of
the Bowker Creek Blueprint began.

SKT/FLEAT
End Transitions

The Bowker Creek Blueprint
The Bowker Creek Blueprint is a
“100-Year Action Plan,” developed
by the BCI to guide watershed and
creek corridor restoration as the
built environment is redeveloped
over time. Because change can be
slow in the urban environment,
implementation of the plan will
take decades. The Blueprint gives
the community a road map for
achieving water sustainability in
an urban watershed. The Bowker
Creek Blueprint provides the general
“how to” and “where to” guidance
to assist municipal staff, developers
and the community in achieving
the vision of restoring the watershed
over the long term. The Blueprint
moves past the motherhood
statements contained in most
management plans to concrete on
the ground actions.
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Bowker Creek Blueprint deals with
flooding, water pollution and
habitat loss the creek has suffered
due to urbanization, while also
embedding climate adaptation
and mitigation into the integrated
actions.

Why 100 years?
It took 100 years to put Bowker
Creek in pipes and concrete
channels. It will take another 100
years to daylight and bring life back
to Bowker Creek. Acknowledging
the 100-year timeframe of the
Plan in the title of the document
gave municipalities much more
comfort, and reassurance that they
don’t have to act immediately
on everything in the Blueprint.
Municipalities could endorse the
long-term implementation of the
plan without being held to spending
a specific amount of money over
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For more information, call us today at
330-477-4800 or visit our website at
www.gregorycorp.com

Highway Guardrail
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the short term. The idea was not
to deflect responsibility and do
nothing for the next 10 years;
rather, once the Blueprint was
endorsed by councils, staff were
able to incorporate the Blueprint
actions and recommendations into
operational work plans as priorities
and resources permit. Having a
long-term visionary plan in place
also provides an opportunity to
work directly with the development
community to achieve opportunities
presented in the Blueprint during
the next phase of redevelopment.
The Blueprint is intended to be
implemented over a period of
decades, because it recognizes that
change can be slow in an urban
environment. However, several key
short-term actions were identified
to help ensure that the results of
the Blueprint become embedded
in other documents pertinent to
the region, and that aspects of
the Blueprint become part of the
way that member municipalities
do business. One such action
was the planning process for
the redevelopment plan for the
Shelbourne Valley corridor.

Shelbourne Valley Planning Process
Many areas of the watershed are
ripe for redevelopment as the
housing stock begins to turn
over and many businesses in the
commercial sector are redeveloping.
The District of Saanich is currently
developing a major 50-year plan for
the redevelopment of Shelbourne
Valley Corridor. This timely process
offers an excellent opportunity for
the District of Saanich to provide
leadership and expertise through the
use of visionary planning, “green
streets” and innovative stormwater
and traffic management techniques
to demonstrate how the Bowker
Creek Blueprint can be implemented
over the next century.

Through the upcoming 25-50 year
planning cycle, Saanich and the
development community have an
opportunity to implement intense
low-impact development along
this high-density traffic corridor, to
facilitate safe cycling and pedestrian
routes, traffic calming, green streets
and boulevard rain gardens and
other actions designed to gradually
improve the hydrological
functioning of the watershed over
the next couple of decades as this
area redevelops. They can also begin
to work with residents and the
development community to identify
and obtain rights-of-way and/or
potential parcels that would be
necessary to obtain through the next
25-50 years for the future greenway,
community and creek amenities that
could be eventually realized in the
following 50-year planning cycle.
Travis Lee, Past President of Urban
Development Institute, states,
“Revitalizing Bowker Creek creates
an opportunity for businesses
and developers. By looking after
the creek and stormwater runoff,
property and business owners will
benefit by reduced operating costs
long term. New developments that
incorporate rain gardens and other
natural features, such as the creek,
will be more popular with the
public. This will translate into more
business as the community will
be more inclined to visit business
centers that reflect the values of the
community.”

Conclusion
The District of Saanich, with BCI
partners City of Victoria, District
of Oak Bay, the Capital Regional
District and various land stewards
such as community associations,
have set out on a new path
towards a sustainable planning for
infrastructure and public works
within a multi-jurisdictional

watershed boundary. Saanich and
the other municipalities have
recently accepted the Bowker
Creek Blueprint, and have started
to internalize the watershed
management mandate. Within
Saannich this means that the
Planning, Engineering, and Parks
and Recreation Departments have
been directed to consider the
principle and actions for watershed
management, the 10-key action
for short-term implementation,
and stream reach actions laid out
in the Bowker Creek Blueprint when
developing Departmental work
plans and budgets.
Colin Doyle can be reached at (250)
475-1775 or Colin.Doyle@saanich.ca.

Green streets and parking lots are
part of a sustainable rainwater
management strategy that manages
stormwater, reduces flows, improves
water quality and enhances
watershed health. Green streets and
parking lots:
•

contribute to traffic calming

•

improve pedestrian and
bicycle safety

•

reduce demand on the city’s
stormwater infrastructure

•

reduce impervious surfaces
allowing stormwater to
infiltrate

•

recharge groundwater

•

deliver cleaner water to
Bowker Creek

•

increase urban green space

•

enhance community and
neighbourhood livability
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Tempe Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant one year later
Denise Brewer
Senior Engineering Associate
City of Tempe, Arizona

Overview
In the summer of 2009, the City
of Tempe was awarded a $930,000
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant (EECBG) as part of the
American Recovery and Investment
Act (ARRA). The City identified
twenty-three City buildings and
facilities for retrofits, including
City Hall, police and fire stations,
community centers, maintenance
facilities and water treatment
facilities. The retrofits included
interior lighting kits, HVAC system
controls and units, exterior light
fixtures and chiller optimization
software.

Lessons Learned
Choosing an experienced and
knowledgeable contractor has been
instrumental in the success and
completion of this project. Their
knowledge and experience has been
helpful in navigating some of the
challenges that came along with
installing approximately 14,000
interior lighting retrofits, 2,000
occupancy sensors, 500 thermostats
and 1,400 HVAC system controls.
Facility staff also contributed to the
project’s success by troubleshooting
complaints and investigating critical
calls from building occupants. Their
institutional knowledge of the
facilities and diverse experience were
crucial in resolving any issues on a
timely basis and ultimately keeping
the project on schedule.
Establishing weekly progress
meetings with building occupants
helped establish project milestones,
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weekly goals, and streamlined
response calls for repairs or
adjustments needed during and
after installation of the retrofits. The
meetings expedited the answering
of any question or concern the
building occupants had prior to
work beginning scheduled in their
areas. Open communication in
partnership with these meetings
assisted in coordinating work after
hours, during non-critical times,
and on the weekends in order to
eliminate the disruption of City
services and operations. An example
of this occurred when we needed to
install the new heat exchanger in
the loop on the main chiller plant
that services City Hall, courthouse,
jail, police headquarters, human
resources and financial services. The
team and representatives from each
area accessed the challenges and
elected to schedule work after hours
starting at 4:30 p.m. and completing
the work by 4:30 a.m.
Daily site visits and monitoring of
the contractor’s progress benefited
both the contractor and occupants
by providing them with the support
and dialogue needed to resolve any
challenges occurring from working
in areas accessible to the public and
employees. Housekeeping, overhead
construction, worksite restrictions
and limited space were challenges
addressed and resolved with the
assistance of the contractor and
City staff during these daily site
visits. The professional relationships
established during these activities
created a foundation of respect and

understanding. Through teamwork
and creative scheduling, we were
able to complete a substantial
portion of the project ahead of
schedule.
The placement of exterior lighting
fixtures on City facilities and
public outdoor spaces is crucial
when addressing placement of the
fixtures. It is important to assess the
architectural elements of a municipal
facility at the initiation of the audit
and carry through when the audit
becomes the project. In conjunction
with the architectural element, the
project should include the required
lighting specifications for exterior
areas as well as interior spaces. This
will help eliminate any questions
about the type of fixture and
lighting that is acceptable to your
organization.
Another important lesson is to
communicate with the department
in your organization responsible
for building safety inspections to
determine whether they require
inspections on lighting retrofits.
Some organizations classify these
retrofits as a component of routine
maintenance while others require
permitting and inspections. If it is
addressed prior to project initiation,
the schedule can be established
to reflect the permitting and
inspections assisting with the success
of the project.
After nine months of working
through the City’s designated
twenty-three facilities, here are a few

team recommendations for future
energy retrofit projects. Begin with
HVAC system controls, units and/
or thermostats during the mild
(shoulder) months of the year.
Once new thermostats are installed,
occupants will monitor them to
ensure they are functioning correctly.
This increases the communication
between occupants and facility staff.
A gradual adjustment for set points
assists the occupants to adjust to the
new temperatures.
Energy grants will save your
organization money and reduce
the carbon footprint. The City of
Tempe is already benefitting from the
energy savings. We encourage others
to seek out environmental savings
programs for their own communities.
Denise Brewer can be reached at (480)
350-8409 or Denise_Brewer@tempe.gov.

Your Vote in APWA Does Count
As an APWA member, you will have the opportunity to vote for members of the
APWA Board of Directors between July 6 and August 3, 2012:
•

APWA president-elect;

•

At-large director in the functional areas of Engineering & Technology,
Environmental Management, Public Works Management/Leadership, and
Transportation; and

•

Regions III, IV, VII and IX Regional Directors (by APWA members in those
respective regions)

The ballot will be available for online voting between July 6 and August 3,
2012 on the “Members Only” section of the APWA website. There will also be
a voting icon on the home page of our website. If you do not have access to
a computer at home or work, you may access the APWA website at your local
public library or other public access points. If you are not able to vote online,
you may request a paper ballot from Cindy Long at (800) 848-APWA, ext. 5220.
Additional reminders of the voting process will be sent through the infoNOW
Communities; via e-mail to every member for whom we have an e-mail address;
and in future issues of the APWA Reporter.
If you have questions, please contact Cindy Long at clong@apwa.net or (800)
848-APWA (2792), extension 5220.

APWA’s LaFever named Board Chairman
of Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure
Howard B.
LaFever,
P.E., BCEE,
Principal with
GHD Inc., of
Cazenovia,
New York,
was recently
named
Chairman
of the Board
Howard LaFever
of Directors
of the Institute for Sustainable
Infrastructure (ISI). ISI’s purpose is
to improve the performance and
viability of infrastructure through
the application of more sustainable
technologies and methodologies.
The organization was co-founded in
2011 by APWA, the American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and the
American Council of Engineering
Companies (ACEC).

“I am truly honored to be the ISI
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
which has been founded to
implement the important task of the
sustainability of infrastructure for the
twenty-first century and beyond,” said
LaFever. “The ISI has taken on this
role, which is an important initiative
designed to develop sustainable
technology to help our society and
our communities, and to help policy
makers evaluate the sustainability
of infrastructure, along with setting
realistic national priorities, and
conducting a national discourse on
infrastructure investment. In the
U.S. this is incredibly important
given the nature of our crumbling
infrastructure.”
With 41 years of engineering
experience, LaFever is a Board
Certified Environmental Engineer

(BCEE) of the American Academy of
Environmental Engineers (AAEE), and
has been serving on the ISI Board of
Directors as Chair-elect since 2011.
LaFever has a specialty certification
in Environmental Sustainability and
Water & Wastewater. In addition to
the Board Chairman position with
ISI, he is a lifetime member of APWA,
and has served in a major role as a
founding member of APWA’s Center
for Sustainability, and as a member
of the Center’s leadership group.
LaFever served on the APWA Board
of Directors for six years representing
DE, PA, NY and NJ, and is a fellow
member of ASCE, the New York State
Society of Professional Engineers,
Past President of the ACEC New York
Central Chapter, and a life member
of the Water Environment
Federation (WEF).
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LED Lighting: Coming soon to a street near you?
Edward Smalley
Manager, Streetlight Engineering
Seattle City Light
Seattle, Washington

treetlighting is one of those
things people take so much
for granted that they tend
to notice it primarily by its
absence. If a street is adequately
illuminated at night—well, that’s
just the way it’s supposed to be. But
when a streetlight isn’t working
properly, that dark patch on an
otherwise brightly lit stretch jars like
a sour note in a symphony—and
introduces potential safety risks for
motorists and pedestrians alike.
The fact that the average age of this
country’s 26.5 million streetlights
is roughly 25 years makes their
maintenance an especially critical
issue, because it means that many of
them are at or near the end of their
useful life and need to be replaced,
thus making outages more routine.
This provides municipalities and
utilities with a unique opportunity,
because there have been some major
advances in streetlight technology
in the past few years, thanks to the
development of solid-state lighting
(SSL) for general illumination
purposes.

On the cutting edge
Based on light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) rather than filaments,
plasma, or gases, SSL has the
potential to be much more energyefficient than any other existing
lighting technology. That’s especially
important with streetlights, which
are on all night long, 365 nights
a year and, in this country alone,
consume as much electricity
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annually as 1.9 million households
while generating greenhouse gas
emissions equal to that produced by
2.6 million cars.
But energy efficiency is only one
of solid-state lighting’s potential
advantages. The directionality of
LEDs makes it relatively easy to
control uplight, for example, and
their small size facilitates optical
control and downward light
distribution, which allows for precise
illumination patterns that help
minimize light trespass and glare.
In addition, LEDs offer superior
controllability, which makes it
possible to incorporate such features
as dimming and scene setting for
events and time of use. What’s more,
LEDs are much more durable than
conventional light sources, and have
the potential to last considerably
longer—which can significantly
reduce maintenance costs on many
of the nation’s bridges and other
structures.
There’s also evidence that SSL can
improve visibility over conventional
streetlighting technologies—not
just because of better uniformity of
coverage, but because of the color
quality of the light. The Los Angeles
Police Department, for example,
reports that it’s much easier for its
helicopters to track vehicles and
suspects under LED streetlighting
than under conventional highpressure sodium lighting, and the
Seattle Police Department reports a
similar conclusion.

All of these things can factor in to
the decision equation, shortening
the payback period and helping
to tip the balance in favor of LED
streetlighting. As a result, LED
lighting has become a viable option
for many cities and should at
least be considered as part of any
municipal strategy for improving
customer service as well as reducing
costs, energy use, and emissions.
Many municipalities are already
on board: a 2011 survey for the
U.S. Conference of Mayors found
that LED/efficient lighting was the
top choice among mayors as the
most promising new technology
for cutting down on energy use
and carbon emissions, and that 85
percent of cities already used it for at
least some applications.

Every application is different
But despite SSL’s potential
advantages and the fact that many
regard it as the “lighting of the
future,” it’s still not necessarily
the right choice for every lighting
application. One reason is its initial
cost, which is generally higher than
that of conventional streetlighting
technology. Obviously, initial cost
has to be a part of any decision
about streetlighting, because no
matter how short the payback period
is, some money has to be spent up
front. But that’s always the case
when replacing aging infrastructure,
regardless of the type of technology
chosen. A growing number of
cities are exploring various creative
financing options to minimize the

amount of up-front cash required
to pay for LED streetlights—for
example, with third parties using the
resulting energy and maintenance
savings to pay for the initial
investment. And as the technology
continues its rapid development, the
cost of SSL products drops and is fast
approaching the point that in a few
more years its incremental cost may
no longer be an issue.
A second reason switching to
LED streetlighting at this stage
of the game is not an automatic
“no-brainer” is that, even though
streetlighting was one of the first
general-illumination applications
where SSL proved competitive, not
all LED streetlighting products are
created equal. In fact, there’s a very
wide performance range found
among those currently on the
market. This means that it’s “caveat
emptor,” and that without doing a
fair amount of “homework” and due
diligence, public works departments
could end up being disappointed
with the results.
To help address the latter
situation, the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) in 2010 created
the Municipal Solid-State Street
Lighting Consortium. Intended to
leverage the efforts of the many
cities and utilities investigating
LED streetlighting as an option, the
Consortium now has more than
340 primary member organizations,
with the number growing all the
time. Through a series of regional
workshops as well as webcasts and
other methods, it serves as a forum
for cities and utilities to share their
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experiences with LED streetlighting,
so that there’s no need to go it alone
and “reinvent the wheel.” It also
provides a convenient way to access
multiple sources of information,
while offering a number of resources
of its own that have been developed
by its members.

Some helpful tools
The most recent of those resources is
a Retrofit Financial Analysis Tool to
help estimate the costs and benefits
of switching to LED streetlighting.
Available online at www.ssl.energy.
gov/financial-tool.html along with
an instructional video, the tool can
be used to calculate annualized
energy and energy-cost savings,
maintenance savings, greenhouse
gas reductions, net present
value, and simple payback. That
information can be helpful when
putting together construction and
conservation grant applications, as

well as for preparing budgets and
comparing the incumbent costs to
the new costs.
The financial tool complements
another Consortium tool, the Model
Specification for LED Roadway
Luminaires, which makes it easier to
put together effective bid documents
for LED streetlighting products.
Available online at www.ssl.energy.
gov/specification.html, the model
specification allows users to modify
default values to fit local needs,
conditions, and design criteria.
It was developed by Consortium
members, with the help of feedback
from manufacturers. That feedback
should help to increase the number
of submissions that are likely to
be received in response to RFPs
based on the spec. Designed to
allow for the different preferences
found between municipalities and
utilities, the model specification
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covers pole-mounted luminaires
for streets, roadways, and nearby
pedestrian walkways and addresses
such things as initial and maintained
quality and quantity of illumination,
input power, vibration, electrical
performance, and warranty details.
Lighting controls will be covered in
a separate specification that’s still in
development.
Making the right decisions about
streetlighting is not easy, what with
the different technologies available
and the fact that requirements and
conditions not only vary from city
to city, but also from application to
application within a city. Although
SSL has developed to the point where
it at least deserves consideration,
that development has been so rapid
that things you learned about it
even as recently as six months ago
may already be out of date. The
Municipal Solid-State Street Lighting
Consortium provides a convenient
way to stay current and can help you
make the right choice for your own
needs.
For more information on the
Consortium, please visit www.ssl.
energy.gov/consortium.html.
Edward Smalley works in government
and legislative affairs for Seattle City
Light and serves as director of DOE’s
Municipal Solid-State Street Lighting
Consortium. He can be reached at (206)
386-1571 or Edward.Smalley@seattle.
gov.

Order Custom Bulk
Editorial Reprints
Now that you have been featured in the
APWA Reporter, why not leverage this
opportunity to promote your product or
service with custom reprints?

Call our reprint
department at (800) 2590470 for complete details.
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Case Study 1: Seattle
In 2009, with more than 4,000 streetlights out of service and no budget to
pay for their replacement, the City of Seattle decided that it made more sense
to convert them to LEDs than to continue with incumbent technology that
would require more maintenance and would itself need replacing a lot sooner.
Improving customer service and lowering the outage rate were both key factors
in the decision, which has already paid off.
•

Annual cost savings to date: $1 million
— Target: $2.4 million annual cost savings

•

Date program started: June 2009

•

Project scope: 41,000 streetlights
— To date: 20,000 streetlights

•

Original total budget: $24 million | Revised: $18 million
— To date: $8 million

•

Sources of funding:
— ARRA/EECBG Grant: $1 million (2,439 LED streetlights
769,163 kWh reduced)
— City of Seattle: $17 million

•

Energy savings target: 12,929,720 kWh
— Energy savings to date: 6,307,700 kWh

•

Estimated simple payback: 7.6 years

Case Study 2: Los Angeles
In 2009, the City of Los Angeles partnered with the Clinton Climate Initiative
on a five-year program to convert 140,000 of the city’s conventional streetlights
to LED units. The new LED fixtures are installed with remote monitoring units
that automatically report streetlight failures. The project is partly funded by
loans that will be repaid entirely through savings in energy and maintenance
costs.
•

Costs saved to date: $2.5 million
— Target: $10 million annual energy savings

•

Date program started: February 2009

•

Project scope: 140,000 streetlights
— To date: 64,500 streetlights

•

Total program expenditures: $57 million
— Program expenditures to date: $20 million

•

Sources of funding: Utility energy efficiency loan ($40 million)
— Repaid with savings with annual streetlighting budget ($17 million)

•

Percent energy savings: 61.2 percent
— Original goal was 40 percent

•

Annual energy savings target: 68,285 MWh
— Current energy savings rate: 27,964 MWh

•

Estimated simple payback: 7 years

Planners in public works?
Debbie Leistner
Transportation Planning Manager
City of Gainesville, Florida

lthough the
responsibilities of public
works revolve primarily
around the engineering
realm, improved service delivery
comes from the synergy created
between the different disciplines
that comprise public works.
According to the American
Planning Association (APA),
planners traditionally help shape
the built environment by creating
and implementing comprehensive
plans, writing codes and enforcing
regulations that protect the
health, welfare and well-being of
a community. Planners are trained
to examine the big picture and to
evaluate how individual elements
interact seeking to create consensus
around short- and long-range
strategies to achieve community or
organizational goals.
As a professional planner, I enjoy
working in public works for several
reasons. First, I participate in a
variety of programs and services
that have a direct impact in the
community. Second, I collaborate
with professionals from a variety
of disciplines on a daily basis. And,
most importantly, I get exposed
to new challenges and have many
opportunities to explore new
technologies to improve the quality
and efficiency of services.
Public works organizations are
complex with broad responsibility
over infrastructure and services.

Engineers and planners collaborate
on a daily basis to ensure that
organizational needs are met.
While planners focus on the
overall vision and strategies,
engineers are responsible for the
detailed technical aspects ensuring
that standards are met and that
safe, cost-effective solutions are
implemented.
Coordination between planners
and engineers is essential as their
strengths and organizational
value are complementary. In the
delivery of capital projects, for
example, planners and engineers
work closely together to implement
infrastructure improvements
that meet the community’s
needs. Working together and
focusing on the strengths of
each discipline, lead and support
roles are intertwined during
the life cycle of projects. This
collaboration promotes a creative
environment where the goal is
to deliver a project that meets all
applicable standards, is inclusive
of best practices, is conscious of
the environment and its context,
and is cost effective. Planners
typically take the lead during the
initial stages in the identification
of needs, preparation of plans,
data gathering and analysis,
development of alternatives,
coordination with external agencies
to ascertain project eligibility
for state and federal funds, and
development of strategies to assist

with project funding. Engineers
take the lead during the final
stages, once the project is funded
and added to the department’s
work program, coordinating the
design and construction phases.
Good communication between
planners and engineers is key, and
staff planners in public works help
bridge the gap with traditional
planning departments facilitating
communication and the exchange
of information and ideas. This
is an important role as there are
many facets where it comes to
play, for instance in the periodic
updates to comprehensive plan
elements or the land development
process where land use and zoning
decisions directly impact the ability
of public works to provide adequate
levels of service.
In Gainesville, Fla., planning has
always been a strong component
of public works. The planner’s role
has evolved and expanded over the
years to include three staff planners
with responsibilities over strategic
planning, development review,
transportation planning and GIS.
Yes, planners belong and we are
here to stay!
Debbie Leistner can be reached
at (352) 334-5070 or leistnerdl@
cityofgainesville.org.
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White House visit: the Road to Sustainability
George Crombie, MPA, BCEEM, PWLF
Senior Faculty Member, Public Works Administration
Norwich University, School of Graduate Studies
APWA Immediate Past President
n 2009, President Obama signed an
Executive Order directing federal
agencies to reduce energy and cut
greenhouse emissions.
On March 9, 2012, I was invited
to a meeting at the White House
to represent APWA. The meeting
delegates included top officials in
government, the private sector and
the academic community. CEOs of
the major engineering firms in the
country were present.
The Federal Government was
represented by senior White House
Staff, the President’s Environment
Council, Office of Management
and Budget, Defense Department,
General Services Administration,
Federal Highway Administration,
Environmental Protection Agency, and
Housing and Urban Development.
As reported by Engineering News
Record, the meeting structure was
an experiment by the Obama
Administration to bring together
a group of high-level officials in a
tabletop setting to gather information
on how best to implement sustainable
infrastructure at the federal level.

Meeting highlights and thoughts
Sustainability is here to stay. Both
outside participants and government
officials understand the importance of
sustainability in fostering economic
prosperity, energy security, and a
sustainable environment. Diminishing
natural resources, exponential
population growth, depleting water
resources, and high concentrations of
greenhouse gases are all contributing
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factors towards the need to rebuild in a
sustainable manner.
The Department of Defense is a leader
at the federal level in sustainable
initiatives. They see implementing
sustainability as a national security
priority. One of the many ideas
raised at the meeting was showcasing
sustainable projects at Department of
Defense facilities for those interested
in learning and seeing applied
sustainable projects.
One of the challenges to the federal
procurement process that got a lot
of attention was the importance of
writing procurement specifications
that measured the life-cycle costs of
a project. By developing sustainable
procurement specifications, it would
create a level playing field ensuring
that sustainable projects were
competitive. It is difficult now for a
contractor to propose innovative and
sustainable projects under current bid
proposal requirements in many federal
agencies.
The word integration was used in
describing the importance of looking
at projects in a holistic manner.
Infrastructure is interconnected
and federal agencies are beginning
to work together on sustainable
projects. I continue to believe that
diversity in public works is not a
liability but rather an asset. In order
to build sustainable projects in the
forthcoming decades, those agencies
that are integrated will have far more
opportunities to take advantage of
developing sustainable projects. If you
examine the history of public works,
integration was understood a long

time ago, but through social, political,
and other circumstances many public
works agencies were broken up. I
anticipate we will see a reversal of
this trend to more consolidation in
the future. We are already seeing
this trend in the consolidation of
consulting engineering firms and other
businesses. An agency with a diversity
of skills and a systems thinking
approach will have a competitive
advantage in the future.
There was thought given to the
importance of educating society on
sustainability. Too often the focus
is on solutions like improving the
infrastructure rather than why
sustainability is important to the
well-being of society and the planet
in the long run. Citizens need to
understand why we must become
sustainable in order for their support
in sustainable programs. For example,
if a community understands that a
changing climate will increase rainfall
intensity, then the public will be more
inclined to comprehend how flood
hazard resources should be distributed.
A national sustainability policy was
discussed that would create regulations
to foster sustainability. As an
example, the Clean Water Act created
the catalyst in creating a national
program to improve water quality.
A nationwide sustainability policy
would provide for a level playing field
in sustainable development. Present
business practices do not always take
into account true externality costs,
and the costs of many products do not
reflect the true costs to society, longterm economic prosperity, and costs to
the environment. In many instances

regulations are required to create a
level playing field.
There was a strong consensus that we
needed a tool to measure horizontal
projects that are sustainable vs. nonsustainable projects. This places the
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure
that is currently co-founded by APWA,
ASCE and ACAC in an excellent
position to fill this void in the ongoing
development of Envision™ to meet
this need. Envision must become the
equivalent of LEED for horizontal
construction and adopted as the bestin-class tool for the advancement of
sustainable horizontal construction.
Every public works agency and
engineering firm in the country should
have individuals who are certified in
using the Envision tool. See http://
sustainableinfrastructure.org.
John D. Porcari, Deputy Secretary of
Transportation, commented on the
future priorities of the Transportation
Bill. Improvements to water and rail
transportation systems must be seen
in the same context as the Interstate
Highway System connecting all
parts of the country. From an energy
efficiency point of view, water first,
followed by rail and road transport.
Significant savings in energy could
be achieved by addressing these
priorities in order. We can anticipate
in the new Transportation Bill that
developing livable communities
will carry significant weight in
securing transportation grants. These
grant opportunities will require
public works agencies adapting to
a systems thinking approach in
developing transportation projects
that interconnect community
needs and sustainability. The public
works profession needs to focus on
adopting new ideas and skills to
creating the livable communities of
the future. Sustainability will mirror
the environmental movement of the
1970s that will require public works
agencies to rethink how projects will
be developed in the future.

There was some discussion as to the
value of associations, industries, and
labor groups that are involved in
infrastructure coming together in
Washington to support a national
sustainability effort. APWA could be
a prime mover to begin sowing the
seeds for this movement.
As discussed earlier, federal
agencies, associations, the academic
community, and the engineering
and construction industry see the
compelling need for developing
standards that make sustainable
infrastructure the wave of the future.
The biggest obstacle and apprehension
come over the complexity of the issue.
Like any new initiative the challenges
are in the details. Sustainability is
complex and will take a lot of smart
thinkers that have the wisdom and
tenacity in setting the foundation for
a sustainable world.
Outlined below is some work that
I have done with the ISI Economic
Committee. I developed a White Paper
as to some of the issues that need to
be addressed in creating a sustainable
culture. Many of these matters have
to do with economics, finance and
education.

The role economics plays in
sustainability
Capitalism is the world’s economic
system that determines the cost for
the exchange of goods and services.
It provides the main means of
industrialization throughout much of
the world.
First and foremost, so-called free
capitalism does not exist by definition
in the industrial world. Farm subsidies,
tax breaks, nonprofit status, energy
credits, tariffs, and a host of laws
and regulations play a major role in
influencing the cost of goods and
services.
There are abundant examples around
the world in the sphere of water
shortages, poverty, deteriorating

infrastructure, environmental injustice,
air pollution, depleted natural
resources, chemical contamination,
and the impact of climate change
to recognize that even a regulated
capitalism system does not always take
into consideration the impacts to the
environment, social considerations,
and the importance of long-term
capital investments.
In economics the term “externalities”
is used to define a positive or negative
transaction that is not transmitted
through prices. Here lies one of the
major problems and challenges in
gaining acceptance for sustainable
infrastructure and identified as a
priority by the White House attendees.
Our current economic system
frequently does not measure long-term
positive and negative cost benefits.
The test for ISI is influencing the
present economic system to convert
externalities into measurable costs
reflecting negative attributes of an
unsustainable project and the longterm benefits of a sustainable project.
If ISI is going to distinguish itself from
others it must create economic models
that are incorporated in Envision
that define through pricing the true
cost of a project to the environment,
economic prosperity and benefits to
society over the life of the project.
Externality costs that impact the
environment, quality of life attributes,
and economic prosperity must be
defined as real costs when comparing
project cost. The world does not
revolve around free capitalism. There
are numerous laws and regulations that
regulate capitalism and influence the
cost of goods and services. ISI can play
a major role in this venue by working
with universities and research centers
to convert externality costs that
will result in a favorable light upon
sustainable infrastructure projects.

How project cost influences
elected officials
Elected officials come from varying
backgrounds. Officials relate to
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terms and relationships that they
are familiar with. How is this project
going to impact my constituencies,
what does it cost, what do my
supporters believe in, why are we
doing this work, and what other
projects will be eliminated if I support
this project? Elected officials relate to
pricing. They all buy cars, computers,
food, houses, and other products. Cost
of goods and services plays a major
role in selection. Goods purchased are
determined on the ability to pay and
what they know about the quality of
the product. These same relationships
are brought to the council floor by
the elected official when they vote to
approve a project.
The goal of ISI is to create a rating
system to measure whether or not a
project is sustainable. This will be a
complex exercise and for the most
part will be only understandable to
those practicing in the field. In order
for ISI to be successful in the political
arena, ISI must seek governmental
bodies to institute policies that require
all horizontal infrastructure projects
to meet ISI standards thus providing
a level playing field when projects
are bid. Further, project benefits must
be translated in terms of pricing and
benefits that elected officials and their
constituencies can relate to.

Placing a price on the
environmental
The vast majority of environmental
laws and regulations were enacted
back in the late sixties and seventies.
This legislation has made significant
strides in cleaning up environmental
pollution, but many of the benefits
that the law was intended for have
been accomplished. Continuing to
tweak and invest in environmental
regulations that bring little
environmental yield and consume
large volumes of capital is diminishing
the ability to invest in areas that could
bring about the greatest return in
environmental yield.
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The worldwide natural resource
capacity and an exponential
explosion in population growth is
not sustainable in the future without
developing sustainable environmental
practices that can be measured and
become part of an economic system
that drives sustainable infrastructure.
The pricing of the environment is
gaining momentum, and the theme of
sustainable development is evolving.
To date, the sustainable movement
is being driven by ability to pay,
sustainable education, consumer
knowledge, and proactive companies
recognizing that their long-term future
depends on sustainable environmental
practices. There is much more that
needs to be done.
Government and business need to
start thinking about ecosystems as
an extension of their asset base, part
of their plant and machinery, and
appreciating the value it delivers as
an asset if kept in equilibrium. At
present the planet and institutional
sustainability are at risk due to the
failure of placing a price on long-term
environmental consequences. ISI must
work with others who are pioneering
the pricing of environmental assets
that are viewed not as externalities,
but become part of the cost-benefit
analysis in evaluating sustainable
infrastructure projects.

Sustainable leadership skills
Managers in business, nonprofits, and
government must be trained to lead
sustainable efforts and understand
the principles of sustainability.
This training must include social,
technical, political, legal, and
economic principles that will propel a
sustainable project through the hurdles
of acceptance. The development of a
rating system alone will not lead to the
success of sustainable infrastructure
projects. A management training
program that is designed to incorporate
both linear thinking skills to recognize
established principles and practices
and non-linear thinking that addresses

what is possible in the future can
play a pivotal role in establishing ISI
around the world. Introducing a rating
system without pursuing management
training for those who will manage
these systems in our communities will
limit the ability to pursue untapped
opportunities and resources. ISI will
be providing training and certification
recognizing those individuals that have
the required skills to use the ISI tool.
ISI and APWA must work with colleges
and universities around the country
to develop curricula that develop the
knowledge required to see sustainable
opportunities and expand the abilities
of those public works managers that
will champion sustainable projects.
APWA needs to become a leader in
identifying educational opportunities
that train public works leaders in
understanding systems thinking
principles and creating learning
organizations. Universities such as
Norwich University are building new
graduate curricula around leadership
and sustainability to meet these new
challenges.

Bonding
Elected officials and taxpayers pay
a great deal of credence to bond
ratings. No community wants their
bond rating to go down. The public
sees the lowering of a bond rating
as poor financial management by
elected officials. Part of ISI’s strategy
to becoming successful is getting
financial institutions to rate projects
using the ISI standard. Incentives
to build sustainable infrastructure
projects could include lower interest
rates on borrowing. For communities
that build projects that are deemed
unsustainable, communities could be
in jeopardy of financial institutions
lowering their bond ratings. ISI should
continue to work with the financial
community in creating incentives
around sustainable projects.

Grants and low-interest loans
A great deal of money is passed from
governmental agencies in the form of
grants and loans for the development

of infrastructure projects. The
requirements to qualify for grants and
loans are tied to obligations prescribed
by laws and regulations. It is prudent
for ISI to work with those who issue
grants and loans to adopt ISI standards
as criteria in awarding funds for
sustainable infrastructure projects.

Laws and regulations
Laws and regulations play a prominent
role in adjusting the cost-benefit
analysis of a project. Legislation can
turn externalities into a project cost.
Most of the environmental cleanup
that has taken place since the early
seventies is a direct result of legislation
resulting in externalities becoming
project costs. ISI must work with
elected officials and agencies at all
levels to institute legislation that
fosters sustainable projects.

Private-public borrowing
incentives
In the future there will be more
private-public opportunities to build
infrastructure. A key incentive for
projects that meet ISI sustainable
criteria would be tax breaks and low
interest rates offered at the federal,
state and local levels. ISI should pursue
avenues that will allow incentives
to private companies and other
investors that are willing to invest
in sustainable projects. Many public
agencies see private-public ventures
as an opportunity to construct capital
projects and protect their overall
bonding capacity.

Developing interdisciplinary
sustainable projects
Sustainable infrastructure projects
must be viewed as projects developed
by the public works and engineering
community in concert with other
professionals and interest groups in the
community. A sustainable project must
be viewed by the public works and
engineering community as a catalyst
to economic prosperity, creating
social opportunities and providing
for a sustainable environment. This

initiative will require an understanding
of how to develop multi-discipline
teams that can form favorable
consensus within a community on the
values of a sustainable project. ISI must
reach out to other disciplines to ensure
that the ISI rating system becomes part
of the adopted framework in planning,
designing and building sustainable
projects in a community. ISI has
partnered with the Zofnass Group and
the Harvard School of Design to build
this multi-discipline framework.

Public recognition of ISI
In the United States and a number
of other countries around the world,
LEED certification is the recognized
standard for measuring sustainability
in vertical construction. What makes
LEED successful is its acceptance by
a large multi-discipline audience, an
effective rating system, certification,
and award program. LEED has a
profound impact on how buildings are
constructed in a sustainable manner.
In many organizations there is a
requirement that vertical construction
is built to LEED’s standards. Elected
officials and Boards of Trustees
recognize that although the bottom
line is important, the designation of
a LEED-certified building is what the
taxpayer and consumer desires. The
branding of Envision across the U.S.
and international markets will be
pivotal to its success.

Summary
As I flew back to Boston I reflected
on how it was refreshing for once
to go to Washington and not have
to listen to the rhetoric, but to work
with outstanding leaders that were
setting the foundation for sustainable
infrastructure, and the significance
it will have on all mankind in the
coming decades.
Sitting before the public works
community is the greatest opportunity
since the environmental movement
of the 1970s to reshape public works
organizations to lead the effort in
building the livable communities

of the future. APWA, ASCE, ACAC
and the Institute for Sustainable
Infrastructure provide a profound
opportunity to becoming the leader in
leading this agenda.
The value of a sustainable project
cannot be ideological in nature, but
must be tied to a measuring system
that places a price on both positive
and negative externality costs that
then become part of the economic
and institutional systems that
the industrial world understands.
Pricing environmental and social
benefits, defining economic benefits,
establishing grant requirements that
build in ISI criteria, creating financial
markets that recognize the value of
sustainable projects, lobbying for
laws and regulations that provide
incentives to projects that meet
the triple bottom line, working
with financial markets and elected
officials to create mechanisms that
create a catalyst for private-public
projects, developing champions in
the public works profession that can
take a project through the hurdles of
acceptance, and cultivating accepted
standards that meet the approval of
multi-discipline policy makers all play
a role in placing the ISI system in a
competitive position that can lead
the way in developing sustainable
infrastructure.
We know how to build, but the success
of sustainable infrastructure lies in the
ability of the public works community
to take a systems thinking approach in
creating the livable cities of the future
and institutionalizing the ISI model.
I continue to believe that a top priority
of the APWA Board of Directors should
be creating a sustainable strategic plan
to place APWA in the forefront of the
sustainability movement before it is
too late.
George Crombie can be reached at (508)
525-2611 or crombiegeorge@yahoo.com.
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FHWA’s INVEST Tool: Assessing sustainable
highways from the ground up
Providing a road map for increasing use of best practices
Richard Dial, AICP, Senior Transportation Planner, HDR Engineering, San Diego, California;
David Taylor, CNU, National Director, Sustainable Transportation Solutions, HDR Engineering, Tampa, Florida
ustainability’s importance grew
markedly over the past few
years for multiple reasons—
the need to maintain aging
infrastructure, budget and funding
challenges, growing public awareness
and a desire to use environmentallysensitive and appropriate materials
and products wherever possible.
Sustainability standards in the world
of architecture and buildings are
well-established, such as the U.S.
Green Building Council’s LEED
rating system. Similar efforts to
develop standards for transportation
infrastructure are still underway, and
there are a number of rating systems
and standards available for use,
including:
•

Greenroads (Developed by the
University of Washington et al.)

•

GreenLITES (New York State DOT)

•

I-LAST – Illinois Livable and
Sustainable Transportation
(Illinois DOT et al.), and

•

STARS – Sustainable
Transportation Access Rating
System (a transportation planning
system created by the City of
Portland and the North American
Sustainable Transportation
Council)

Within the context of these various
and emerging systems, the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA)
developed INVEST, a process by which
transportation agencies can measure
their sustainability practices. The tool
offers organizations of almost any size
the ability to assess their respective
success in providing “triple-bottom”
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line results for the environment, the
community and the economy through
greater integration of sustainable
practices.
INVEST is an acronym for
Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation
Sustainability Tool. As noted in the
name, use of the tool is voluntary,
and it is designed to assist agencies
in a self-assessment, rather than for
comparing between agencies and
projects.
First released as a Beta version in the
fall of 2010, the tool went through
several iterations, each reflecting user
and agency feedback on the criteria in
the three categories the tool measures:
•

System Planning and Processes

•

Project Development, and

•

Operations and Maintenance

The most-recent version is the “Pilot
Test” released in October 2011.
Following one more round of user
input, INVEST is anticipated to be
re-released as Version 1 sometime in
spring 2012.
INVEST criteria in each category
outline requirements based on best
practices, and scoring is determined
by the total points accumulated.
Up to ten points are available for
each criterion. Two categories,
System Planning and Processes and
Operations and Maintenance, have
an agency-wide focus. They provide
guidance to assist in the preparation
of plans as well as the operations and
maintenance of the transportation
networks. As a representative example,

Figure 1 (on page 61) shows the
criteria and scoring for the System
Planning and Processes category.
The third category, Project
Development, focuses on projects
of all sizes, and offers two different
scorecards—Basic and Extended.
The Basic scorecard is designed for
“Small Reconstruction/Preservation/
Restoration” projects. The Extended
scorecard is suited for use on “New
Construction/Major Reconstruction
Projects.”
Case Study – Minnesota
Department of Transportation
(MnDOT)
Last year, MnDOT became the first
DOT in the nation to use INVEST.
MnDOT has a long history as an
active champion of implementing
sustainable solution. In addition to
an agency-wide review using the
Systems Planning and Processes and
Operations and Maintenance criteria,
six MnDOT projects were evaluated.
MnDOT’s goals for this study
included:
•

Have an objective, outside
evaluation review (HDR
conducted the study for MnDOT)

•

Increase sustainability
collaboration between MnDOT
staff in the Central and District
offices

•

Establish a benchmark for
MnDOT’s Sustainability Initiative

•

Prepare practical, implementable
recommendations to enhance
MnDOT programs and practices

MnDOT’s Sustainability Manager,
Cindy Carlsson, said of the study: “At
the time, no other state was using
this tool and the tool itself was still
under development by FHWA. To
move MnDOT’s program forward and
provide timely feedback to FHWA,
HDR was working within a short
timeframe. That timeframe became
even more challenging when FHWA
released a new ‘pilot’ version of the
tool soon after our project initiation.”
Carlsson noted that a high level of
coordination between the consultant
staff and MnDOT staff and a “flexible,
yet focused approach” allowed for
the evaluation to be successfully
completed on time and within budget.

Given MnDOT’s institutional
vision of “A Safe, Efficient and
Sustainable Transportation System,”
it is not surprising that the agency
achieved impressive scores in both
the System Planning (82 out of 140
available points) and Operations and
Maintenance (86 out of 150 available
points) categories, both Gold ratings.
Six different roadway projects
were evaluated using the Project
Development criteria—four with the
modified Basic scorecard, and two
using the Extended criteria. Project
scores ranged from “No Rating” to
Gold ratings.

Since the completion of its study,
MnDOT moved to implement key
study recommendations. MnDOT is
also sharing its lessons learned with
FHWA and other state DOTs.
Agency Experience with INVEST
To-Date
According to Dr. Connie Hill
of FHWA, in addition to early
participation from MnDOT, there were
more than 2,000 comments received
on the INVEST process from those
who used it or visited the Sustainable
Highways website: http://www.
sustainablehighways.org.
Dr. Hill reports the following INVEST
pilot testing in each of the three
categories:
•

Systems Planning, a total of three
state DOTs and four Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs)

•

Operations and Maintenance,
tested by two state DOTs, and

•

Project Development, with a total
of 17 projects spread over eleven
different states

The need to balance financial,
social and environmental concerns
will continue to challenge policy
makers and staff at all levels of
government. FHWA’s INVEST process
is an increasingly-proven tool to
assist in addressing those concerns
by assessing existing conditions
and recommending best practices
to increase sustainability within a
transportation agency.
For more information, please contact
Connie Hill, Environmental Protection
Specialist, FHWA (connie.hill@dot.
gov), Cindy Carlsson, MnDOT Federal
Relations (cindy.carlsson@state.
mn.us), or David Taylor, Director of
Sustainable Transportation Solutions,
HDR (david.taylor@hdrinc.com).
Figure 1 – Representative Criteria, Available Credits, and Scoring in System Planning and Processes
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Public Works: Creating a Lasting Impression
National Public Works Week, May 20-26, 2012

2012 National Public Works
Week Poster Available!

This year’s poster is a watercolor scene representing our theme “Public
Works: Creating a Lasting Impression” by Robert Gantt Steele.
Robert prefers to paint from life. He has developed his artistic skills
through constant observation and by studying the masters. He has
illustrated for musicals such as Showboat on Broadway, for magazines such
as Smithsonian and for book covers, children’s books and exhibitions.
Robert lives with his wife and two children in Larkspur, California.

GET YOURS TODAY!

Use the attached order form or buy online at www.apwa.net/bookstore.
PSTR12 With APWA logo - Members $12 /Non $15
PSTR12CPWA With CPWA logo - Members $12 /Non $15
Description on poster:
Inspiration comes from many places in our lives. In public works,
inspiration is all around us.
This year, as the Golden Gate Bridge celebrates its 75th anniversary, we
celebrate the inspiration and lasting impression it has provided to many
generations.

Quantity Discounts:
1-5
$12
6 - 10
11 - 30 $10
31 +

$11
$9.50

Vintage NPWW Posters are still available. Check online for availability.
For additional CPWA NPWW Poster options, contact Jon Dilley at
800-848-APWA, ext. 5251, or jdilley@apwa.net.

The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (Heather)

APWA Navy Cap

PB.A910 (Adult Small)
PB.A911 (Adult Medium)
PB.A912 (Adult Large)
PB.A913 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A914 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A915 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Hat

PB.A623 • Member $10 /Non $15

PB.AHAT • Member $15 /Non $17

APWA Visor

PB.A624 • Member $8 /Non $13

APWA Multi-Function
Pocket Knife

The Heart of Every City
T-shirt (White)

PB.A317 • Member $10 /Non $15

PB.A856 (Adult Small)
PB.A857 (Adult Medium)
PB.A858 (Adult Large)
PB.A859 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A860 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A861 (Adult XXX-Large)

“I Public Works”
Bumper Sticker

PB.A320 • Member $1 /Non $2

APWA Flashlight Keychain
PB.A301 • Member $3 /Non $5

Always There T-shirt
PB.A600 (Adult Small)
PB.A601 (Adult Medium)
PB.A602 (Adult Large)
PB.A603 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A604 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A605 (Adult XXX-Large)

APWA Pen

APWA T-shirt

APWA Thermos

PB.A300 • Member $6 /Non $8

NEW! Acrylic Tumbler (16oz)
PB.A1112 • Member $9 /Non $14

PB.A811 (Adult Small)
PB.A417 (Adult Medium)
PB.A304 (Adult Large)
PB.A305 (Adult X-Large)
PB.A306 (Adult XX-Large)
PB.A307 (Adult XXX-Large)

PB.A322 • Member $15 /Non $20

APWA Friction Travel Mug
PB.A1100 • Member $11 /Non $16

NEW! Big Barrel Mug (16oz)
PB.A1110 • Member $8 /Non $13

APWA Coffee Mug

T-SHIRT PRICING BY SIZE
S, M, L, XL Member $15 /Non $20
XX-Large Member $17 /Non $22
XXX-Large Member $18 /Non $23
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For bulk quantity prices for any items featured in this advertisment, please call 1-800-848-2792, ext. 5254.

APWA Paper Coffee Cup

(Package of 50)
PB.A806 • Member $15 /Non $20
With Plastic Lid: PB.A807 • Member $20 /Non $30

Outreach Items for Children
P.W. Paws Construction T-shirt
PB.A900 (Child size 6-8)
PB.A901 (Youth size 10-12)
PB.A902 (Youth size 14-16)
Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Plush

PB.A313 • Member $8 /Non $13

P.W. Paws Balloons

P.W. Paws
Construction Hat

PB.A312 (Package of 12)
Members $3 /Non $5
PB.A405 (Package of 100)
Members $20 /Non $25
PB.A406 (Package of 250)
Members $45 /Non $50
Not sold separately.

PB.A903
Member $2 /Non $3

P.W. Paws Sampler

• P.W. Paws Plush
• P.W. Paws Pencil
• P.W. Paws Balloon
• P.W. Paws Comic Book
• P.W. Paws Coloring Book
• P.W. Paws Stickers (one sheet)
PB.A347 • Member $10 /Non $15

P.W. Paws Bobble Head
PB.A400 • Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Children’s T-shirt
PW.TEE2 (Child size 2-4)
PW.TEE6 (Child size 6-8)
PW.TEE10 (Youth size 10-12)
PW.TEE14 (Youth size 14-16)
Member $12 /Non $17

P.W. Paws Pencil Pouch
Size: 9 1/4” x 6”
PB.A832 • Member $1 /Non $2
PB.A833 (Package of 25)
Member $25 /Non $30

P.W. Paws Coloring Book
PB.PAWS1 (Individual Book)
Member $1 /Non $2
PB.PAWS (Package of 25)
Member $25 /Non $30

P.W. Paws Pencils
PB.A324 (Package of 12)
Member $3 /Non $5
PB.A402 (Package of 100)
Member $20 /Non $25
PB.A403 (Package of 250)
Member $45 /Non $50
Not sold separately.

P.W. Paws Comic Book

PB.ACPB1 (Individual Book) Member $1 /Non $2
PB.ACPB (Package of 25) Member $25 /Non $30

Playtime with P.W. Paws:
A Coloring and Activity Book

New! APWA Earth Squeeze

PB.A1101 • Member $1 /Non $2

Earth squeeze imprinted with APWA logo
and the verbiage, “Shaping the World.”
PB.A1206
Member $1.25 /Non $2.25
(Logo not actual size)

New! PAWS Print

This 8-page newspaper created for students in
grades K–5 contains stories, fun facts, illustrations,
activities and much more, for students to learn all
about public works!
This is a downloadable PDF that can be read onscreen, on a classroom smartboard, or printed for
distribution to students.
PB.PWPRNT-EC • Member $25 /Non $35

P.W. Paws Stickers
PB.STIC1 (Individual Sheet)
Member $1 /Non $2
PB.STIC (Package of 25)
Member $25 /Non $30

Fax: (816) 472-1610 • Mail Orders To: APWA • PO Box 802296 • Kansas City, MO • 64180-2296
Order Number Quantity (q)

Price (p)

Extension (q x p)

S & H (see chart)
Delivery outside of Continental U.S.
(International, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, contact APWA for additional service charges)

Express Delivery 2-Day (Additional $20)

Payment Method:

Standard S & H Chart
for a subtotal of: add:

Less than $9........................$5
$10 to $39...........................$8
$40 to $49...........................$9
$50 to $59.........................$10
$60 to $69.........................$11
$70 to $79.........................$12
$80 to $89.........................$13
$90 to $99.........................$14
$100 to $149.....................$15
$150 + ......................add 10%

❏ Credit Card:

❏ MC

❏ Visa

❏ AmerExp

NPW12RP

❏ Check (enclosed)
❏ P.O. # ______________________

Credit Card Info:
Account Number (Visa or Mastercard)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __
Account Number (American Express)
__ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __ __—__ __ __ __ __
Expiration Date: __ __ /__ __
Card Holder’s Name (Please print)______________________________________

Express Delivery Overnight (Additional $50)

Signature____________________________________________________________

Total
Name (please print)

Organization

APWA Member #

Shipping Address (No P.O. Boxes)

City

State/Province

For deliveries outside the Continental U.S. include standard shipping and handling from above chart plus you
must contact APWA at 1-800-848-APWA, for additional service charges. Expedited service available for $20 for
two-day Express Delivery or $50 for Express Delivery Overnight. (Order must be received before 12:00 p.m. Central
Standard Time.) Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery on all orders other than expedited service. All funds in U.S.
dollars. All prices are subject to change without notice.

Zip/Postal Code

Phone

REFUND POLICY: The American Public Works Association strives to provide useful, current information to its
members and customers. If you should have a problem with any item in your order, we encourage you to offer us
the opportunity to ensure that you are satisfied. Print products may be returned within 30 days of the invoice date,
properly packaged and in saleable condition. (Please include a copy of the packing slip or invoice with your return.)
Returns of student and instructor manuals for our training programs will be charged a 25% restocking charge. A full
refund will be granted for all other returned print products except for specifically marked packages. Shipping and
handling charges are nonrefundable. Photographs, software, CD-ROMs, and videos may not be returned. We appreciate
your attention to our policy and look forward to providing you quality products and service.

Transportation planning to promote
a sustainable community
Teresa Scott, P.E.
Director of Public Works
City of Gainesville, Florida
Member, APWA Center for Sustainability
ong-range transportation planning through the metropolitan
planning processes has historically been separate from local
land use planning. In the Gainesville
Urbanized Area we were not satisfied
with the long-range transportation
plan that resulted from models running
on the adopted local land use plan.
The community envisioned a multimodal system that provided a high
modal split of non-auto trips; but the
models identified more multi-laning of
major corridors seen as only dividing
the community and encouraging nonwalkable corridors.
In the 1990s we began exploring
opportunities to evaluate alternative
land use and transportation system
modeling scenarios that would allow
the community to decide what type
of land use they would support to
obtain the transportation system they
envisioned. Out of this effort the Livable Community Reinvestment Plan was
developed. This plan has been updated
and refined over the years but has held
firm to the vision of reinvesting in the
existing infrastructure and promoting
sustainable development.
Vision Statement for the 2035 Livable Community Reinvestment Plan
The Gainesville Urbanized Area will
have a multimodal transportation
system that integrates land use and
transportation planning and investments to promote community wellbeing through good and healthy
relationships with the region’s other
communities and natural systems.
Specific outcomes will be:

1.

Sustainable, safe, secure, energyefficient and livable land use
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patterns and complementary
context-sensitive transportation
networks that provide mobility choices within and between
compact, mixed-use, multimodalsupportive development;
2.

Balanced east-west Gainesville
Urbanized Area growth to reduce
socioeconomic disparity through
increased transportation mobility
and accessibility;

3.

Transportation infrastructure
investments that direct growth to
existing infill and redevelopment
areas;

4.

Greenbelts to preserve natural
and agricultural lands between
all municipalities in the Alachua
County region through compact
land use patterns served by express
transit service and park-and-ride
facilities; and

5.

A network of Rapid Transit Facilities connecting regional employment centers in order to enhance
the economic competitiveness of
the area.

A key question that was considered in
the development of the 2035 transportation project needs plan was “Should

transportation investments be made to
reinforce and support future growth in
the core part of the urbanized area where
transportation alternatives already exist,
or should transportation investments be
made to improve accessibility and mobility
in the urban periphery or outlying areas,
where much of the county’s future growth
is expected to occur?”
An Accessibility Matrix for Planning
Strategies (below) was developed to
illustrate one of the key objectives of
the plan; to move people and jobs
from areas with poor sustainability and
accessibility to areas with excellent
sustainability and accessibility.
There were four network alternatives
analyzed: (1) Transit/BRT Emphasis; (2)
Highway Emphasis; (3) Transit/Streetcar Emphasis; and (4) Hybrid/Demand
Management Solution. The Hybrid
network alternative was ultimately
selected as the objective of improving
mobility and accessibility along major
corridors served by a Bus Rapid Transit
network and development of a streetcar
service that will connect downtown
Gainesville, the University of Florida
and retail/student housing areas to the

TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBILITY

LAND USE
SUSTAINABILITY

Low

Medium

High

Low

Area with poor
sustainability
& accessibility
(Improve or
leave as is?

Area needed to
improve land
use and more
intensively

Area needed to
improve land
use

Medium

Area needed to
improve transportation more
intensively

Area needed to
improve both
land use and
transportation

Area with
potential
(improve land
use)

High

Area needed to
improve transportation

Area with
potential (need
to improve
transportation)

Area with
excellent sustainability &
accessibility

During the period 2005 through 2010
we have seen a reduction in Daily
Vehicle-Miles Travelled and fuel consumption while seeing an increase in
population (see below).

west of the main campus. The plan
includes roadway, transit and bicycle/
pedestrian projects.
Another new component of the 2035
plan is the evaluation of Peak Oil and
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Strategies.
While there are two recognized primary
and important ways to address transportation needs—speed and proximity—under peak oil, proximity and the
accessibility of destinations by more
energy-efficient travel modes become
increasingly important factors. Two
land use strategies—location efficiency
and modifying land use patterns—
were identified in the plan. Location
efficiency includes creating affordable
housing options close to services and
facilities, establishing linkages of housing, jobs, and other trip destinations in
close proximity, locating community
services and facilities along corridors
served by public transportation, and
ensuring that convenient transit,
bicycle and pedestrian networks linkages are in place. Modifying land use
patterns is defined as adaptive reuse
of existing developed sites into higher
density transit-supportive uses, clean
energy uses, or converted into urban
agricultural gardens.

mixed use development in the core
area of the city as anticipated by the
Livable Community Reinvestment vision.
Transportation improvements and
investments in transit, as well as other
public and private investments, have
been geared towards promoting the
livable community vision. Our transit
ridership has set new records every
year since 1997—up to 9.4 million in
FY2010. Over the past 10 years the ridership has increased by approximately
49.3% and is setting the pace for the
highest per capita ridership in the state
of Florida (see above).

Having had the opportunity to participate in both the planning and implementation processes in the Gainesville
Urbanized Area over this entire time
period has taught me that it is important that once clear vision of where the
community wants to go is established,
all the plans must align with this
vision—transportation, land use, capital improvements—and the decisions
each year of where public funding is
spent all work to implement the vision.
Probably most importantly is the need
to keep reminding all the stakeholders what the vision is and continue to
promote the decisions that will achieve
the vision.
I have also learned that reinvesting in
the existing infrastructure, ensuring
that the transportation is multi-modal,
and providing a vibrant transit system
are key elements to a sustainable community that offers a high quality of
life.
Teresa Scott can be reached at (352) 3938801 or scottta@cityofgainesville.org.

Since the 1990s the Gainesville
Urbanized Area has seen significant
reinvestment and redevelopment of
transportation corridors, housing and
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Green Building Initiatives: Keys to success
for your LEED project
Joseph Raccuia, P.E., CCM, LEED AP
Senior Construction Manager
H.R. Gray
Columbus, Ohio
uring the last several years,
the interest in going green
has been driven by design and
construction professionals as
well as owners. While green initiatives
ranging from the U.S. Green Building
Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) program to a variety of lifecycle cost programs and more are
becoming the norm, the overriding
question still remains—how do I make
my LEED project a success?
Fortunately, with a complete and
thorough understanding of factors
including the building or structure
type, location and site conditions, as
well as the project team’s familiarity
with sustainable design and LEED
protocol, one can lay the foundation
for success early in the planning
process. The following details keys to
success for your next LEED project.

Planning for Success: Building
the Team
Simply, a LEED project requires a
lot of collaboration with the project
team members. In the pre-design
phase, the owner selects the primary
participants—usually the architect,
LEED coordinator, commissioning
agent and construction manager
(CM). Great care needs to be taken to
establish a team that can work together
as a collaborative unit as this is key
to success for this type of project.
Team formation considers capability,
team dynamics, compatibility,
communication, trust building and
commitment to an integrated process.
Also, LEED accreditation/experience
must be a primary consideration.
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Once the primary participants are
selected, project programming can
begin. In addition to programming, a
LEED project requires three additional
documents and team members must
clearly understand who is responsible
for assembling this information as well
as the intent of the necessary data. The
Owner’s Project Requirement (OPR) is
an explanation of the ideas, concepts
and criteria that are determined by the
owner to be important to the success of
the project. Further, the OPR includes
the program, quality, special features
and environmental/sustainability
vision. The second document is the
LEED Project Checklist, which is the
game plan for attaining the LEED
rating and is used for registering the
project with USGBC. The third and
final document is the Basis of Design
(BOD). This document contains
the design information necessary
to accomplish the owner’s project
requirements and includes system
descriptions, indoor environmental
quality criteria, design assumptions
and applicable codes, standards,
regulations and guidelines. The CM
is responsible for the development of
special contract language for LEED
requirements to avoid ambiguities in
the participant’s role, responsibility
and scope of services.

The Design Phase
Once the design process starts, the
importance of the design team working
together becomes very apparent
for a LEED project to be successful.
Various disciplines of the design team
must be integrated to achieve the
sustainability goals. The traditional
method of each discipline designing in
isolation does not work. For example,

the building skin and the interior
space planning contribute to energy
performance, lighting density, and
indoor air quality as much as the
mechanical and electrical systems do.
Materials and finish selections can
affect air quality, lighting, and energy
loads. If the components are designed
independently, there is likely to be
redundancy or conflict between the
systems.
The design team on a LEED project
must also analyze various design
component alternatives with computer
simulation modeling and life-cycle
costing for final decision making.
Life-cycle costing is an estimating,
engineering and financial practice all
wrapped up into one calculation. The
end result is a decision-making tool
that successfully guides the design
team and owner in the selection
of like building components from
an ownership cost point of view
rather than a first cost comparison.
The accuracy of the calculations is
dependent upon assumptions such
as first cost; useful life; non-fuel
maintenance and operating cost;
future cost of utility; replacement cost;
residual value; and escalation rate and
cost of capital.
There are many tradeoffs to deal with
and the CM is required to produce
many cost comparisons and life-cycle
analysis. Decision making is not
vested in a single individual; rather, all
decisions are made unanimously by
the project team. By comparing like
components in this way, the project
team can decide which components
are the most cost effective for the
project. This integrated method

enables the design to be brought to
a much higher level of completion
before the construction document
phase starts, which involves added
effort on the front end versus the
traditional design flow.
Proper documentation is key to a
successful LEED project. The LEED
certification process requires that templates be carefully documented and
submitted to USGBC for each credit.
The importance of thorough documentation is one recurring theme and
understanding throughout LEED. If the
project claims a point in any category,
it must have the paperwork to substantiate it. Assembling all the information
is an ongoing and tremendous effort,
which has improved by online aspects
and facilitated by form letters and form
reports.

The Construction and PostConstruction Phase
During the construction phase of a
LEED project, the CM has many more
procedures to worry about than on
a traditional construction project. A
complete knowledge of these processes
at the beginning will ensure project
success. The CM will spend more time
on procurement, status meetings and

documentation of LEED materials in
order to ensure that the maximum
amount of LEED credits are received
at the end of the project. For instance,
on a LEED project, the trash must be
separated for recycling. The recycling
or salvage of most non-hazardous
building materials counts toward a
project’s overall recycling diversion
percentage for LEED. This includes,
but is not limited to, used building
materials removed from the structure
for reuse and recycling of concrete,
brick, CMUs, sand, crushed rock,
roofing, wood, cardboard, metals, glass,
plastics, insulation, etc. Adhesives,
sealants, paints and finishes must meet
Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
requirements and be documented.
During the post-construction
phase, the CM will spend a great
deal of time on systems training
of the maintenance and operation
personnel. In addition to being a great
way to improve a building’s energy
performance, commissioning can
help projects—both new construction
as well as existing buildings—earn
credit toward LEED certification.
Commissioning is a set of best
practices that ensure that building
systems perform as intended by
the owner. These practices include

The above photo is an example of removing construction debris from the waste
stream. The excavators are equipped with hydraulic rams and jaws which break
up old concrete and remove the reinforcing steel which is later placed in the
dumpster. The remaining concrete pieces (in the pile) are crushed and screened
for reuse as aggregate pavement base. The reinforcing steel will be sold to scrap
yards and recycled. Recycling this concrete provides credits which eventually add
up to LEED accreditation.

designating a commissioning authority
prior to the construction documents
phase, conducting commissioning
design reviews, reviewing contractor
submittals, developing a systems
manual, verifying operator training,
and performing a post-occupancy
operations review. The CM should
consider the commissioning aspect
one of the most important value-added
attributes for a successful LEED project.

Next Steps
As green design and construction
has increased over the years, so has
our knowledge and understanding
of LEED protocols and procedures.
Armed with a complete understanding
of the structure type, location and
site conditions, as well as a project
team that is well versed in sustainable
design, a successful LEED project is
easily achieved.
With more than 33 years of experience
in the industry performing construction
management and engineering services, Joe
Raccuia has unique expertise related to
value analysis, constructability, scheduling
and sustainable concepts into construction
projects. A Professional Engineer, LEED®
Accredited Professional and Certified
Construction Manager, Joe serves as
Senior Construction Manager at H.R. Gray
and provides professional construction
management services on construction
projects. He can be reached at (614) 4871335 or jraccuia@hrgray.com.
Founded in 1979, H.R. Gray is a
unique management and consulting
firm serving the construction industry
offering responsive, cost-effective, quality,
construction management services
for complex projects and resolution of
construction disputes. By utilizing its
unique skill-set and proactive approach,
H.R. Gray’s mission is to help each client
successfully manage its construction
project from conception to completion.
Based in Columbus, Ohio, H.R. Gray also
has offices in Akron, Ohio; Lexington,
Kentucky; and Austin, Texas. For more
information please visit www.hrgray.com.
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To seal or not to seal: the road to sustainability
is oftentimes under construction
Scott Eilken
Co-Chair
Seal/No Seal Group
West Coxsackie, New York
he performance of concrete
pavements is highly
dependent upon the
design, construction and
maintenance activities. During the
project development stage, owners
select pavement design features based
on their ability to balance cost and
performance to establish what they
believe is the best value or design
optimization. The best value may
be different than the lowest initial
construction cost and can differ
based on the category and function
of the roadway. The expected level
of performance depends, among
other things, upon the desired level
of service, facility type, traffic levels,
speeds, etc. An urban freeway typically
requires a higher performance level
than a city street for example.
The owners of transportation facilities
are faced with the challenge of
balancing infrastructure needs with
current and future budgets, designing
for predicted future traffic levels, and

procurement of construction contracts
through a competitive low-bid system.
Many of these aspects make selecting
the best value difficult to say the least.
Today, economic pressures promote
the use of least-cost construction
techniques for new construction.
Although at first blush these
approaches may seem desirable, it
is the long-term performance and
true value of the design feature that
should dictate their use. This is
particularly true in markets where
the construction commodities are
escalating in cost at different inflation
rates as has occurred in the U.S. for
the last two decades.
However, oftentimes inadequate
experience or data is available to
properly quantify the benefit of a
given design feature. A case in point
is the use of joint sealants in concrete
pavements. Since joint sealants can
add as much as 10 to 12 percent to the
initial construction cost, their value

While constructing a four-lane roadway through an urban Joliet, Ill. area, diamond blade wet sawing was used to widen and wash the control joints prior to
sealing.
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can only be determined if sufficient
pavement life extension is derived as
a result. However, this life extension
has yet to be adequately defined.
The use of joint sealants has been
pervasive since the early 1900s and
has been considered part and parcel
with the construction of concrete
pavements. In the early 1990s the
value of joint sealing was challenged
by the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation and considerable
differences in opinion have evolved
since then. With the current economic
times, it is even more difficult for
owners to judiciously determine the
true value of concrete joint sealants.
A few examples follow which
indicate the difficulty in making
such a decision and why the road
to sustainability is oftentimes under
construction.

Sealant studies and research
The most recent FHWA Study,
“Effectiveness of Sealing Transverse
Contraction Joints in Concrete
Pavements,” August 2008, indicated
that little benefit was obtained
through the use of sealed joints.
However, the average age of the
pavements investigated was less
than ten years, so this study only
evaluated the performance of early age
concrete pavement. As mentioned,
the value of any design feature must
be determined from its impact on the
long-term performance. The study
results were further constrained in
the fact that it dealt primarily with
doweled pavements located in the wet
freeze environment.
The current AASHTO Mechanistic
Empirical Pavement Design Guide

The job in Joliet, Ill., involved sealing the transverse and longitudinal joints, including the curb joint, with hot pour sealant. Shown here is the hot pour sealing
of the control joints on the test sections.

(MEPDG) indicates a long-term benefit
to pavement performance for joints
sealed with compression seals after
about 20 to 30 years in service. It does
not indicate a benefit for pavements
that are silicone sealed or sealed with
hot pour. At this time it is not clear
whether these two results conflict or
differ only because the FHWA study
was not able to evaluate pavements
further into their service lives.
However, the fact is that the current
pavement design tool is indicating
a benefit to sealed joints while the
reported field evaluations are in
conflict.

for owners to make long-term
performance decisions on the value of
design features such as sealed joints.

The recent SHRP 2 Renewal
Research Report “Guidelines for the
Preservation of High-Traffic-Volume
Roadways,” 2011, indicated a five- to
six-year pavement-life extension as a
result of sealing concrete joints. This
seemingly contradictory information
between the various studies and
practices exacerbates the problem

The ACPA recently conducted a study
entitled “Relative Cost of Concrete
Highway Design Features,” 2010. One
aspect of this study evaluated the costs
of the various components comprising
a joint sealant installation. The report
indicated that the cleaning and
preparation component comprised
only 5 to 10 percent of the total
sealant installation cost. However, the
quality of this component of work
may very well have the single greatest
impact on sealant performance.
Current trends would suggest that
even greater emphasis should be
placed upon proper preparation and
installation practices and that this
increased emphasis will have little
impact on the overall costs.

The joints in all sections are spaced at
15-foot intervals. The control joints are
widened by diamond blade wet sawing and then washed.

Additionally, with the movement to
reduce costs, narrower joint sealant
applications are becoming more
prevalent. The narrower joint widths
are more difficult to clean and prepare
and even more difficult to inspect.
With agency downsizing becoming
more common, it is doubtful that as
intense inspection of construction
products will continue. However, the
proper installation of joint sealant is
critical to its long-term performance.

New areas of concern

concern that anti-icing and deicing
chemicals used by maintenance forces
could impact concrete-pavement
performance. Joint sealants appear
to be one way to mitigate this effect.
ASTM publication STP 1243 entitled
“Rigid Pavement Joint Sealant
Effectiveness in Reducing Chloride
Intrusion” indicated that sealant
effectiveness had an impact on
measured intrusion levels. Although
no unsealed joints were evaluated,
sealant type indicated that there
was an impact on chloride intrusion
suggesting that better resistance to
pavement deterioration was possible
through sealed joints.
One aspect of joint sealant that has
not traditionally been evaluated and
is now quantifiable is the impact of
unsealed joints on overall pavement
noise. Joints do contribute to the
overall tire-pavement noise levels and
this can be as much as 5 dBA. Sealants
can reduce the noise.
As evident from the preceding
discussions, it is difficult for an owner
to determine the true value of sealed
joints. Further and significant research
is still needed to answer this question
once and for all. In the meantime, the
consequences of ignoring the value of
sealed joints may very well not show
up until after 10 to 20 years creating
problems for future generations.

Seal/No Seal Group
The Seal/No Seal Group was formed to
respond to the age-old industry question
about the value of sealing concrete
pavement joints. Its mission is to develop
a committed membership that takes
responsibility for determining the longterm effectiveness of sealants in concrete
pavements. To become involved, call CoChairs Scott Eilken at (708) 728-1895
or Charley Grady at (602) 524-1334, or
send e-mail to info@sealnoseal.org. All
are invited to join and participate in the
research. Information on the Seal/No Seal
Group and their efforts can be found at
www.sealnoseal.org.

In recent times there has also been
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Permitting process for wetland
and stream impacts
Vincent E. Messerly, P.E.
President
Ohio Wetlands Foundation
Lancaster, Ohio
he objective of the Clean
Water Act (CWA) is to restore
and maintain the chemical,
physical and biological
integrity of the nation’s waters.
As one tool provided to achieve
this goal, the CWA prohibits the
discharge of dredged or fill material
into “waters of the United States”
unless the discharge is authorized
by the United States Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) under CWA
Section 404. In general, in order
to obtain a Section 404 permit the
adverse impacts to wetlands, streams,
and other aquatic resources resulting
from the discharge must be avoided
where practicable and minimized. For
unavoidable impacts, compensatory
mitigation is required to replace
the loss of wetland and aquatic
resource functions. Compensatory

mitigation refers to the restoration,
establishment, enhancement, or in
certain circumstances preservation of
wetlands, streams, or other aquatic
resources.
Compensatory mitigation
requirements must be commensurate
with the amount and type of impact
that is associated with the permitted
discharge. Permit applicants are
responsible for proposing an
appropriate compensatory mitigation
option to offset unavoidable impacts.
Compensatory mitigation options
include the purchase of credits from
an approved mitigation bank or inlieu fee program or development of
a mitigation project located either
on the project site or at an offsite
location (commonly referred to as a
permittee-responsible mitigation). The

The Trumbull Creek Wetlands Mitigation Bank, near Rock Creek, Ohio, was established in 2002 by Ohio Wetlands Foundation. The project restored approximately
250 acres of wetlands on lands that were previously drained for agricultural
purposes.
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Corps regulations (see 33 CFR Part
332) establish a regulatory hierarchy
for compensatory mitigation. The
hierarchy is: use of an approved
mitigation bank that has the resource
type and credits available; use of an
approved in-lieu fee program that has
the resource type and credits available;
a permittee responsible mitigation
project onsite; a permittee responsible
mitigation project offsite.
Prior to considering wetland
mitigation, the permittee must
demonstrate that it has considered
practicable alternatives to avoid
and minimize wetland and stream
impacts. If impacts are unavoidable,
the permittee is required to
demonstrate that appropriate
compensatory mitigation will be
completed which will fully replace the
impacted resource. When the impact
is necessary to fulfilling the basic
purpose of the project, the applicant
should consider the following steps
to plan, implement, and manage the
wetland and/or stream mitigation
project:
•

Select a location based on
watershed needs and how specific
wetland/stream restoration and
protection projects can be best
addressed and which will not be
adversely affected by surrounding
land uses;

•

Establish meaningful and
measurable performance
standards for the wetland/stream
mitigation so that project success
can be evaluated;

•

Establish a realistic and
measurable monitoring protocol
and standards to document that

the mitigation site will, over time,
achieve the required performance
standards; and
•

Clearly specify the components of
a complete mitigation project.

Starting the process
Before applying for a permit, an
applicant must identify the location
of all water resources on the project
site and establish a plan to provide
mitigation for impacted water
resources. Many project owners/
developers don’t realize they have
wetlands or other water resources on
their land. It is crucial to be familiar
with the land to avoid unauthorized
impacts to water resources. Project
owners will be held responsible for
unauthorized impacts, whether or not
they knew the project site contained
water resources.

permitting requirements. Typically,
the USACE asserts regulatory
jurisdiction over most water resources.
However, two states, New Jersey and
Michigan, manage state-run Section
404 programs. An additional set of
requirements has been established
for truly navigable waterways, i.e.,
those waterways that are or may be
used for shipping or recreational
boating, under Section 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act. Impacts to
these waters, commonly referred to

as Section 10 Waters, are regulated
by USACE. In addition, most states
maintain an active Section 401
Certification program, which may
impose additional and sometimes
contradictory requirements than
federal rules. An applicant typically
submits a permit application to the
USACE district office in which the
project is located. Permit applications
may also be required to be submitted
to the state agency that manages the
Section 401 Certification program.

Early in the development stages
of a project, a reputable ecological
consultant should be hired to
“delineate” wetlands and streams
on the project. After the wetland
boundaries and location of other
water resources have been mapped
and confirmed by USACE, applicants
should work with their civil engineer
to locate structures, utilities, and
other infrastructure on the site and
to consider alternative designs that
may avoid impacts to water resources,
where practicable. If avoidance is
not practicable, the design of the
project should attempt to minimize
the impacts to wetlands and streams.
Lastly, it will be necessary to consider
available mitigation options and to
propose a mitigation plan with the
permit application (typically prepared
by the ecological consultant). If a
mitigation bank or in-lieu project
is not available in the area of the
project it will be necessary to develop
a permittee responsible mitigation
project. This can take considerable
effort and time.

Federal and state permitting
In many instances, applicants must
comply with both federal and state

The wetland mitigation credit generated by the Trumbull Creek Wetlands Mitigation Bank in advance of permitted impacts is sold to applicants that need to
provide compensatory mitigation.
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species or significant cultural and/or
historical resources may play a role
in the permitting process. In certain
situations, it may be necessary to wait
until a certain time of the year to
collect additional data from the site,
prolonging the permitting process.

The restored wetlands at the Trumbull Creek Wetlands Mitigation Bank provide
valuable wetlands habitat for a wide array of plants and animals and provide important stormwater storage while helping to improve water quality in the Grand
River watershed.

Permit applications must be submitted
with documentation of the location
of water resources located on the
project site, typically in the form of
a delineation report including maps
and data collected from the site,
and an analysis of the value of the
water resources. An applicant must
identify the impacts to water resources
and develop a preferred mitigation
plan. Additional documentation and
justification for the purpose of the
impacts to the water resources must be
provided to the regulatory agencies.
This typically includes documentation
of the construction plan and analysis
of alternative site development plans,
how many cubic yards of soil will be
added to the area, and an analysis
of alternative sites where the project
could be practicably located.
The regulatory agencies could request
changes to the construction plans
(such as reducing the number of
parking spaces in a parking lot or
shifting the alignment of a utility
line) or the development of additional
mitigation. The process of negotiating
development alternatives and
mitigation requirements may take a
year or longer. It is important to have
a consultant or attorney familiar with
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the relevant USACE District and the
state Section 401 Certification agency
and their unique requirements and
procedures to facilitate timely permit
issuance and minimize unnecessary
costs and uncertainty.
Expedited permit issuance may be
available by using a general permit
if impacts to wetlands are less than a
half-acre and stream impacts are less
than 300 feet. Federal rules provide
a 45-day review period for USACE
to complete their review of general
permit application. General permits
are often referred to as Nationwide
Permits or NWPs. There are many
different types of NWPs and they
are specific to the type of activity
being completed (e.g., residential
development, linear transportation
projects, utility construction, etc.).
An individual permit is needed for
impacts that exceed the thresholds
for general permits. An individual
permit typically requires a minimum
of six months to obtain. Coordination
with other state and federal agencies
(US Fish and Wildlife Service and
state historic preservation agencies)
often lasts more than a year. The
presence of threatened or endangered

The individual permit process also
requires a public notice and comment
period. The applicant is required
to respond to the issues raised by
commenting agencies and the public.
As mentioned previously, it is highly
recommended that the applicant
retain an experienced consultant
to help navigate the process and to
coordinate with USACE, especially
when an individual permit application
will be needed.
Once all comments and concerns
are addressed, the applicant will
be issued a permit that defines the
authorized impacts to water resources
and identifies the required mitigation.
The permit may also contain
conditions that restrict construction
activity to certain times of the year to
reduce conflicts with endangered or
threatened species. The permit may
also include restrictions that prohibit
disturbance on portions of the site due
to the presence of important historical
or cultural resources.
The process of permitting and
mitigating impacts to water resources
is long and sometimes complicated.
It is important for applicants to
carefully consider potential permitting
requirements when selecting a site
and to allow for adequate time for
permitting. Using an experienced
consultant that is familiar with the
local permitting agencies and one that
is skilled in determining the extent
of water resources on a project site
and developing mitigation plans can
substantially reduce uncertainty and
minimize unnecessary delays.
Vincent E. Messerly can be reached
at (740) 654-4016 or vmesserly@
ohiowetlands.org.
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Sustainability on Campus: Teaching
sustainable (and humanitarian) engineering
Janet Bednarek, Ph.D.
Professor of History, University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio
President, PWHS Board of Trustees

lthough I teach in the
Department of History,
many of my students are
engineering undergraduates,
taking one of my history courses
as part of their general education
requirement. It is from them
that I have been made aware of
the degree to which many of the
students studying engineering
today have embraced the concept of
sustainability. I will not argue that
this is universal, but a sizable number
are grappling with how to engineer
more sustainable technologies and
live more sustainable lifestyles. We
have a sustainability club on campus
and the members have been key
players in prodding the University
of Dayton to adopt more sustainable

Wood dryer – Bolivia
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practices, including encouraging
recycling, purchasing foodstuffs
locally, and conducting frequent
energy audits with the goal of cutting
energy use. And not just students are
involved in promoting sustainability
as a number of the engineering
faculty (as well as faculty members
in other areas of the university) are
also working to encourage more
sustainable practices. One professor
of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, for example, not only
teaches environmentally conscious
design, he has also retrofitted his
home near campus with solar panels
and uses energy-efficient light bulbs
throughout his house. And I’ve
seen him walking to campus many
mornings.

Further, a number of my students
over the last decade have
participated in the ETHOS program
at the University of Dayton. ETHOS
stands for Engineers in Technical,
Humanitarian Opportunities for
Service-Learning and was founded
by a group of UD students in 2001.
Students participating in the ETHOS
program travel to different countries
throughout the world during the
summer term. In each country,
they explore how to use alternative,
non-traditional technologies to
improve the lives of the people
who will use those technologies.
The students work with local
organizations focused on conducting
appropriate technology, sustainable
development and educational work.
In recent years, with funding from
the National Science Foundation,
the students have been eligible
for scholarships in the Sustainable
Engineering Scholars Program. This
program was created in response to
predicted future fossil fuel and water
shortages and the need to “engineer
products, technology and services
delivering a more sustainable energy
supply and requiring less energy and
environmental impact.” The program
is designed to:
1.

Engage students in facultymentored sustainable
engineering curricular and extracurricular activities throughout
all four years (or more if they coop) of their education;

2.

Provide experiential learning
opportunities either through

Solar water heater – Bihar, India

undergraduate research,
cooperative education, industrysponsored design projects; and/
or through international ETHOS
service-learning internships,
all linking to sustainable
engineering and innovation;
3.

4.

5.

Provide a culminating
sustainable innovation/
entrepreneurship experience
oriented toward developing a
new product/service;
Provide strong academic
support structure and academic
intervention support necessary
for retention through calculus
and early sciences, consistent
with already quality academic
support services;

Rocket stove-oven – Ethiopia

panels on homes in a remote area of
Pakistan.
Many of these students—especially
the civil engineers—will be the
public works professionals of the
next generation. If what I see at
the University of Dayton is any
indication, these students will

bring their embrace of the value
of sustainability as well as many
important new skills to the public
works arena.
Janet Bednarek can be reached at (937)
229-2848 or janet.bednarek@notes.
udayton.edu.

Network students with
industrial/governmental
mentors, engineers and business
people through a continuing
seminar series focused upon
sustainable engineering and
innovation.

Last year, students in the ETHOS
program traveled to Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Cameroon and Pakistan. In these
developing areas of the world, the
students engaged in a variety of
projects including the development
of an efficient, low-smoke, woodburning stove, as well as solar cookers
and a water supply-filtration system.
One student also helped install solar

Institutional rocket stove – Malawi
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Retro-Greening: Bringing sustainability
to your existing facility
Chris Carter
Office Manager
ESA, A Terracon Company
Round Rock, Texas

uilding owners have a plethora
of choices when it comes
to classifying their future
renovation as “green”: LEED,
CHPS, and Energy Star to name a
few. The requirements vary for each
program but they all originated from
a common idea—to facilitate the
incorporation of sustainable, efficient
equipment and practices into existing
buildings where they do not currently
exist.
Sustainability is defined many
ways, but it most often refers to
minimizing or eliminating the carbon
footprint that a building leaves on
its environment. Energy efficiency
is producing the necessary building
conditions or manufactured product
with as little energy use and cost
as possible. Retrofitting existing
buildings with systems that produce
renewable energy and incorporating
equipment and strategies that reduce
wasted energy is referred to as “RetroGreening.”

considered utilizing a larger system at
the wastewater treatment plant that
would supply renewable power to the
smaller distribution pumps, aerators
and building lighting sources that
operate throughout the day.

Lighting
Many of our facilities were
constructed with the intent to utilize
daylighting strategies to limit the
need for light fixtures to operate
during the day, but the controls and
equipment for implementing those
strategies have been abandoned
or were value engineered out of
the original construction. There
have been significant gains in
the technology and reliability
of daylighting controls and the

incorporation, or reincorporation,
of these controls into the existing
lighting systems is typically a
relatively easy task. We find a number
of areas in almost every building
we survey that have an abundance
of natural daylight supplied by
windows, skylights or light wells,
but operate all of the existing light
fixtures in the space during the
daytime. The introduction of a
photocell into an existing lighting
circuit that serves fixtures located
in these areas will automatically
control the fixtures so that they turn
on when the ambient light is not
sufficient, but more importantly, they
turn off when the natural daylight
satisfies the lighting requirements of
the space.

Energy and sustainability retrofits can
be accomplished in many different
systems in an existing facility. This
article illustrates a few examples of
typical projects.

Renewable Energy
ESA, A Terracon Company, assisted
with the installation of a 101kW solar
photovoltaic system on the roof of an
existing parking garage to offset peak
demand and consumption charges
for a city hall. The system also offered
the added benefit of providing
additional shaded parking to the
top level of the garage. The city has
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It is not uncommon to find light fixtures operating throughout the day in an area
designed to utilize energy saving daylighting strategies.

Hot Water and Steam Production
Many facilities utilize large boilers
to produce process or space
conditioning steam or hot water
for the needs of the business or the
facility. One retrofit possibility is
replacing the large existing steam
boiler with smaller point-of-use steam
generators that produce steam for
only those loads that require steam
(such as sterilizers and humidifiers)
and satisfying the remainder of the
heating requirements with smaller,
hot water-producing equipment
located close to the site of the actual
hot water consumption. As most
energy loss within a hot water or
steam system occurs through the
distribution piping, steam traps and
condensate return pumps, utilizing
high efficiency condensing boilers or
instantaneous hot water generators
located close to the source of use will
generally consume significantly less
energy than larger single systems that
must distribute heat energy over long
distances. The turndown ratio on
larger heating systems is frequently
unable to stage its operation to match
load conditions as well as smaller
systems designed to closely match
the heating requirements with the
existing loads. The maintenance
required for each unit increases
as more pieces of equipment are
introduced into the system, but the
overall maintenance for the system
decreases as the distribution piping
network is shortened or eliminated.
Additionally, supplying the process
or space conditioning energy from
multiple zoned sources creates a
naturally redundant system and
results in a more dependable and
more efficient system.

Thermal Storage
As deregulation becomes the norm
for many of our states’ electricity
markets, and even in areas that
are not deregulated and still
offer time-of-use rate schedules,
thermal storage remains a viable
option to reduce energy costs. We

find many facilities in Texas that
simply abandoned their thermal
storage systems after deregulation
eliminated the time-of-use rate
schedules within the deregulated
region of the state, thinking that
the systems offered little benefit
without a “free energy” period in
which to recharge the system. We
have found that the thermal storage
system remains viable as a means of
demand limitation. By operating one
chiller in a multiple chiller system
overnight and charging the thermal
storage tank, that reserve chilled
water can be utilized throughout the
day in conjunction with chillers in
the system so that the chilled water
requirement can be satisfied with
one less chiller during the day than
would have been required without
the thermal storage supplement.
There are no consumption savings
generated with this strategy; the
reduction in demand charges,
however, results in a significantly
lowered utility bill and with proper
lead/lag chiller operating strategies
can lead to improved longevity for
the chillers within the system.

Heat Recovery
Another effective energy retrofit is to
install waste heat recovery equipment
to capture and reuse waste heat
that normally escapes the building
through the flues of combustion
process heat generation equipment.
The waste heat is captured and
utilized to pre-heat the boiler or
generator make-up water supply and
reduce the overall load requirements
of the system.

Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs)
We still survey buildings that have
large hydronic system distribution
pumps and cooling tower fans that
do not utilize VFDs. In the case of
adding VFDs to chilled or hot water
pumps, it is important to know that
the installation of a VFD may require
the facility to replace three-way
valves located at the air handlers and

Installing variable frequency drives on
existing driveless cooling tower fans
can be an excellent opportunity for
energy savings at an existing facility.

terminal units with two-way valves.
Also, a differential pressure sensor
will need to be installed at the correct
location within the distribution
piping to signal the drive when to
throttle the pump up or down. For
cooling tower fans, the installation
is easier as the fan throttles based on
condenser water return temperature
to the chiller. VFDs have an added
benefit in both situations of serving
as a soft-starter for the pump or
fan and, in addition to the energy
savings produced, should extend the
service life of the equipment.
Improving energy efficiency and
reducing a building’s impact on the
environment is not limited solely
to new construction or high-cost
equipment and system retrofits.
There are many opportunities to
green-up your facility with much of
the infrastructure that you already
have in place.
Chris Carter is the office manager for
the Round Rock, Texas, location of
ESA, A Terracon Company. He can be
reached at (512) 258-0547 or ccarter@
esa-engineers.com. Terracon is an
employee-owned engineering consulting
firm with more than 2,700 employees
providing geotechnical, environmental,
construction materials and facilities
services from more than 130 offices in
39 states nationwide.
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Innovating Sustainability: Finding success
with your partners
Keith Reester
Public Works Director
City of Loveland, Colorado
Member, APWA Center for Sustainability

ocal governments don’t
generally manufacture
anything; public works in
the simplest form is a service
supplier. We supply safe roads, snow
removal, storm drainage, and a host
of other services to our communities,
although we do it in a manner
somewhat differently than our
private sector peers. Every decade or
so our industry is challenged with
an opportunity to embrace a new
form of thinking, a change in our
systems that spans nearly everything
that we do. In the past few decades
we’ve seen broadband changes like
quality enhancements, performance
measurement, and the incorporation
of technology dramatically
change the face of our industry.
Sustainability is likely that watershed
concept today.
The broadband nature of sustainable
thinking impacts all the systems
we manage, and incorporating
sustainable thinking into our
business approach is a unique
opportunity to “up our game.” Very
often in government, direction
comes in the form of “be more like
the private sector” or incorporate
more innovation or do more with
less. Historically we do a mediocre
job at seeking new and innovative
ideas, then incorporating them
into our daily operations. The
penalty for failure or enhanced risktaking often is accompanied with
negative headlines, demonstrative
public feedback, and reluctance by
elected officials to greenlight future
breakthrough projects.
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Sustainability offers a unique
platform to guide and invest in
innovation and for public works to
be a leader in building the future
environment. Green initiatives and
investment often end up in public
works as a result of our control of
major capital projects, fleet, and
facilities—places where big and quick
impacts from systems thinking can
make an impact in the near term.
It is time to look outside to make
dramatic impacts inside.
Take a look at your 2011 historical
spending and identify what
percentage of your expenditures
went to suppliers; more than likely
you have a Top 10 or 20 suppliers
with whom you spent a large
percentage of your dollars. Many
of these suppliers may have been
selected by a low-bid process, or your
purchasing group sees their products
as a commodity purchase. In the end
that has no impact on your ability to
make breakthroughs for sustainable
systems thinking. Nearly every
firm that you work with is thinking
sustainability too—take advantage
of that expertise to help your team
create success. Use your suppliers
as your research and development
(R&D) source for sustainability.
In government we have a tendency
to create bid packages that are
prescriptive; this approach reduces
risk by making specifications tight
and provides a reduced avenue
for subjectivity (which may later
be contested) in making vendor
choices. This goes back to our history

of downplaying risk to protect
against failure. It will be a stretch,
but talk with your purchasing and
legal teams about outcomes-based
tendering packages. Outcomes-based
packages allow your agency to define
final success and allow suppliers,
contractors and designers to use
their expertise to solve the problem.
Too often we assume we know all
the keys to success and forget that
our private partners have decades
or more of experience in the same
market. Take advantage of that
knowledge.
Using an outcomes-based approach is
a great methodology in greening your
projects, programs and products. For
example, if your organization bids all
of your office supplies in a universal
blanket contract, does it really matter
if your paper is 70% or 80% recycled
content? What if the RFP included a
stated overall objective of reducing
carbon footprint for office supplies
by 40% over the life of the 24-month
contract? This approach allows you
to get the same supplies but gives
vendors the opportunity to drive
down your greenhouse gas emissions
through other means: locally sourced
products, recycled content hard
goods, alternative content papers, or
a partnered investment in technology
to reduce waste in your office supply
usage. Our partners have knowledge,
experience, and a tacit core value to
improve value for their customers.
Use that to leverage your success as
well as theirs. The same outcomesbased approach can be reasonably
applied to many ventures:

•

Pool cars – reduced fuel
consumption and emissions

•

Heavy equipment – pooled
resources with “just in time”
delivery for special needs

•

Road paving – warm-mix
asphalts and sustainable design
criteria

•

Building management –
performance-based energy and
equipment upgrades

•

Employee training – more
available training at less cost
through technology utilization

•

We Are The Asphalt Preser vation Specialists!

wasting money on
the same fixes
year after year?
stop the cycle!
preserve with gsb-88!
Proven Benefits of GSB-88:

l
l
l

Construction – active selection
of project contractors before
design begins

As public works leaders we often
get alarmed when we hear that
old phrase “we’ve always done it
this way.” In reality we need to
take a strong step back and look at
our purchasing methods to help
us better capture the success and
knowledge of our partners. Just
because we bought it that way for
the last five years does not mean we
need to do it that way this year.
One other key facet to consider is
meeting regularly with even the
most mundane vendors. Posit the
question, how can you help us be
more sustainable and do it cost
effectively? Frequently we only
meet with vendors over problems;
opportunities for successful
partnering are few and far between
in those circumstances. You may
not find the solution the first time
you meet, but setting the stage for
communications and collaboration
will yield success over time.
The list above not only has the
potential to yield significant
sustainability successes but also

l

.

Halts Chip loss from chip seals.
Halts joint raveling caused by low density seams.
Stops raveling and oxidation of slurry, micro slurry coatings.
Encases toxic coal tar coatings, holding them in place.
l
l
l
l
l
l

Asphalt
Asphalt Preservation
Preservation
Sustainable
Sustainable Pavement
Pavement Strategies
Strategies
Environmentally
Sound
Environmentally Sound Practices
Practices

Get More Info: (800) 747-8567
geeasphalt.net/apwa
cost and delivery savings—part of
systems thinking, holistic solutions
to problems.
Fast forward into the year with some
new thoughts:
1.

R&D – Local government is hard
pressed to invest in R&D; use
your suppliers to help do that

2.

Leadership – Buy into public
works leadership role in creating
holistic systems solutions
to issues and incorporate
sustainable thinking into that
platform

3.

People – Create an environment
where your team members
feel they can take adequate
risks to help your community,
and understand that failures
will happen; it’s not how you
celebrate the successes, it’s how

you celebrate the failures that
defines your innovation culture
4.

Partners – The people that work
for your partners are smart
people too. Talking about joint
success is not bad government;
it is the right thing to do for our
citizens today and in the future.

Success is defined many ways, but
creating more sustainable and
systems-oriented solutions to the
complex questions public works
organizations face today is hard but
achievable. Look outside to find success inside; take the time to talk with
your private partners about your
goals for sustainability. You’ll be surprised what opportunities may arise.
Keith Reester can be reached at (970)
962-2520 or reestk@ci.loveland.co.us.
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Green Initiatives
John P. Caruso, P.E.
Head, Mechanical/Electrical Department
Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd.
Rosemont, Illinois
hristopher B. Burke
Engineering, Ltd. (CBBEL)
is a full-service consulting
engineering and surveying firm
specializing in civil, transportation/
highway, municipal, traffic,
construction, water resources,
environmental, structural and
mechanical/electrical engineering.
CBBEL, which is headquartered in
Rosemont, Ill., has eight additional
satellite offices throughout the
states of Illinois and Indiana.
Started in 1986, CBBEL has grown
to approximately 220 employees
by providing consistently highquality services to both public and
private sector clients throughout the
Midwest. At CBBEL, we are committed
to delivering consistently accurate,
timely, and cost-effective solutions
to a wide range of engineering and
environmental challenges. Our
experienced staff is made up of

The domestic water booster pump skid
recently installed in CBBEL’s basement
mechanical room.
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responsive professionals who strive to
provide engineering, surveying and
environmental services on a personal
level.
CBBEL has been at the forefront of
sustainability/green initiatives and
“walks the walk” when it comes to
implementing them. Our Rosemont
headquarters has a green roof,
a Sustainability Committee, an
aggressive recycling program, and a
long-range plan to implement other
energy saving devices. CBBEL has a
cutting-edge Bike to Work Program
which has been featured in Crain’s
Chicago Business, the Chicago Tribune,
Reader’s Digest, American Profile and on
CNBC.

with additional bins and
signage.
•

We ask that employees utilize
the double-sized printing option
for documents that are for
review purposes only.

•

All nine floors of elevator lobby
lights, which are on 24 hrs/
day, 365 days a year, have been
changed over to low-wattage
LED lighting.

•

A domestic water booster pump
skid was recently installed in the
basement mechanical room. The
pump skid provides domestic
water to the nine floors of the
building, utilizing variable
frequency drives for the pump
motors and pressure sensing
devices. The new system reduces
energy usage by more than 65%
over the old pumping system.

•

An electric car charging station
has been installed on the
exterior of the building with
expansion capability built in
for additional future charging
stations.

•

CBBEL is currently a client of
the IGO commuter car sharing
company. CBBEL employees
have been issued an IGO key
fob and password. Employees
reserve time slots during the
day for travel to meetings, etc.
using online software for the
two vehicles which are dedicated
for CBBEL use Monday through
Friday. The cars are returned to a
nearby commuter lot on Friday
evening for public car sharing

Corporate Sustainability Program
In an effort to conserve our resources
and reduce our by-products, CBBEL is
taking the following steps.

•

CBBEL will no longer be
ordering Styrofoam cups, plastic
utensils, paper plates or bottled
water.

•

Employees are encouraged to
provide their own glassware
for water and coffee. Filtered
drinking water is available on all
floors in the building.

•

Employees can make use of the
dishwasher on the 7th floor.

•

CBBEL will be providing glass
pitchers, glassware and coffee
mugs for client use in lieu
of plastic bottled water for
meetings.

•

We have revitalized the
building’s recycling program

changing facilities and bicycle storage
for our employees while promoting
bicycling for the environment, fun,
fitness and transportation. Since the
creation of our year-round “Bike
to Work” program by Mike Kerr
and Jonathan O’Connell in 2006,
employees have ridden over 112,000
miles.

A vehicle charging station in CBBEL’s Rosemont location

during the weekend.
•

Electrical devices have been
added to some of the electric
motors in the building HVAC
system to increase their power
factor and thus increase their
electrical efficiency.

•

The cleaning company has
reorganized its process in order
to properly manage all material
placed in the recycle bins.

CBBEL is renewing its commitment
to the building recycling program as
part of its sustainability initiative.
In an effort to make recycling in the
office as convenient and effective as
possible, the following changes to our
recycling policy include:

As the company does its part to
maintain a convenient recycling
system, each CBBEL employee is
expected to support it by recycling all
paper, bottles, cans and other items
accepted by the service. And as the
recycling program shows progress,
new materials may be added to the
pickup. It is the company’s goal to
create a culture of waste awareness
amongst its employees, not only with
an improved recycling program but
through the use of reusable products
and waste prevention practices. For
example, recently implemented,
Styrofoam cups and plastic flatware
will not be restocked in order to
encourage employees to use durable
dishware.

•

Commuter Transit Benefit

•

CBBEL has installed LED lighting
in the drive-through and ATM
lane of the bank occupying
the first floor of the building
reducing the wattage consumed
by the overhead fixtures.

Recycling and Waste Reduction
Policies

A new green 35-gallon toter has
been provided on each floor for
recyclable material.

•

Blue recycle bins have been
consolidated and, in some cases,
relocated for convenient use.

•

All recyclables may be mixed
together in any of the green or
blue recycle bins. Items do not
need to be separated by material.

Previously a Silver status company, in
2012 the League of American Bicyclists
awarded CBBEL “Gold” status as a
Bicycle Friendly Business. The Bicycle
Friendly Business Program recognizes
employers’ efforts to encourage a
more bicycle friendly atmosphere for
employees and clients and honors
innovative bike friendly efforts.
CBBEL is one of three Illinois firms to
be awarded Gold status and is one of
the few Midwestern non-bike-related
businesses to be awarded Gold status.
Also in 2010, CBBEL was named one
of the best workplaces for commuters.
Best workplaces for commuters
members are nationally recognized
leaders offering outstanding
commuter benefits to their employees.
In addition, CBBEL is recognized as
a reporting member by Clean Air
Counts. Biking to Work promotes
employee health and fitness, employee
morale, and helps the environment as
well as corporate image.
Our year-round Program consists of
the following:
•

Employees are paid $0.75 for
every mile commuted by bike

CBBEL offers a commuter benefits
program. Through payroll deduction,
employees can use pre-tax earnings
to pay for public transportation and
commuter parking.

Bike to Work Program
As a Bicycle Friendly Business, CBBEL
provides mileage reimbursement,

The Bike Plaza at the Rosemont location
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•

•

Yearly Educational Presentations
from the Active Transportation
Alliance are provided

Pumps, Bike Tools, Tubes, Other
Gear and Maps are kept at office

•

Commuter breakfasts are hosted
monthly

Bike Storage is allowed in offices
and is provided at racks and
shower facility

•

CBBEL participates in Bike
to Work Week “Commuter
Challenge”

•

CBBEL provides assistance on
Routes, Equipment, Gear, etc.

•

Bike to Work Program is featured
prominently in Newsletters and
Corporate Culture

•

Participation is logged weekly on
company spreadsheet

Kits, Seat Bags, etc.

File Storage Apartment was
converted to Locker/Shower
Facility

•

Discounts from Local Bike Shop
are provided for parts and service

•

Health Club Shower Passes are
provided to female commuters

•

•

CBBEL provides Annual Bike
Giveaway for most miles

•

•

CBBEL provides Quarterly
Giveaways of Vests, Lights, Flat

Results
Over 200 employees have participated
in the Program and over 112,000
miles have been commuted on
bike. That equates to approximately
217,000 pounds of CO2 eliminated,
over 5,258,778 calories burned, and
over $24,000 in gas money saved.

What We Have Learned
•

Average distance of commute is
12-15 miles (high is 35)

•

Average number of rides is 43/
year (high is 300)

•

Average number of weeks ridden
is 11 weeks (high is 48)

•

Average miles/week
companywide is 690 miles (high
is 2,500)

•

Average miles/week/participant is
34 miles (high is 100)

•

Anyone can participate

•

No special gear is required besides
a helmet

•

Participants are healthier,
happier, and leaner

•

Most participants would continue
regardless of incentives

John P. Caruso can be reached at (847)
823-0500 or jcaruso@cbbel.com.
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June 25-27, 2012 | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Omni William Penn Hotel | 530 William Penn Place | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Register Before May 25 and Save $50!
Sign Up Today!

Plan now to attend the Fourth
Annual APWA Sustainability in
Public Works Conference – the
most important sustainability
event of 2012.
Engage in discussions with public
works experts, hear success
stories and challenges faced by
other communities and agencies,
and discover the leading-edge
products and services featured
by our exhibitors.
Help move your community
forward and join APWA’s
brightest leaders and
innovators for an inside view of
sustainability’s ever-growing
role in public works!

Register today at:
www.apwa.net/sustainability

Products in the News
Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures,
2011 Edition

Plastic Pipes: Greener, sustainable infrastructure

For more than 85
years, PCA’s Design
and Control of
Concrete Mixtures
has been the authoritative reference on
cement and concrete
materials. The new,
fully revised 15th
edition contains the
most recent standards,
specifications and test
methods for ASTM,
AASHTO and ACI, and
includes the best practice on materials and methods for sustainable concrete
construction. For more information or to order, visit www.
cement.org/apwa or call (800) 868-6733.

Plastic pipe systems
are environmentally
smart and unmatched
at conserving natural resources. Strong, durable,
flexible and proven, they
require less energy to
manufacture, transport
and install than alternatives. Exceptional service
life, superior corrosion
and abrasion resistance,
incomparable joint performance, and leak-free
or watertight systems
make them the best choice for truly sustainable underground infrastructure. The Plastics Pipe Institute (PPI)
is the major trade association representing all segments
of the plastics piping industry. Learn more by visiting our
website: www.plasticpipe.org.

Proseal Inc. and Reclamite: changing the
pavement life cycle

Design-Build Storage Solutions with
ClearSpan™ Fabric Structures

Proseal Inc.
and Reclamite
are changing
the pavement
life cycle as
we know it.
Reclamite contains
selected maltene
fractions in
chemical balance
that penetrate
the surface of
the asphalt pavement rebalancing the chemistry of
the oxidized asphalt. Pavements in good profile, but
exhibiting signs of aging, hairline cracking, raveling
and pitting, will benefit from a Reclamite application.
Reclamite also tightens new asphalt pavements that are
open due to poor compaction and seals the surface. With
branches in Kansas, Oklahoma and Nebraska, combined
with specialty products like Reclamite, CRF Restorative
Scrub Seal and PACAF Seal, Proseal Inc. is sure to have the
right product for your road with today’s budgeting crisis.
Call 1-877-650-9805 today for a pavement evaluation or
visit us at www.proseal.us.

ClearSpan
Fabric
Structures is
the industryleading
manufacturer of
tension fabric
buildings,
offering
American-made
structures with
in-house engineering, manufacturing, financing and
installation. These structures provide energy-efficient,
economical solutions for a variety of applications,
including waste management, bulk storage, municipal
use, wastewater treatment, manufacturing, distribution,
athletics, military and more. ClearSpan Hercules Truss
Arch Buildings feature abundant natural light and
spacious interiors without support posts to interfere with
forklifts, dump trucks, skid loaders, conveyers and other
heavy machinery. For more information, visit www.
ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA or call 1-866-643-1010 to speak
with a ClearSpan specialist.
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No-Dig Snap-Tite® relines damaged culverts in
a “snap”

STRIPE-OFF™ makes cleanup of striping paint
overspray a breeze

Snap-Tite®’s
patented
joint and
installation
system
eliminates
the need to
remove failing
culverts. Small
segments are
“snapped”
together, all
with watertight seals. With Snap-Tite’s ease of installation
and variable lengths, 95 percent of culvert repairs are
done off-road. This means increased safety for workers
and motorists. Snap-Tite is made from HDPE pipe, has a
life expectancy of 100 years and meets AASHTO Standard
M326 for relining culverts. For more information, visit
www.culvert-rehab.com or call 1-800-CULVERT (2858378).

STRIPE-OFF™
makes cleanup
of striping
paint overspray
a breeze. Just
apply STRIPEOFF™ before you
begin striping
and it will
prevent quickdrying, water or
solvent-borne
thermoplastic
and epoxy-based paints from bonding to your striping
machines, gun packs, tires, and stencils. Now all you
have to do is simply flush or wipe off any striping
paint overspray accumulations. It’s that easy! For more
information, call RHOMAR Industries, Inc. at 1-800688-6221.

Everblades heated windshield wiper blades
Airlessco’s EZ Rent airless paint sprayers are
designed and built for rental
Airlessco, a division
of Graco, offers its
EZ Rent airless
paint sprayers in two
durable and easy-touse models: EZ570
and EZ700. The
series features a low
maintenance design
coupled with highquality construction
and components for
reliable operation,
extended life and
high ROI, making it
ideal for the rental
industry. Capable
of handling waterbased paints, oil-coatings, 100-percent acrylics, stains
and varnishes, the EZ Rent sprayers are suitable for a
variety of end-users including professional contractors,
facility managers and homeowners. The EZ Rent models
feature a .9-horsepower DC motor and generate 3,000-PSI
maximum operating pressure. Weighing 71 pounds and
delivering a maximum output of 0.85-GPM, the EZ570
packs powerful performance in a small, convenient
package. Visit Airlessco’s website at www.airlessco.com.

Everblades heated windshield wiper blades have
been around for more than 20 years. The squeegees now
are made of a hinged design silicone rubber material.
The blades wipe exceptionally clean and last 3-4 times
longer than natural rubber wiper blades. The specially
designed blades have a heating element inside the
squeegee and are designed to heat up to about 200
degrees F in the manufacturing process. Additional heat
can also be provided for the blade structure, which helps
keep the moving parts free of ice and enhance wiping
effectiveness. Contact jim@everblades.com, or call
1-800746-0428. Website: www.everblades.com.

Free troubleshooting tool now available for
Hi-Way T6034 Asphalt Transporter
Highway Equipment Company (HECO) recently
introduced the Hi-Way Service Advisor, a hub of
interactive troubleshooting tools available on www.
highwayequipment.com. Using simple diagrams and
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step-by-step
instructions,
service advisors
help dealers
and end-users
troubleshoot
common
issues, reducing
downtime and
maximizing performance. To use the new tool, visit the
“Hi-Way Service Advisor” page under the “Customer
Support” tab on www.highwayequipment.com. Thus far,
the online tool troubleshoots the Hi-Way T6034 Asphalt
Transporter and provides solutions to the endgate not
raising, conveyor not starting, and how to manually
unload if the controller fails. New service advisors on
other Hi-Way models will be continually released to
fulfill HECO’s commitment to excellent service.

Get complete system protection with the
ICM450 Three-Phase Voltage Monitor
ICM Controls,
a leader in the
manufacture and
supply of electronic
controls to the
HVAC/R industry,
readies your
equipment for the
extremes of the
summer months
with its ICM450
Three-Phase
Voltage Monitor.
The fully programmable ICM450 has an array of powerful
features that combine to prevent premature motor failure
and damage due to common voltage faults. By evaluating
the power on both the Line and Load sides, the ICM450
can spot power disturbances caused by factors like a
worn contactor, problems that might otherwise be
overlooked. ICM450 features an LCD display, which
helps simplify both the installation and troubleshooting
processes. It offers fast, seven-step push-button setup and
simultaneous displays all three phases being monitored.
For more information, call 1-800-365-5525 or visit www.
icmcontrols.com.

Molded Heavy Duty Solvent Weld SDR 26 Sewer
Fittings from Royal Building Products
Royal Building Products has added Molded Heavy
Wall Solvent Weld SDR 26 Sewer Fittings to its
line of Plastic Trends Municipal Solutions by Royal.
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The lightweight
and compact
molded fittings
are a heavier-duty
product with
more dimensional
consistency
engineered to
withstand pressure
from compacting
soil during and after
installation. They
offer three times the
crush resistance of
an SDR 35 fitting
and are engineered to provide contractors with an easyto-install alternative to fabricated fittings. They are
available from four to eight inches in diameter with 40
patterns and configurations on the market and additional
patterns in development. More information can be found
at www.royalbuildingproducts.com/plastictrends.

Loftness introduces the Carbide Cutter G3
mulching head attachment
As part of its
VMLogix™
line of
products,
Loftness
introduces
the Carbide
Cutter
G3 highperformance
mulching
head
attachment
for skid steers. This new generation product incorporates
the latest cutting-tooth technologies and power drive
systems, while maintaining the rugged reliability
expected of Loftness equipment. The Carbide Cutter G3
is available with 51-, 61- and 71-inch cutting widths. All
models are offered with a variety of carbide-tipped and
heat-treated steel teeth to match any job application.
The precisely engineered spiral tooth pattern on the
rotor ensures continuous tooth contact with the material
being cut. For maximum cutting performance, the
Carbide Cutter G3 features a two-stage cutting chamber
with staggered counter teeth and a shear bar. For more
information, call 1-800-828-7624 or visit www.vm-logix.
com.

Gee Asphalt Systems, Inc. – Your Asphalt
Preservation Specialists!

Fracking Kit for testing contaminates in
drinking water

We’ve been conducting
long-term research
on the most effective
preservation methods
for 50+ years while our
clients have reaped the
benefits. Additionally,
extensive FHWA, FAA,
NAVFAC, MDOT, and
AZDOT research all
show that strategic
preservation can double
the life of asphalt
pavements to sustain
streets, roadways and
highways, airports, and
commercial pavements. We distribute and use proven
front-runner, GSB-88 Sealer Binder, made from Gilsonite,
a 99.85% pure mineral asphalt ore high in asphaltenes
and nitrogen compounds, never cracked or fractioned,
and awarded the nation’s first Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD). Let us help develop your cost-effective
asphalt preservation strategy. Contact us at 1-800-7478567 or www.geeasphalt.net.

Forston Labs has
announced their new
Fracking Kit for
testing contaminates
in drinking water. The
Fracking Kit consists of a
LabNavigator (required
for all measurements),
a full-range heavy-duty
pH Sensor, a Turbidity
Sensor, a Conductivity
Sensor and a clearlanguage informative
user’s guide for the
non-chemist. It works
by simply connecting one or more of the sensors to the
LabNavigator, ensuring the accuracy by using one of
the included non-toxic standards, dipping the sensor
into a sample of well water and pressing a button which
stores the test results for future use. The digital readout
on the LabNavigator shows the results in an instant. For
more information, call 1-800-301-1259 or visit www.
forstonlabs.com.

AeroMetric’s DMC upgrades boost performance

AeroMetric has upgraded two of its Z/I Imaging
Digital Mapping Camera (DMC) sensors. The
upgrades replace the sensors’ original hard drives
with a state-of-the-art solid state system, enhancing
reliability and portability. These improvements also yield
greater consistency in color tone and balance across
all of the company’s digital platforms. Improved flight
management hardware and software have also been
installed. Designed specifically as a photogrammetric
mapping camera, the DMC sensors offer a rigid square
frame and a fixed pixel geometry in a single pixel array
that result in very high-quality geometric resolution.
All DMC systems collect four-band multispectral (Red,
Green, Blue, Near IR) and black-and-white panchromatic
imagery. For more information, call 1-800-558-6707 or
visit www.aerometric.com.

Cost-effective building solutions from Legacy
Building Solutions
Combining
superior quality
rigid frame
engineering
with the proven
benefits of tension
fabric, Legacy
Building
Solutions
introduces the
industry’s first
line of fabric
buildings to incorporate structural steel beams
instead of open web trusses. This new engineering design
provides a cost-effective and innovative building solution.
Legacy buildings utilize a durable rigid frame in place of
the hollow-tube, open web truss framing traditionally
used for fabric buildings. Unlike hollow tube steel,
Legacy’s solid structural steel beams are not vulnerable to
unseen corrosion originating inside a tube. Additionally,
the structural steel has multiple coating options, including
hot dip galvanizing, grey primer and powder coat paint.
Visit our website, www.legacybuildingsolutions.com, or
call us at (877) 259-1528 to learn more.
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TIRED OF THE ROADBLOCKS?

APWA realizes it can be frustrating when your employment search is constantly being
detoured by obstructions and dead ends. By focusing our job board solely on the public
works community, we have created the best possible environment for both employers
and job seekers to find each other. We help to alleviate the hassle and ensure that you are
targeting the right audience each and every time.

Whether you’re looking for a new career opportunity,
or looking for the perfect job candidate, let WorkZone
help you get the job done.

Choose the road free of obstacles—visit the WorkZone website today!

www.apwa.net/workzone

Post Pulling
Made Easy!

by Consort

• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts
Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

3/15/12 5:36 PM

CULVERT REHAB
Dig and replace
has been replaced.

www.proseal.us

Easier. Faster. Safer.

1-800-CULVERT
www.culvert-rehab.com

Your ad could be here!

Call Amanda
or Kristen at
800-800-0341

Easy
Powerful
Affordable
888.920.0380
www.PubWorks.com
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www.kleinfelder.com

Energy
• Facilities • Federal • Transportation
• Water 11:44
HN_APWADir2011.qxp
11/5/2010

A

888-682-9010
sales@henkemfg.com
Clearing the Way for over 90 years

Scan our QR
code with
your mobile
device for a
chance to
win an iPad

www.SafeSidewalks.com
TTad1.12:Layout 1

3/5/12

5:50 PM

Page 1

Fleet Maintenance & Inventory
Management Software

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

Get your FREE
Trial Demo
NOW!
Call: 800.980.2555

or visit: www.fleet-maintenance.com
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Green is the new black.
Series 431 Perma-Shield ® PL is a high-performance,
ceramic-modified epoxy lining for ductile iron and
steel pipe. Formulated for the most aggressive sewer
environments, it offers advanced permeation, abrasion,
and chemical resistance. It can withstand 2500 psi
hydrocleaning and its light green color makes it easy to
inspect. To get the inside story, go to: Series431.com.
1- 8 0 0 -T N E M E C 1

A World Leader in Landscape Architecture
Landscape Architecture • Planning
Urban Design
www.swagroup.com

w w w.t n e m e c .c o m

Prevent ice and snow build up, even at -40!
101203 APWA Reporter BC 2-125Wx2-3125H.indd 1

12/3/10 5:01 PM

Complete Kits
start at only • Heavy-Duty Lighted

$120

SAFE TO USE ALL YEAR

1-800
746-0428

Toggle Switch
• Use on flat or curved
windshields
• Replacement Blades Available
• 12-Month Guarantee
• Now made of silicone rubber

Major credit cards accepted

www.everblades.com
Circle No. 154 on Response Card

Engineering and
Construction
Services for
Municipalities

Phone: 816-333-9400
busdev@burnsmcd.com
Specializing in Snow Removal Equipment

Your ad could be here!

Call Amanda or Kristen at 800-800-0341
Ph: (815)673-4321 www.flinkco.com

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE
...to advertise in the APWA Reporter’s
Transportation and Projects of the Year issue!
Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the July “Transportation” and
“Projects of the Year” issue. Our transportation articles will feature topics such
as road maintenance, construction, traffic controls and paving materials. And
the Projects of the Year award is a great honor and our members will be looking
eagerly to the issue to see which public works projects have been chosen. The
deadline to reserve your space is June 7; the materials are due by June 11.

Call Amanda or Kristen at (800) 800-0341.
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UPCOMING APWA EVENTS
International Public Works Congress & Exposition

North American Snow Conference

2012
2013
2014
2015

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-APWA or send
e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

Aug. 26-29
Aug. 25-28
Aug. 17-20
Aug. 30-Sept. 2

Anaheim, CA
Chicago, IL
Toronto, ON
Phoenix, AZ

For more information, contact Dana Priddy at (800) 848-APWA
or send e-mail to dpriddy@apwa.net.

MAY
17

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “A Systems Thinking 		
Approach to Creating a Learning Organization” (Live),
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

31

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Debris Management in
Emergency Situations” (Live), (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

2013

International Bridge Conference 2012, Engineers’ Society of Western
PA, Pittsburgh, PA, (412) 261-0710, www.eswp.com

Charlotte, NC

National Public Works Week: May 20-26, 2012
Always the third full week in May. For more information, contact Jon
Dilley at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to jdilley@apwa.net.
12

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Low Cost Safety Improvements” (Rebroadcast), (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

14

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “The New ISI Tool” (Live),
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

25-27

APWA Sustainability in Public Works Conference, 		
Pittsburgh, PA, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

26

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “The New AASHTO 		
Transportation Green Book” (Rebroadcast),
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

28

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “FHWA Rating Systems” (Live),
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

JUNE
10-13

Apr. 7-10		
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Good Decisions Make
Great Communities
Decisions are made all the time. Good ones are made
using Esri® Technology. With an enterprise GIS by
Esri, you can increase efficiency, lower costs, enhance
communication, and make the decisions that lead to
a safer community.

Learn more at esri.com/apwa
Copyright © 2012 Esri. All rights reserved.

YOU DON’T BRING
A KNIFE TO A GUN FIGHT.
Having the right tool for the job is critical. And the right tool is a Western Star. Because you
can build your Western Star® truck exactly how you need it. The right frame. The right options.
And the right engines, with powerful and efficient choices from both Cummins and Detroit.
So you get what you want, all with the high-quality components you can count on every single day.
FIND OUT MORE AT WESTERNSTAR.COM

IN THE FIELD?

Use your smartphone to scan this code. GET THE FREE APP AT HTTP://GETTAG.MOBI
WS/MC-A-448. Speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice. Western Star Truck Sales, Inc. is registered to ISO 9001:2008
and ISO 14001:2004. Copyright © Daimler Trucks North America LLC. All rights reserved. Western Star Truck Sales, Inc. is a
subsidiary of Daimler Trucks North America LLC, a Daimler company.

Get the free mobile app at

http:/ / gettag.mobi

